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Abstract

This dissertation concerns mechanically detected nuclear magnetic resonance.

The spatial resolution of conventional magnetic resonance imaging and localized

NMR spectroscopy is limited to ∼ 0.1 mm for everyday applications, and can be en-

hanced down to a few micrometers in certain favorable cases. Further improvement is

restricted by the sensitivity: Inductive detection of magnetization using a radio frequency

pick-up coil - as part of every commercial NMR instrument - requires presently at least

1012 nuclear spins per volume element to detect a signal, and further improvement seems

difficult.

In the early nineties, Sidles and co-workers proposed an alternative detection scheme

that bases on a modified atomic force microscope (AFM) and can reach a far better sen-

sitivity: The sample is attached to a microscale cantilever and placed in the strong field

gradient produced by a small ferromagnet. When the magnetic force acting on the sample

is inverted periodically, which may be done by radio frequency irradiation, the cantilever

begins to resonate. The mechanical vibrations can then be measured by the help of a laser

beam that gets reflected from the cantilever surface. With this technique named Magnetic

resonance force microscopy (MRFM), Rugar and co-workers have recently succeeded in

measuring the very small ∼ aN force from a single electron spin, and - given the fast

progress in micromechanical technologies - there is no reason why even single protons

might not be accessible in the nearer future.

The combination of MRFM with high-resolution NMR spectroscopy holds great

promises. NMR spectroscopy can benefit from the high sensitivity of mechanical detec-

tion to investigate the molecular structure of very small objects. Imaging by MRFM, on

vii



viii Abstract

the other hand, gains detailed information about the chemical composition of the imaged

sample when combined with spectroscopy. Together they allow to obtain NMR spectra

for each volume element of the sample, adding superb chemical contrast to imaging at the

unprecedented micro- to nanoscale resolution of the MRFM.

This work describes the construction of a MRFM probe, and the development of

(radio-frequency) methods for mechanically detected NMR spectroscopy. In a first and

most prominent part, a layout for the probe assembly is given. The main components, the

modified force microscope, the NMR spectrometer, and the necessary software are de-

scribed in detail. A second part focuses on radio-frequency excitation schemes: Methods

for magnetization modulation and acquisition of NMR spectra are developed. These form

the basis for the third part: Localized spectroscopy experiments with spatial resolutions

of about one micrometer.



Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit mechanisch detektierter Kernresonanz.

Die Ortsauflösung von konventionell detektierter lokalisierter Spektroskopie und

bildgebender Kernresonanz (MRI) ist für gewöhnliche Anwendungen auf ca. 0.1 mm

beschränkt und kann in speziellen Fällen bis auf ein paar Mikrometer gesteigert werden.

Eine weitere Verbesserung der Auflösung ist wegen der mangelnden Empfindlichkeit nur

schwer möglich - für die konventionelle, induktive Detektion via einer Radiofrequen-

zspule sind mindestens 1012 Kernspins nötig, um ein messbares Signal zu erzeugen.

Ein anderer Weg zur Messung von Kernresonanz, vorgeschlagen von John Sidles

und Mitarbeitern Anfangs der 90er Jahre, beruht auf einem modifizierten Kraftmikroskop

(AFM): Die Probe wird auf die Spitze eines Cantilevers1 geklebt und anschliessend in

die Nähe eines kleinen Permanentmagneten gebracht. Der starke Feldgradient des Mag-

neten bewirkt eine anziehende Kraft auf die Probe und damit eine leichte Verbiegung des

Cantilevers. Der Effekt der - sehr kleinen - Kraft kann beträchtlich verstärkt werden,

indem man die Magnetisierung der Probe periodisch umkehrt (was durch Radiofrequen-

zeinstrahlung mittels einer NMR-Spule möglich ist) und den Cantilever damit in eine

resonante Schwingung versetzt. Die mechanische Bewegung der Cantileverspitze kann

dann mit Hilfe eines reflektierten Laserstrahls sehr genau verfolgt werden. Es zeigt sich,

dass dieser mechanische Weg der Detektion um ein Vielfaches empfindlicher ist als die

induktive Messmethode. Die heutige Empfindlichkeit reicht bereits dazu aus, einzelne

1 Ein Cantilever ist ein einseitig befestigtes, mikroskopisches Lineal, das mit dem anderen Ende frei vib-
rieren kann. Es wird standardmässig in der AFM Technologie eingesetzt.

ix



x Zusammenfassung

Elektronenspins nachzuweisen, und es ist sehr wohl möglich, dass in nicht allzu ferner

Zukunft sogar einzelne Kernspins beobachtet werden können.

Die Kombination dieser Technik - genannt Kernresonanz-Kraftmikroskopie

(MRFM) - mit hochauflösender NMR-Spektroskopie ist sehr vielversprechend: Ein-

erseits profitiert die traditionelle Kernresonanz von der hohen Empfindlichkeit des

neuen Gerätes, was es erlaubt, kleinere Proben als bis anhin möglich zu untersuchen.

Andererseits kann das erweiterte Kraftmikroskop die chemische Selektivität der

Kernresonanz benutzen, um die chemische Zusammensetzung der Probe zu eruieren.

Zusammen erlauben die beiden Techniken, NMR-Spektren von kleinsten Bildvolumina

aufzunehmen und Magnetresonanzbilder mit Auflösung im Mikro- bis Nanometerbereich

und hervorragendem chemischen Kontrast zu gewinnen.

Diese Arbeit umfasst einerseits die Konstruktion eines Kernresonanz-

Kraftmikroskops, und andererseits die Entwicklung von Radiofrequenzmethoden

im Hinblick auf eine Anwendung des Geräts in der NMR-Spektroskopie. Im ersten Teil

wird das Mikroskop und die dazugehörenden Messinstrumente ausführlich beschrieben:

Dazu gehören das modifizierte Kraftmikroskop, die Radiofrequenz-Anregung und ein

umfangreiches Softwarepaket. Der zweite Teil konzentriert sich auf Radiofrequenz-

Techniken: Methoden für die periodische Umkehrung der Magnetisierung einerseits, als

auch Wege zur Messung von NMR-Spektren anderseits werden entwickelt. Diese bilden

dann die Grundlage für den dritten Teil, in welchem anhand von einigen Experimenten

lokalisierte Spektroskopie im Bereich eines Mikrometers gezeigt wird.



Disclaimer

The construction of the experimental setup is a result of close teamwork between my

colleague Qiong Lin an myself. Consequently both of us hold equal share in the final

instrument. Optical detection and probehead design, which have been mainly realised by

Qiong will be presented in her thesis, and only an overview is given here. On the other

hand, radio-frequency generation, signal acquisition and feedback system are considered

in detail. The assembly of the instrument would furthermore not have been possible

without the machining and electronics expertise and support of Andreas Hunkeler and

Urban Meier.

Outline The thesis is organized to give an overview of MRFM with the prospect of

mechanically detected NMR spectroscopy. In favor of a transparent layout, other material

- which nevertheless forms a substantial part of this work - is assembled in the Appendix.

Mechanically detected spectroscopy is treated in six Chapters. Chapter 1 and 2

provide an introduction to mechanically detected magnetic resonance, starting with an

overview of the “sensitivity problem” in NMR and the history of MRFM, then going

over to the theory of (nuclear) magnetic resonance and force detection. The core work is

presented in Chapters 3 to 6: Chapter 3 gives a detailed layout for microscope construc-

tion, radio-frequency circuitry, and spectrometer software. A special emphasis (continued

in Chapter 4) is laid on the stability of the instrument. Chapter 4 introduces novel radio-

frequency and acquisition schemes, starting with an evaluation of adiabatic magnetization

modulation patterns, continuing with rf-tricks to eliminate spurious excitation of the can-

tilever, and concluding with methods for coherence measurements and spatially encoded

xi



xii Disclaimer

acquisition of NMR spectra. Chapter 5 introduces imaging by MRFM and contains some

theoretical investigations on magnet shapes and image reconstruction. Chapter 6 finally

presents the main experimental material: MRFM measurements of spin echoes, the acqui-

sition of local dipolar spectra and demonstration of chemical contrast, as well as several

proposals to regain chemical shift information despite of the strong field gradient.

Appendix A gives a description of a microcoil probe that can be combined with

optical laser tweezers for magic angle spinning of small objects, Appendix B provides

the theoretical derivation for the optimal feedback controller used in cantilever vibra-

tion damping, and Appendix C collects some details about the pulse programmer of the

MRFM spectrometer.



1 Introduction

The low sensitivity of NMR and MRI is a consequence of the weak coupling of nuclear

spins to external magnetic fields. For a typical NMR experiment, the energies involved in

nuclear transitions are on the order of 10−25 J, corresponding to a thermal energy tempera-

ture of 7 mK. Sensitivity is degraded further by the associated low Boltzmann polarization

of the spins, being < 10−4 even in the most favorable room-temperature cases. In the con-

ventional Faraday method of detecting NMR signals > 1013 spins are presently needed

for NMR spectroscopy [1] and > 1012 spins per volume element for imaging, limiting the

spatial resolution to ∼ 10 µm for liquid water [2, 3]. Consequently, there has been much

effort devoted to increasing the sensitivity of nuclear magnetic resonance, and a wealth of

alternative and very diverse (however often very specific) approaches has emerged. They

are in the following briefly summarized.

Approaches for sensitivity enhancement in NMR

A first approach involves methods that transfer polarization from higher polarized reser-

voirs, such as electron spin or optical transitions, to the nuclear spins. A necessary re-

quirement is a correlation of the nuclear spin degrees of freedom with the highly polarized

system. Electron spin polarization can be transfered to the nuclear spins via the hyperfine

interaction using dynamic nuclear polarization [4]. Other schemes base on connections

between spin and space symmetries of certain molecules, such as hyperpolarized Xenon

techniques [5, 6], the Pasadena effect [7] and the Haupt effect [8, 9]. Optical pumping in-

volving electronically excited states has been widely used to enhance nuclear polarization

in semiconductors [10, 11].

1



2 1. Introduction

cantilever

laser

sample

ferromagnet

coil

rf-pulses

Figure 1.1: The Magnetic Resonance Force Microscope. The ferromagnet plays two

fundamental roles, namely: It produces the magnetic field gradient necessary for force

detection, and it enables magnetic resonance imaging.

A second category is constituted by methods using indirect detection of nuclear spins

via their effect on other, more sensitive transitions. EPR techniques such as electron spin

echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) or electron-nucleus double resonance spectroscopy

(ENDOR) are able to study nuclear interactions, in particular hyperfine and quadrupole

couplings, by their influence on the electronic paramagnetic resonance [12]. Mössbauer

spectroscopy observes high energy γ-transitions between nuclear energy levels with very

high resolution (one part in 1012) that permits to extract information on quadrupole-

coupled nuclei by an analysis of the fine structure [13]. Several optically detected NMR

(ODNMR) schemes have been applied to semiconductors, namely Raman and Faraday

rotation techniques [14–16].

A third, more fundamental approach is the change of the detection scheme. Stan-

dard Faraday detection records the precession of nuclear magnetic moments in an external
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magnetic field by an induction coil, forming the basis of commercial NMR spectrome-

ters and imaging devices. Improved setups using microcoils are presently able to detect

1012 − 1013 proton spins in water under ideal conditions [1, 3, 17], while for less favor-

able systems these value can be several orders of magnitude larger. SQUID detection

involves a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) in order to measure

variations of the magnetic flux as a change in the relative phase of an electron’s wave

function traversing two separate paths around a superconducting loop. The interference

at the end of the loop influences the conductance of the device and allows to determine

magnetic flux changes to very high precision [18, 19]. Force detection discussed in this

work observes the force exerted on a magnetized sample in an inhomogeneous external

magnetic field [20–22]. While the oldest detection method of magnetic resonance form-

ing the basis for Stern and Gerlach’s and Rabi’s experiments between 1920-40 it has soon

lost attraction in favor of inductive detection. Interest was renewed by Sidles in 1991 [20]

who proposed to use AFM cantilevers for force sensing combined with periodic modula-

tion of the spin magnetization at the cantilever’s resonance frequency (Figure 1.1). Rapid

developments in cantilever technology and setup improvements have led to an dramatic

increase in sensitivity from an equivalent of ∼ 1013 to ∼ 104 proton spins in ca. 10

years [22, 23].

History of Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy

The first MRFM experiment was realized by Rugar [21] one year after Sidles’ proposal

[20] and demonstrated electron spin resonance in a ∼ 30 ng sample of diphenylpicrylhy-

drazil (DPPH). This original setup operated in vacuum and at room temperature, had the

sample attached to the cantilever, used a close by permanent magnet of NdFeB to produce

the magnetic field gradient (∼ 60 T/m), achieved magnetization modulation by changing

the strength of the static field, and measured the cantilever oscillations by a fiber-optic

interferometer. The experimental force sensitivity was ∼ 3 fN/
√

Hz.

Improvements and extensions of this setup have pursued three distinctly different

aspects, which are, ordered according to the activity of research, (i) Improvement of

spin sensitivity, (ii) Demonstration and development of spectroscopic techniques, and

(iii) Nanoscale magnetic resonance imaging. At least three articles that review MRFM

have appeared in the literature to-date [24–26].



4 1. Introduction

1. Sensitivity. The original force-detected EPR measurement [21] was soon after ex-

tended to nuclear magnetic resonance [22] by Rugar in 1994 and to ferromagnetic

resonance [27] by Zhang in 1996. A low-temperature apparatus was presented in

the same year [28] by Wago and reached a force sensitivity of ∼ 80 aN/
√

Hz.

On the other hand, force-detection of NMR at ambient pressure was shown to be

possible by Schaff [29] in 1997. A next step was the tip-on-cantilever scheme

introduced by Wago [30], where the roles of gradient magnet and sample are in-

terchanged. With the same approach Bruland [31] obtained field gradients of up to

250 kT/m for a magnetic sphere with diameter ∼ 3.4 um. Stipe [32] implemented

the “oscillating cantilever-driven adiabatic reversion” scheme (OSCAR), where the

oscillations of the gradient magnet are responsible for adiabatic inversions (rather

than a frequency modulated spin-lock), and a shift in the resonance frequency of

the cantilever rather than oscillation amplitude is observed. With a refined version

of the technique the same researchers detected and controlled the statistical
√

N

polarization of small electron spin [33, 34] and nuclear spin ensembles [35], and

finally reached single electron spin sensitivity [23].

2. Spectroscopy. The first EPR spectroscopy experiments were performed by Wago

in 1997 and included the observation of the hyperfine splitting of phosphorus-

doped silicon [36], and the demonstration of adiabatic inversion, nutation, and spin

echo [37]. Schaff et al. [29] determined T1 and T1ρ values of ammonium salts by

force-detected NMR in 1997. In 2002, Verhagen et al. [38] applied nutation spec-

troscopy to quadupolar nuclei in order to extract local information on the quadru-

pole interaction. The use of Hahn echoes as a mean to record local (dipolar) spectra

and extension to chemical contrast has been developed as a part of this work [39].

Magnetic double resonance and nuclear cross-polarization was also demonstrated

by our group [40, 41]. Detecting the force gradient rather than the force itself,

Garner [42] has shown experimentally that MRFM signals can be detected without

spin-lock during a time of order T1.

Variants of the MRFM, interesting to spectroscopy since operating in a homoge-

neous magnetic field, may become namely torque detection developed by Alzetta

and Ascoli [43, 44] and the Boomerang experiment by Leskowitz and Madsen

[45, 46].
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3. Imaging. The imaging capability of the MRFM was demonstrated by Züger in one

dimension [47] in 1993, and soon after in 3 dimensions [48] reaching ∼ 1 µm

axial and ∼ 5 µm lateral spatial resolution. In 2003, sub-micrometer resolution

was demonstrated on optically pumped GaAs with a resolution of ∼ 170 nm in one

dimension by Thurber [49], and shortly after by Chao [50] which reached 80 nm

voxel size by a novel, iterative reconstruction technique. The one-dimensional res-

olution of the single electron spin experiment was about ∼ 25 nm [23].





2 Theory of Magnetic Resonance
Force Microscopy

This Chapter introduces the basic concepts of mechanically detected magnetic resonance.

In Section 2.1 nuclear magnetism and magnetic resonance are briefly revisited. Section

2.2 overviews how nuclear magnetism can be detected by atomic force microscopy can-

tilevers. Cantilever dynamics, motion detection by optical beam deflection, and signal

acquisition are discussed in detail. The Chapter is concluded by Section 2.3 which pro-

vides a comprehensive analysis of noise - a key issue for sensitivity in MRFM - and

Section 2.4 that gives a general discussion on sensitivity.

2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

2.1.1 Nuclear magnetism and magnetic resonance

The nuclear magnetization M0 that appears in an external static magnetic field B0 obeys

Curie’s law and is given by [4, 51]

M0 =
n µ2

IB0

3kBT
=

nγ2
~

2I(I + 1)B0

3kBT
= µ̄ n, (2.1)

where n is the number of spins per unit volume (the spin density), γ the gyromagnetic

ratio, ~ Planck’s constant, I the quantum number of the nuclear angular momentum µI ,

kB Boltzmann’s constant, and T the temperature.

7
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The average magnetization per spin, µ̄, is very small compared to the magnetic

moment of a single nucleus µI = γ~
√

I(I + 1),

P =
µ̄

µI
=

µI B0

3kBT
=

γ~
√

I(I + 1)B0

3kBT
, (2.2)

where P is called polarization. In a quantum mechanical picture, P equals the (relative)

population difference of the nuclear spin states mI = −I...I with different Zeeman-

energies mIγB0 as described by Boltzmann’s law. As an example, P ∼ 4 · 10−5 for

protons (γ = 2π · 42.57 MHz/T) at B0 = 21 T field and 300 K. For other nuclei and

lower fields, P can be several orders of magnitude lower.

Transitions between the different nuclear spin states can be induced by electromag-

netic waves of frequency ωrf (typically lying in the radio-frequency range) as described

by the Larmor resonance condition

∆E = ~ωrf = −~γB0. (2.3)

Common field strengths in NMR are B0 ∼ 10 T and B1 ∼ 1 mT for the static and the

oscillatory rf-field, respectively. As a consequence of selection rules the two fields must

be perpendicular to each other. It is custom to align the longitudinal B0 field along the

z-axis and the transversal, oscillating B1(t) = B1 eiωt[ex + iey] in the xy-plane. The

latter can be either linearly or circularly polarized [4].

The time evolution of the macroscopic magnetization vector M(t) can be described

by the phenomenological equations of Bloch [4, 52],

Ṁ (t) = M(t) × γ[B0ez + B1(t)] −K · [M(t) − M0ez], (2.4)

where M0 is the equilibrium Boltzmann magnetization given by Eq. (2.1), and K =

Diag[T−1
2 , T−1

2 , T−1
1 ] a 3 × 3 relaxation matrix. The Bloch equations are favorably trans-

formed into a reference frame rotating with ωrf around the z-axis, the so called rotating

frame [4, 52],

ṀR(t) = MR(t) × γBeff − K · [MR(t) − M0ez], (2.5)
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∆B

B1

Beff
θeff

x

y

z

M

M||

precession

with ωeff = -γ|Beff|

MT

Figure 2.1: Vector picture of the effective magnetic field Beff and rotating frame mag-

netization MR as described in the text.

where MR = Rz(ωrft) · M and Rz is the z-axis rotation matrix. Beff is the effective

magnetic field vector (see Fig. 2.1). In units of angular frequencies, Beff = −ωeff/γ is

given by

ωeff = |ωeff | =
√

Ω2 + ω2
1, (2.6)

θeff = ∠(Beff , B0) = tan−1(Ω/ω1), (2.7)

where the Larmor resonance offset Ω = ω0 − ωrf denotes the difference between the

frequency of the radio-field and the spin resonance frequency. For on-resonant irradiation,

Ω = 0 and ωeff points along x, meaning that the oscillatory rf-field exactly compensates

the static field in the rotating frame: Resonance occurs.

2.1.2 Relaxation

In the Bloch description, relaxation towards thermal equilibrium is treated phenomeno-

logically using a first order rate equation, characterized by the rate constant K. Two
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relaxation times are usually distinguished, describing thermal equilibrium among spins

involving energy-conserving spin flip-flops, and between the spins and the remaining de-

grees of freedom in the sample (the “lattice”) where energy is not conserved. In absence of

rf-irradiation, the two associated relaxation times are commonly referred to as transverse

relaxation time T2 and longitudinal relaxation time T1, respectively. Due to the weak cou-

pling of the spins to the environment, nuclear relaxation times can be very long. T2 values

in solids are usually of the order of µs to ms, while T1 ≥ T2 can range from ms for

nuclei with nearby paramagnetic centers to durations as long as days. Relaxation times

are connected to the molecular dynamics and can be used to extract detailed information

about undergoing dynamic processes [4, 53].

The concept of relaxation can be generalized to situations where rf-fields are present.

In this context “transverse” and “longitudinal” apply to the projections parallel and per-

pendicular to the effective field, M|| = M · Beff/|Beff | and M⊥ = M × Beff/|Beff |,
respectively (see Figure 2.1). The relevant quantity for force detection is the decay of

spin-locked magnetization during cw-irradiation, which uses the term T1ρ (Rotating frame

relaxation time) and corresponds to a situation where M and Beff are always parallel. For

cases where rf-irradiation is partially on-resonant, the effective decay time can be inter-

polated by the effective field angle [24],

1

T ∗
1ρ

=
1

T1

(
Ω2

ω2
eff

)

+
1

T1ρ

(
ω2

1

ω2
eff

)

. (2.8)

In general, T1ρ lies between T1 and T2.

2.1.3 Magnetization modulation

Force detection by mechanical oscillators is much more sensitive if performed in a dy-

namic mode. Resonant driving results from a periodic force, or a periodically modulated

nuclear magnetization. This can be accomplished in two ways: The first possibility is

to couple the oscillator to the Larmor precession of the Mx + ıMy component of the

spin. Unfortunately, since Larmor frequencies typically lie in the 10 to 1000 MHz range,

this requires very high oscillator eigenfrequencies, which is technically challenging and
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unfavorable when striving for maximum force sensitivity. Consequently, mechanical de-

tection at the Larmor frequency has not been reported to-date. Almost all experiments

therefore make use of the second possibility, where the longitudinal magnetization Mz

is modulated instead. This can be done by rf-irradiation using either cyclic saturation or

spin-locking techniques.

– Cyclic saturation of the transition by continuous or pulsed on-resonance irradiation

is favorable when the spin-lattice relaxation time is short compared to the oscillator

period, T1 ≤ 1/fc.

– Cyclic adiabatic inversion combining a “spin-lock” with repeated adiabatic fast pas-

sages [4,52] - resulting in a cyclic inversion of Mz - may be used when T1ρ � 1/fc

is long. Adiabatic population inversion can be achieved either by a frequency mod-

ulation of the spin-lock rf-field, or by modulating the strength of the static field (see

Section 4.2).

Samples for which T1 � 1/fc ∼ T1ρ are ill suited to either of these schemes, and their

investigation by MRFM is at present a problem.

2.2 Force Detection

Guided by Figure 2.2 this Section will introduce the basic steps used to measure the small

magnetic forces exerted by the spins on an AFM cantilever.

2.2.1 Magnetic force

Bringing a magnetic dipole µ into an inhomogeneous magnetic field B generates a force

F proportional to the field gradient ∇|B|,

F = −∇E = ∇ (µ · B), (2.9)
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Figure 2.2: Pathway of detection for our MRFM.

where E is the energy and assuming that any changes in B do not back-act on the mag-

netic dipole moment µ [54]. In the present situation it is allowed to make the following

assumptions: (i) B, the sum of the static B0 field and the gradient magnet field Bgrad, is

pointing along the z-axis everywhere (because B0 � Bgrad), (ii) The setup is sensitive to

forces in z-direction only, and (iii) Large spin ensembles rather than individual dipoles are

measured. Hence, the magnetic moment µ is replaced by the integral of the magnetization

over the sample volume:

Fz =

∫

V

dx3 Mz(x) ∂zBz, (2.10)

As an example, consider a proton (µI = 1.51 · 10−26 Am2) in a field gradient of

100′000 T/m. Then the resulting force is on the order of ∼ 10−20 N which is too

small to be measured even by the most sensitive cantilevers today, reaching down to

∼ 1 aN [55, 56]. For a typical experiment with our setup operating at room temperature

and using spring constants k ∼ 0.01 N/m the sensitivity was on the order of 1 fN (see

Section 2.4).
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2.2.2 Cantilever dynamics

The force can be coupled to the cantilever by attaching either the sample or a ferromag-

netic particle (producing the field gradient) to the tip. Cantilever dynamics for the two ap-

proaches are essentially the same, although the sample-on-cantilever arrangement - which

is technically simpler and favorable for relatively large samples (because accommodating

a large ferromagnetic particle on the cantilever is restricted by its mass) - was the preferred

method in our instrument.

The resonant driving of the cantilever can be analyzed in terms of a damped har-

monic oscillator. The equation of motion that describes the deviation z(t) of the can-

tilever tip from the equilibrium position z0 = 0 is characterized by the natural frequency

ωc = 2πfc =
√

k/m and the resonance quality Q =
√

km/Γ,

−z̈(t) +
ωc

Q
ż(t) + ω2

cz(t) =
F (t)

m
, (2.11)

where k is the spring constant, m the effective mass and Γ the friction. The external force

F is assumed to act in the z-direction. The effect of damping is equally well described by

a damping time (or ring-down time) τc = 2Q/ωc. Cantilever parameters are determined

experimentally (see Section 3.4.3); for a clamped bar model they can also be estimated

from geometry and material properties [57]. Although it is usually permitted to neglect

higher vibrational modes [58] and enharmonic effects, it has been shown that these can

be involved in accelerated spin relaxation under certain conditions [32, 59].

The efficiency of cantilever excitation depends on the details of the magnetization

modulation scheme. The net driving amplitude F0 is equal to the first (real) Fourier coef-

ficient of the modulated force F (t),

F0 =
1

Tc

∫ Tc

0

dt cos(ωct) F (t) =
1

Tc

∫ Tc

0

dt cos(ωct) Mz(t) ∂zBz, (2.12)

where Tc = 2π/ωc is a cantilever oscillation period. The value of F0 implies an average

number of N = V F0/µ̄ spins, or spatial volume V , that actively participate in force

generation. In the context of “resonant slices” the active volume can be connected to the

width of the resonant slice (see Section 5.3.2).
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Frequency shift and force gradient detection

When the separation between sample and magnetic particle is made very small, soft can-

tilevers can easily snap into contact due to attractive electrostatic forces. In such a sit-

uation it is beneficial to orient the cantilever perpendicular to the surface, because the

longitudinal stiffness is much larger and the cantilever tip can be approached much closer

to the surface. Due to the perpendicular orientation the force signal can’t be measured

any longer as the amplitude of oscillation, and another scheme detecting shifts of the can-

tilever resonance frequency must be employed. The shift results from a change of the

stiffness when the cantilever is oscillated in a force gradient,

∆fc =
fc

2k

∂F

∂x
, (2.13)

i.e. the frequency shift is proportional to the derivative of the force, not to the force it-

self [60]. For this purpose the cantilever is externally driven exactly on resonance using

positive feedback, and frequency changes detected e.g. using a PLL together with a fre-

quency counter [60, 61, 82].

The force gradient can be generated in different ways, either employing the first

derivative of the ferromagnet field and modulating the spin magnetization in synchrony

with the cantilever oscillations [32], or using the second derivative of the ferromagnet

field [42]. The latter approach has the advantage that it gets by without spin-locking,

i.e. frequency shifts are directly proportional to the static Mz magnetization. On the one

hand, the absence of the spin-lock rf-field drastically reduces power dissipation by the

coil, and on the other hand, signals relax with the full T1 instead of T1ρ. This could enable

the study of many samples which are ill suited to modulation detected MRFM due to often

short T1ρ in many compounds.

2.2.3 Cantilever motion detection: Optical beam deflection

Cantilever vibrations are in our setup detected by bending of the tip [62]: A laser beam

shown onto the bottom side of the cantilever is reflected and captured by a position sensi-

tive (quadrant) photodiode (PSD) as shown in Fig. 3.11 on page 46. The shift of the light
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spot on the PSD, zpsd, in response to a tip deflection z is given by [57]

zpsd =






3s

l
︸︷︷︸

deflection

+ 2 sin α
︸ ︷︷ ︸

translation




 z, (2.14)

where both bending and translation of the tip produce a shift. s is the distance between

cantilever tip and photodiode, l the length of the cantilever (from base to point of reflec-

tion), and α the incident angle of the laser beam. Except at very low frequencies, the

deflection is nearly exclusively responsible for the shift due to a geometric amplification

and the second term of Eq. (2.14) can be neglected [63].

Notice that the spot size and thus the sensitivity of optical beam deflection is diffrac-

tion limited by the area available for reflection on the cantilever. In an optimal arrange-

ment the highest focus of the laser spot is at the tip, and the beam diameter just matches

the width of the reflective area. The far-field distance to the photodiode does not influence

sensitivity [64].

The photons incident at the quadrant photodiode give rise to four different photocur-

rents In,

In = ηΨn, (2.15)

where η ≤ 1 is the quantum efficiency (with units of elementary charges per photon) and

Ψn the respective photon flux (in photons per second). The highest sensitivity results if

the laser spot (which usually has Gaussian shape) falls exactly in the center of the diode,

such that all Ψn are equal. The small photocurrents are converted into voltages Un = RIn

using a transimpedance with a sufficiently large resistance (typically 106 Ω, see Section

2.3). Tip deflections are measured as the imbalance of the voltages Un,

∆U(t) = R∆I(t) = (U4 + U3) − (U2 + U1) =
RηΨ3s

2ld
z(t). (2.16)

where d is the beam diameter at the diode. Torsional motions of the cantilever can be

measured by the same setup using an other differential combination of Un. For efficient

cancellation of laser intensity fluctuations - creating correlated noise on all four segments
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- it is beneficial to adjust the transimpedance individually for each photocurrent, such that

all Un are equal and the DC signal of ∆U = 0.

Beam deflection vs. interferometer detection

A beam deflection motion sensor is - in our opinion - better suited for MRFM than an

interferometer detection. It has been shown that this method of motion detection reaches

a displacement sensitivity similar to that of optical interferometers [64, 65] - which are

used in most MRFM’s to date - but offers considerable practical advantages. First, the

delicate optical components (e.g. the fiber) can be placed far from the cantilever, which

allows to circumvent any disruptive effects known from interferometers (optical cavities

etc.). Second, no coherent light is needed, which is less demanding with respect to the

optics and allows using of low noise light sources such as super luminescent diodes [61].

The differential detection scheme can furthermore efficiently cancel all correlated noise

incident at the PSD.

A drawback of the beam deflection method is that the calibration of the vibrational

scale, or equivalently the spring constant k, is not straightforward, because there exists no

simple relation between tip deflection and final output voltage.

2.2.4 Signal acquisition

To measure the differential voltage signal ∆U(t) with high sensitivity lock-in detection

can be used. In this technique, the ac-signal is down-mixed to dc by the signals carrier

frequency, followed by a narrow lowpass filter that efficiently cuts off all noise outside

of the signal bandwidth. Commonly, the down-mixing frequency of the lock-in ampli-

fier coincides with the magnetization modulation and the cantilever resonance frequency,

although the latter is not strictly required.

Figure 2.3 displays a typical MRFM signal transient, i.e. the envelope of the can-

tilever oscillations as measured by the lock-in amplifier. Build-up reflects the finite time

required by the cantilever to reach full oscillation amplitudes, while the decay is dictated
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by the relaxation time T1ρ (or more correct, T ∗
1ρ) of the nuclear spins. The exponential de-

cay of the spin signal is modified by the dynamic characteristics of the cantilever and the

lock-in filter. Cantilever response is well described by an exponential behavior governed

by the ring-down time τc = 2Q/ωc, while lock-in dynamics depend on the slope of the

filter. The following analysis applies for a first order filter with an exponential rise time

τL, the lock-in time constant. The signal transient in the frequency domain is given by

S(ω) = HL(ω)HC(ω)F (ω) =

[
1/τL

ı(ω − ω0) + 1/τL

]

×

×
[

ω2
c/k

(ω + ω0 − ı/τc)(ω − ω0 − ı/τc)

]

×
[

F0 δ(ω0 − ω)

ı(ω − ω0) + 1/T1ρ

]

, (2.17)

where F (ω) is the force signal with the driving force F0 [Eq. (2.12)], HC(ω) the cantilever

and HL(ω) the lock-in transfer function. ω0 is here the common modulation frequency

implied by the resonance frequency of the damped cantilever, ω0 = ωc

√

1 − 1/4Q2.

The proportionality factor between force input and lock-in output has been neglected

for convenience. Note that not only F (ω) and HL(ω), but also HC(ω) is essentially

Lorenzian, because (ω + ω0 − ı/τc) ∼ 2ω0.

The time domain signal s(t) (t ≥ 0) results by inverse Fourier transformation of

S(ω), and is given by

s(t) ∼ F0ω
2
cT1ρ

2kω0

[

e−t/τL

(τ−1
L − τ−1

c )(τ−1
L − T−1

1ρ )
+

e−t/τc

(τ−1
c − τ−1

L )(τ−1
c − T−1

1ρ )

+
e−t/T1ρ

(T−1
1ρ − τ−1

L )(T−1
1ρ − τ−1

c )

]

. (2.18)

Some special cases are

s(t) ∼ F0ωcQT1ρ

kω0(T1ρ − τL)

[
e−t/T1ρ − e−t/τL

]
(when τc � T1ρ, τL), (2.19)

s(t) ∼ F0ωcQT1ρ

kω0(T1ρ − τc)

[
e−t/T1ρ − e−t/τc

]
(when τL � T1ρ, τc), (2.20)

s(t) ∼ F0ω
2
c

2kω2
0T1ρ

[
e−t/T1ρ(t/τc − t/T1ρ − 1) + e−t/τc

]
(when τL = T1ρ).(2.21)
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Figure 2.3: Build-up and decay of a force signal (here the MRFM signal of 19F in

KPF6). Experimental parameters are T1ρ = 2.43 s and τc ∼ 9.5 ms ( fn = 837 Hz

and Qclosed = 25, using feedback damping of the cantilever). The lock-in time constant

was 100 ms at a slope of 18 dB/oct, approximately equivalent to an effective exponen-

tial time constant of τL ∼ 200 ms. The deconvoluted build-up of cantilever oscillations

based on these parameters is also shown (calculation, dotted line). Obviously, signal

build-up is dominated by the lock-in time constant, not by the response time of the can-

tilever. Without feedback, cantilever rise time would be ∼ 3.8 s, accompanied by a 400×
increased vibrational amplitude.

In many experiments only the absolute value of the signal is of interest, and Eq. (2.17)

[or equivalently (2.18)] can be integrated in order to get the integrated signal intensity,

Sint =

∫ ∞

−∞

dω S(ω) = ı F0
T1ρω

2
cτc

k(2ω0 − ı/τc)
∼ ı F0

T1ρQ

k
. (2.22)

In the last term ω0 ∼ ωc is assumed, which is perfectly appropriate for cantilevers with

high Q-factors. Obviously, Sint is independent of the lock-in time constant and the reso-

nance frequency. Experimentally Sint is obtained by a summation over the s(t) transient.

The imaginary factor ı in Eq. (2.22) recalls the familiar property that driving force and tip

displacement in a harmonic oscillator are exactly out of phase.
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Figure 2.4: Typical cantilever thermal noise spectrum (in air, unloaded). The scale is

given in equivalents of tip displacements.

2.3 Noise Sources

This Section gives a brief overview over different noise sources and their significance

in MRFM. The analysis is divided into the consideration of noise processes which are

of fundamental nature, and environmental sources that can eventually be eliminated by

proper instrument design. An excellent analysis of noise in MRFM is given by Sidles

[26] and by Leskowitz [66]. A typical experimental frequency spectrum of a cantilever

identifying different noise sources is depicted in Figure 2.4.

2.3.1 Fundamental noise processes

The detection sensitivity for force measurements is restricted by thermal motions of the

cantilever, which is the equivalent of Johnson noise in NMR detection using pick-up coils.

The accuracy of tip displacement detection (optical sensitivity) is usually restricted by

shot noise, and can in almost any case by made sufficiently better than the thermal mo-

tions of the cantilever. Statistical fluctuations in the nuclear magnetization is furthermore
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important for very small spin ensembles, a limit which has not been approached during

this work.

Thermal cantilever noise

In thermodynamic equilibrium, the lowest vibrational mode of the cantilever is associated

with an average thermal energy of kBT , evenly distributed on potential and kinetic energy.

The average tip displacement is connected to the potential energy contribution by

〈Epot〉 =
1

2
kBT =

k

2

〈
z2

〉
. (2.23)

According to Eq. (2.11), the tip displacement is equivalent to a random driving force with

the spectral density of white noise,

1

2
k

〈
z2

〉
=

k

4π

∫ +∞

−∞

dω
SF/k2ω4

c

[ω2
c − ω2]2 + [ωcω/Q]2

=
SF Qωc

4k
, (2.24)

from which the power spectral density SF itself can be derived,

SF =
2kkBT

ωcQ
= 2ΓkBT. (2.25)

where k, ωc and Q denote spring constant, resonance frequency and quality factor, respec-

tively. Ultimately, the noise force is proportional to friction Γ of the cantilever and the

temperature T . Notice that the mechanical friction Γ is the equivalent of the resistance in

a Ohmic resistor (2.27). To exploit the full sensitivity of the MRFM thermal noise must

dominate all other noise sources (except spin noise) within the bandwidth of the force

measurement.

Optical detection: Photodiode shot noise

The counting of photons reflected from the cantilever and captured by the photodiode

is afflicted with an uncertainty in the measured photon flux Ψ according to Poisson’s
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distribution. This leads to fluctuations in the photodiode current I with the spectral density

of shot noise,

SI = 2eI, (2.26)

where e is the electron charge. Shot noise between the four segments of the quadrant

photodiode is uncorrelated and their power spectral densities are therefore additive. Shot

noise constitutes the other fundamental noise contribution but is almost always much

smaller than cantilever thermal noise. Although it can thus be neglected considering force

sensitivity, shot noise can limit the maximum amount of cantilever feedback control (see

Section 3.4).

Optical detection: Johnson noise in the transimpedance

The transimpedance amplifier resistance R creates thermal voltage noise with the power

spectral density

SU = 4kBTR, (2.27)

which is added to the output signal. For optimal performance, shot noise should exceed

Johnson noise, SIR
2 > SU . This happens when the resistance exceeds

R >
2kBT

eI
(2.28)

In our setup, R was slightly smaller than this threshold value due to the limited range of

output voltages. At very high R, the transimpedance circuit is furthermore likely to show

an instable, oscillatory behavior.

Spin noise

Spin noise is the uncertainty in the number of spin magnetic moments measured. These

fluctuate according to Poisson statistics with 〈∆N 2〉 = N . Spin noise becomes important

only if the statistical fluctuations is comparable to or larger than the polarization of the
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ensemble. For protons with room temperature Boltzmann polarization, this threshold is

around N ∼ 6 · 108. Spin noise did therefore not play a dominant role considered in our

experiments operating on ensembles exceeding 1012 spins.

In the statistical regime, measurements - and in particular averaging - of nuclear

magnetization requires other schemes different from those usually employed in polariza-

tion detected NMR [23, 33–35, 66].

2.3.2 Instrumental noise sources

The following environmental sources of noise played a role in the design of the instru-

ment.

Laser intensity fluctuations

The laser intensity fluctuates, usually exhibiting 1/f low-frequency noise and resonances

at higher frequencies (above 60 kHz in our system, see Figure 2.4). The low frequency

Laser noise dominated the shot noise of the photodiode, meaning that fundamental limit of

optical sensitivity was not reached. Laser noise was diminished by a balanced differential

beam detection scheme in the optical detection. Further improvement will be possible by

employing low-noise light sources such as infrared photodiodes.

Mechanical vibrations

Air transmitted acoustic noise, or mechanical vibrations of the probehead such as pro-

duced by the vacuum pump, couple to the cantilever and exhibit sharp noise peaks in

the vibrational spectrum. Acoustic noise is eliminated when working in high vacuum -

which is also necessary to boost the cantilever Q-factor - while mechanical vibrations can

be reduced by a damping of the relevant parts of the probehead and placing the whole

experiment stable and quiet environment.
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RF-excitation of the cantilever

Application of strong rf-fields to the cantilever leads to vibrational excitations which cause

severe interferences with the MRFM signal. The mechanism is likely a coupling of the

high frequency electric field to or heat deposition on the cantilever. Some spin manipula-

tion schemes that effectively cancel out these disturbances will be considered in Chapter

4.3.

Other noise sources

Other noise sources which were present in our setup are back-action noise of photons

hitting the cantilever (observed only at very high Laser power), and multiples of 50 Hz

from power supplies.

2.4 Sensitivity Aspects

Force sensitivity

The sensitivity of a force measurement, expressed by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is

given by

SNRforce =
F

Fmin

=
µ ∂zBz

Fmin

, (2.29)

where µ is the collective magnetic moment of the active sample volume, and Fmin the

minimal detectable force. Fmin equals the thermal noise force on cantilever [Eq. (2.25)],

Fmin =
√

2Sfbw =

√

4kkBTbw

ωcQ
, (2.30)

where bw is the measurement bandwidth. The corresponding minimal detectable tip dis-

placement is

zmin =
FminQ

k
=

√

4QkBTbw

ωck
. (2.31)
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If the measurement bandwidth is much larger than the bandwidth of the cantilever

(bw � ωc/2Q), minimal tip displacement converges to the rms value

zrms =

√

kBT

k
, (2.32)

which can be seen by inspecting Eq. (2.23). This relation is of practical importance, as it

allows to calibrate the spring constant, or vice versa, the vibration scale of the cantilever.

Spin sensitivity

Combining (2.29) with the Curie magnetization (2.1) and Fmin (2.30), we find that the

SNR for a spin measurement is given by

SNRspin ∼ ∂zBz
︸︷︷︸

Gradient

· N~
2γ2I(I + 1)B0

3kBT
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Boltzmann

·
√

ωcQ

4kkBTbw
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cantilever

, (2.33)

where N is the number of resonant spins. The minimal number of spins Nmin that can be

detected in a single experiment is consequently

Nmin =
1

∂zBz
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gradient

· 3kBT

x~2γ2I(I + 1)B0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Boltzmann

·
√

4kkBTbw

ωcQ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cantilever

. (2.34)

Typical parameters for our setup were Fmin ∼ 10−15 N, zmin ∼ 10−10 m (∼ 10−12 m with

feedback damping) and Nmin ∼ 1012−1013 proton spins. According to expression (2.34),

the following guidelines apply to obtain maximum spin sensitivity:

– Maximize the field gradient ∂zBz (by shape optimization and shrinking of the fer-

romagnet),

– Maximize the force sensitivity (by manufacturing low-k, high-Q cantilevers), and

– Minimize the temperature T (to diminish Brownian cantilever motions; and, when

working with polarized spin ensembles, to enhance the Boltzmann factor).
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If - as in our case - samples are to be studied at room temperature, we have to concentrate

on the first two guidelines. In practice, however, these parameters are not independent,

and higher spin sensitivity does not necessarily give a larger SNR.

1. The field gradient determines the spatial resolution and spin sensitivity

(∆z, Nmin ∝ ∂zBz). It has, however, no influence or even decreases (on a larger

scale) the SNR of a spin measurement.

2. The acceptable range of cantilever frequencies is restricted by low frequency noise

and the adiabatic condition to typically 0.4 − 2.5 kHz, i.e. the cantilever frequency

is more or less a fixed quantity. This means that selecting a cantilever with a certain

k also determines the mass m of the sample (or vice versa), since ωc =
√

k/m.

3. The measurement bandwidth bw of the integrated cantilever signal is given by

∼ 1/T1ρ. (In this respect, T1ρ plays the same role as T ∗
2 in inductively detected

NMR of a single resonance line.)

4. The intrinsic Q-factor of the cantilever is a rather unpredictable quantity because

influenced by many external parameters, such as adsorbates, internal stress, elec-

trostatic interactions with a close by surface, etc.

To summarize, an alternative and more practical expression to determine the SNR in our

applications was

SNRspin =
NA~

2ν0∆νeff

3kBT

√
1

8πkBTfn
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼ fixed parameters

· I(I + 1)
γ

γ1H
︸ ︷︷ ︸

nuclear spin

· ρA

M

√

T1ρ

m
︸ ︷︷ ︸

sample

·
√

Q
︸︷︷︸

cantilever

, (2.35)

where NA is Avogadro’s constant, ν0 = ∆ω/2π the magnet’s proton frequency,

∆νeff = ∆ωeff/2π the effective slice width (cf. Section 5.3.2), I the nuclear spin quantum

number and [γ/γ1H ] the associated gyromagnetic ratio relative to 1H, ρ the sample

density, A the cross-section area of the resonant slice with the sample (i.e. the lateral

extension of the sample), M the molecular weight divided by the number of spins per

unit formula, and m = ρV the mass.

The usual procedure to obtain a numerical value for the SNR was (i) To calibrate

the cantilever (see Section 3.4.3), then (ii) To infer the mass m from the loaded resonance
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frequency and the spring constant, (iii) To measure the distribution of spins along the z-

axis with a one-dimensional MRFM imaging scan, and (iv) The determination of T1ρ by

fitting one of the signal transients. All other quantities are essentially fixed and known

parameters.

Finally, the above considerations can be used to estimate the SNR (2.33) upon scal-

ing of the apparatus size. If L denotes a relevant length scale, the following assumptions

can be made: ∂zBz ∼ L−1 for the gradient, N ∼ L3 for the number of spins, and

m ∼ k ∼ L3 (while ωc constant) for cantilever motional mass and spring constant. This

leads to

SNRspin ∼ L−1 L3

√

1

L3
∼ L0.5, (2.36)

suggesting that SNRspin decreases with the root of the length L.



3 Experimental Apparatus

The construction of a MRFM probehead and the assembly of a versatile detection and rf-

excitation electronics required ∼ 3 years of build-up time and constitutes the core work

of this dissertation. The apparatus consists of three distinctly different components: First,

a probehead containing the AFM together with dedicated detection electronics (Section

3.1), second, a rf-generation unit with the capabilities of a state-of-the-art NMR spec-

trometer (Section 3.2), and third, pulse programmer and control software that allow for

a high degree of automation (Section 3.3). Sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe two important

extensions: A cantilever feedback controller, and a protocol for stabilizing the imaging

gradient. Section 3.6 finally briefly discusses sample selection guidelines and preparation

techniques.

3.1 Part 1: MRFM Probehead

This first section briefly outlines the components of the probehead and the associated

force-detection hardware. A more detailed description can be found in the dissertation of

my colleague Qiong Lin [41].

The probehead, depicted in Figure 3.1, is designed to operate in a standard “wide-

bore” superconducting NMR magnet (inner diameter 89 mm). All force detection exper-

iments presented in this work were carried out in the same apparatus with a static field of

5.87 T (250.118 MHz proton frequency). The additive static field generated by the gra-

dient ferromagnet at the sample position was typically around 0.5 T (20 MHz). In the

27
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Figure 3.1: Mechanical construction plan of the probehead. The diameter at the bottom

is ∼ 69 mm.

following, an overview of the key components of the probe assembly, as well as parts of

the peripheral instrumentation is given. For further technical details the reader is referred

to Qiong Lin’s thesis [41].

3.1.1 Cantilevers

For most experiments, commercially available silicon nitride cantilevers (Park Scientific

Instruments, Model MLCT-NOHW) with a nominal spring constant of k = 0.01 N/m and
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Figure 3.2: (a) Entire probehead. (b) Core unit from top. The gradient ferromagnet

has been detached. (c) The gradient/coil/sample arrangement seen from the side. The

sample is visible as a small light spot in the center of the coil. The cantilever bearing the

sample (ragt heraus) from the back but is not visible. (d) Cantilever and coil from top.

In real experiments, the sample is placed further inside the coil.

unloaded frequency fn = 9 kHz were employed (Figure 3.2). The two-legged, triangular

shaped model had a length of 320 µm and sufficient space to accommodate laser spot

(� ∼ 30 µm ) and sample. Quality factors varied between ca. 20 in air to ca. 3’000-

20’000 in vacuum (p < 10−4 mbar). Gold coating (∼ 30 nm) of the whole cantilevers, or

only the tip region, was evaluated in order to increase the rather poor reflectance of silicon

nitride (max. ∼ 35%) but later abandoned due to strong interaction with the rf-field of the

microcoil.

Custom made single crystal silicon cantilevers with spring constants between 10 µN

and 100 mN will be employed in future experiments [67, 68]. Lengths are 200, 350 and
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Figure 3.3: EPFL cantilever shown (a) unloaded in a SEM (Courtesy S. Mouaziz, EPFL)

and (b) loaded with a (NH4)2SO4 sample in an optical microscope.

500 µm , respectively, and thicknesses 340 and 500 nm, respectively. The rectangular can-

tilevers have a round reflective paddle (� = 30 or 50 µm , respectively) to accommodate

the laser spot, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Q factors in vacuum could be increased from

∼ 5′000 to ∼ 100′000 in vacuum by 1 h annealing at 800◦C.

3.1.2 Optics

The light beam was produced by a laser module (DVI Lasers & Electronics GmbH,

λ = 673 nm, < 1 mW output power) installed in the foot of the probehead and trans-

ported by a multi-mode optical fiber into the vacuum chamber. The fiber ended ∼ 30 mm

sideways below the cantilever (see Figure 3.1). A collimating lens focused the beam

onto the bottom side of the cantilever to a diameter of ∼ 30 µm . The reflected light

was collected by a four-segment photodiode with a total active area of 5 × 5 mm (S4749,

Hamamatsu) positioned ∼ 30 mm from the cantilever. Ingoing and reflected laser beam

enclosed an angle of 40◦ while the cantilever was kept horizontal. A schematic picture of

the beam deflection detection is given in Figure 3.11 on page 46.

Beam alignment was done mechanically when the probehead was open. No addi-

tional alignment possibilities were available once the probehead was evacuated and inside

the superconducting magnet. Temperature stability was crucial to maintain the assembly
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Figure 3.4: Details of the rf-circuitry within the probehead. The rf-coil is part of an

impedance matched transmission line.

aligned over longer periods. Once this parameter was under control, the setup was remark-

ably stable and allowed to extend measurements over several days without degradation of

the performance.

3.1.3 Radio-frequency circuit

Hand-wound solenoid microcoils were used in all experiments for rf-field generation.

An alternative option are tailored planar coils or micro striplines manufactured by litho-

graphic or micromachining methods [69, 70]. A typical specimen was obtained by wind-

ing 4 turns of 50 µm copper wire onto a thicker wire of ca. 200 µm . The two ends of

the microcoil were then soldered to much thicker support wires (Figure 3.4). Special at-

tention was paid to keep the the total length of thin coil wire short for low resistivity (and

low heating). In order to obtain sufficiently high rf-field strengths the sample was placed

as much inside of the coil as possible without interfering with the optical beamline by

the help of a fine approach screw along the cantilever axis. The microcoil was part of a

transmission line rf-circuit as sketched in Figure 3.4. Two 50 Ω coaxial lines transported

the rf-waves delivered by the power amplifier in and out of the probehead. A matching

capacitor in series with the rf-coil canceled the coil’s inductance around 250 MHz in order

to make the circuit “transparent” to the power amplifier. The residual Ohmic resistance

was < 1 Ω. A “dummy load” (40 dB, 500 W attenuator) was connected to the output line

to provide 50 Omega terminal resistance.

In comparison to a tuned circuit - essential for sensitive inductive NMR - using an

untuned, broadband circuit for MRFM is advantageous. Reasons are: 1. Microcoils do
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not require high rf-power to produce a substantial rf-field, 2. A large spread in Larmor

frequencies should be accessible, and 3. Extension to double-resonance and multiple-

resonance experiments is considerably more convenient.

3.1.4 Gradient magnet

Iron nails machined into cylinders with diameters between 0.2 and 1 mm were employed

as gradient magnets. For a sample-on-cantilever arrangement where the sample is usually

far from the magnet (> 100 µm ) the choice of a suitable ferromagnetic material is un-

critical, while of course high saturation magnetizations are advantageous (Bsat ∼ 1.75 T

for iron). When using gradient tipped cantilevers at smaller scales, the gradient material

however strongly influences cantilever vibration energy dissipation and has to be carefully

considered [61].

The gradient ferromagnet accessed the cantilever/sample from above and was

mounted on a separate stage that could be detached from the probehead (see Figure

3.5). A cascade of two piezo stepping motors integrated on the gradient stage allowed

xyz-positioning of the ferromagnet. Three piezo tubes provided vertical and a single,

four-segmented tube provided lateral motions. The stepping motors could be operated in

a coarse approach and a fine scanning mode.

Coarse approach allowed movements of ∼ 25 mm vertically (z-axis) and ∼ 10 mm

laterally (x, y-axes). Quartz tubes and sapphire spheres were employed as gliding surfaces

in combination with copper-beryllium springs. The piezo tubes were driven by ∼ 1 kHz

sawtooth voltages with ∼ 100 V amplitude. The step length of a single sawtooth was

usually between 1 and 10 µm , but not accurately defined and unsuitable for precision

movements.

Fine scanning in xyz-direction as in AFM and STM, could be achieved through the

application of DC voltages to the four segments of the xy-tube. The z-tubes were used

for the coarse approach only. The range in this mode was ∼ 10 µm in all three directions.

Scanning accuracy was not checked and the piezo were operated open-loop. The spatial

movements of the gradient source tip, {∆x, ∆y, ∆z}, in response to the four applied
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Figure 3.5: Schematics of the gradient motor. Colors highlight the piezo tubes for z-

movement (red) and xy-movement (blue), as well as the xyz-table that accommodates

the ferromagnet (orange).

voltages at the segmented piezo tube, {U−x, U+x, U−y, U+y}, are [71]

∆x =
L + 2H

2D

2
√

2Ld13

πh
[U+x − U−x] , (3.1)

∆y =
L + 2H

2D

2
√

2Ld13

πh
[U+y − U−y] , (3.2)

∆z =
2
√

2Ld13

πh

1

4
[U+x + U−x + U+y + U−y] , (3.3)

where L and D are the piezo length and diameter, h the wall thickness, and d13 the piezo-

electric coefficient. H is the length of the gradient measured from the gradient tip to the

piezo tube free end.

The ceramic piezo tubes (material EBL#2, industry type PTZ-5A, Staveley Sensors)

used in our setup had dimensions of L = 50.8 mm, D = 12.7 mm, h = 0.508 mm for

the segmented and L = 50.8 mm, D = 5.08 mm (outer diameter), h = 0.508 mm for the
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three z-stage tubes, and d13 = −1.73 · 10−10 m/V (293 K). The length of the gradient

source was typ. 10 − 20 mm. The maximum allowed voltage was +500 V/ − 250 V

[72]. Voltages were delivered by high-precision HV modules (Piezomechanik GmbH)

capable to generate voltages from −100 to 500 V with a maximum current of 20 mA.

An additional home-built module kindly provided by L. Scherrer (Prof. Pescia) based

on a trafo with a gain of 80 at 100 mA max. was used for the coarse z-approach. The

HV amplifiers were computer controlled via an analog output computer card (NI-6733,

National Instruments, 1 MS/s max.).

3.1.5 Vacuum chamber and vibration insulation

The probehead core, including cantilever, coil, fiber optics, photodiode, the first stage of

the detection electronics and a vibration damping stage could be evacuated. Operation

in vacuum is highly advantageous for two reasons: 1. High cantilever Q-factors, nec-

essary for high spin sensitivity, are only reached in high vacuum conditions. Practical

experience showed that for pressures below ∼ 10−4 mbar no further improvements in

the resonance quality could be observed. 2. Vacuum provides an excellent insulation

against air-transmitted acoustic vibrations. A turbo molecular pump (Balzer) capable to

reach 5 ·10−7 mbar was used for pumping. The lowest pressure in MRFM conditions was

1.6 · 10−6 mbar after a day.

Special care was taken to minimize the coupling of external mechanical vibrations

to the cantilever. The core piece of the probehead was manufactured of a massive copper

block suspended on a spring of several specially tailored polymer elements. The large

mass and the good electrical conductivity of the copper block leading to stiffness due

to Eddy currents ensured good vibrational damping. The setup was further isolated by

placing the whole probehead, which had no contact with the magnet dewar, on a heavy

footage standing directly on the ground. The vacuum line from the turbo pump, which

was a prime vibration source, was passed through a 30 kg block of stainless steal. For

test outside of the NMR magnet, the probehead was placed on an air-damped table. The

quality of vibrational damping was usually checked by analyzing the noise spectrum of

the cantilever.
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Figure 3.6: Schematics of the two-stage detection circuit.

3.1.6 Detection electronics

Processing of the four photocurrents incident at the photodiode requires two steps: I/U

conversion over a transimpedance, and subsequent addition/subtraction of the four volt-

ages. The amplification of the tiny currents in the first step are most crucial with respect

to noise. A first implementation used a fully integrated chip (AD880, Analog Devices).

The chip had a transimpedance of R = 36 kΩ and was placed directly below the photo-

diode. The large power consumption (∼ 0.6 W) was however unacceptable for vacuum

operation and caused large drifts of the mechanical components, especially the optics and

the gradient source, through thermal expansion (see Figure 3.17 on page 59). The rather

high noise level was a further drawback.

Due to these reasons the AD880 was later replaced by a two stage electronics (in

collaboration with D. Marek, Bruker BioSpin AG). A schematic diagram is shown in

Figure 3.6. The first stage accommodated four separate low-power (∼ 1 mW each) tran-

simpedance amplifiers (TI, OPA2348) with R = 300 Ω at the same physical place as the

former AD880. Voltage addition/subtraction was performed in a second stage outside of

the probehead. A potentiometer allowed to manually compensate an eventual imbalance

of the difference signal in order to reduce laser intensity noise. Finally the difference

signal was AC-coupled, filtered and amplified by a manual variable gain (2 − 100×).
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3.1.7 Lock-in amplifier

A standard SR830 lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research) recorded and analyzed the

processed difference voltage signal at the frequency of the cyclic magnetization modula-

tion. Signal integration time constants of typically 30 − 300 ms at a slope of 18 dB/oct

were used for signals with T1ρ ∼ 1 s corresponding to a filter bandwidth of a few Hz.

The four analog outputs (AUX OUT 1-4) moreover served as DC switches for several

instruments. Communication with the computer run via a GPIB interface.

Phase sensitive detection

Acquisition of the MRFM signal can be done phase sensitive, because the driving force

given by the periodically modulated rf-waves is well known. Phase sensitive detection

is beneficial both with respect to the signal-to-noise and the ability to resolve the sign of

the magnetization Mz. When excited exactly on resonance the cantilever oscillations are

out of phase with the driving force. Hence, the recorded signal appears on the imaginary

channel of the Lock-in amplifier, while the real channel ideally only acquires noise. Often,

some additional phasing has to be done in order to separate the two channels properly.

Technically phase sensitive detection presumes that rf-modulation and lock-in ref-

erence are synchronized. This can be done by using the waveform generator as external

reference clock for the lock-in, or vice versa. In our situation, another approach without

direct synchronization was chose, and the phase by a digital phase- and frequency correc-

tion re-established during post-processing on the computer. The phase difference ∆φ was

obtained by connecting the analog output of the lock-in internal oscillator (SYNC OUT)

to an analog input computer card (DAQ 6024E, National Instruments). Triggered in syn-

chrony with the first adiabatic inversion cycle, some periods of the lock-in oscillator were

recorded, and allowed to reconstruct ∆φ at t = 0 accurately. Frequency correction was

necessary although the clock mismatch between the two instruments was negligible. The

limited frequency resolution of the Lock-in internal oscillator (e.g. 0.1 Hz at 1 kHz) did

usually not allow an exact matching of the rf-modulation rate (being some arbitrary frac-

tion). In this way an artificial but exactly known frequency mismatch (typ. ∆f < 0.1 Hz)

was introduced. The corrected signal then results by complex multiplication of the gen-

uine signal with e−i(∆φ+∆f ·t).
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Figure 3.7: Instrumentation interconnection scheme as described in the text. Colors

distinguish the rf-irradiation circuit (blue), the detection circuit (red) the gradient posi-

tioning unit (green), and the feedback controller (yellow).

3.2 Part 2: Radio Frequency Pulse Generation

The rf-excitation in a MRFM is separated from the detection system and can be assem-

bled independently, in contrast to standard inductive NMR spectrometers where the exci-

tation/detection channels are closely interconnected. Our rf-unit was designed to provide

full phase and amplitude-modulated pulsing capabilities on a single rf-channel. In a later

stage, the setup was extended with a second, purely analog controlled rf-channel with

regard to double resonance experiments [41]. Figure 3.8 summarizes the rf-generation

assembly.

Analog hardware elements

Rf-pulses were synthesized digitally on an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) avail-

able as a PCI computer card (NiFgen 5411, National Instruments). With this hardware

amplitude- and phase modulation for adiabatic pulses are easily implemented [73, 74].
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Figure 3.8: Rf-generation assembly as described in the text.

The desired output radio frequency was obtained by mixing the AWG signal (based on a

15 MHz carrier) with the signal of an rf-synthesizer (PTS-310) with variable frequencies

between 0.1−310 MHz at 1 Hz resolution. PTS frequency and amplitude could be remote

controlled over a home built controller box via the parallel port of the computer. Update

speed was on the order of 100 ms. The mixed signal, which beneath the desired sum

frequency also contains the difference frequency, was not filtered to allow scanning of a

broad range of Larmor frequencies (> 10 MHz). Further elements are a TTL controlled

pulse gate, a manually adjustable variable attenuator (0 − 60 dB) and finally a wide band

55 dB gain power amplifier (Blax1000, Bruker BioSpin) with a maximum pulse power of

1000 W.

The second channel used exclusively analog elements for pulse generation. A TTL

controlled phase shifter (0, 90, 180, 270◦) was followed by a gate and a switch that allowed

to toggle between two different paths (one of them equipped by a variable attenuator) in

order to have two different rf-powers available. The final power level was controlled by

another manually adjustable attenuator (0− 60 dB), before the signals of channel one and

two were combined and connected to the power amplifier input. Alternatively the AWG

signal can be split and mixed with two different LO (requiring a second synthesizer). This

allows to exploit the full capability of the waveform generator on both channels if they

are used separately. For simultaneous excitation however the two channels are then not

independent any more.
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Timing

Timing of the rf-generation requests that pulse sequences of many seconds duration must

be carried out with sub-µs pulsing resolution. In our setup timing of instruments during

rf-generation was controlled by TTL signals from a pulse programmer card (PulseBlaster

Model 100-24-32k, Spincore Inc., available as a PCI-computer card). The PulseBlaster

provides 24 independent digital lines (0/5 V or 0/3.3 V, respectively) with a timing res-

olution of 20 ns. Minimal/maximal pulse generation times are 100 ns resp. more than a

year, respectively. The internal clocks of the PulseBlaster and AWG were synchronized

by the 10 MHz reference output of the PTS-310. For this purpose the internal clock os-

cillator of the PulseBlaster had to be physically replaced by an external clock box which

converted the PTS 10 MHz input sine into a 80 MHz TTL clock signal . The full capability

of the PulseBlaster card, operated at 100 MHz was reduced in favor of a simple matching

ratio of the AWG and PulseBlaster time base (1:2). Unsynchronized the two instruments

were diverging by about 1 µs per second (∼ 1 ppm).

The AWG was operated in “burst” output mode, i.e. a single trigger initiated the

output and the whole waveform sequence was played exactly once without interruption.

The instrument had a time lag of ∼ 2.040 µs (determined experimentally) between the

trigger event and the initiation of the output. Output was generated on a 40 MHz timebase

and smoothed by built-in digital and analog low-pass filters [75].

Timing of the experiments during the intervals without rf-output was entirely soft-

ware controlled by the LabView measurement program. A typical experiment involves

the following steps:

1. During the pre-acquisition phase, the waveform look-up table is calculated, and all

instruments are updated and enabled for execution upon a trigger event.

2. Rf-generation is initiated by sending a software trigger to the PulseBlaster. The

PulseBlaster then in turn triggers the AWG, and all other instruments at the appro-

priate time (such as the Lock-in signal acquisition). PulseBlaster output lines are

also used to drive rf-gates, power amplifier blanking and analog phase shifters etc.
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3. The Post-acquisition phase begins when lock-in acquisition has finished. The mea-

surement program halts and resets all instruments and proceeds with postprocessing

and data storage.

The first and the last step were not time critical and mastered by the timing of the mea-

surement software (i.e. the computer internal clock), not by the PulseBlaster itself.

Digital synthesis of amplitude and phase modulated pulses

Rf-pulses with amplitude- and phase modulation are generated digitally by the AWG on

the basis of output-voltage look-up tables.

Pulse sequences can be assembled by the user as a sequence of patterns that are

defined keywords each with a different set of associated parameters. (Examples for such

patterns are “pulses”, “frequency sweeps”, “delays” etc.). The parameters contain the

necessary information to generate the actual waveform, such as duration, phase shifts

or (scalar) amplitudes. Based upon this knowledge the following procedure is used to

construct the desired waveform (see Figure 3.9):

1. Two sets of look-up tables (one table per pattern) containing phase modulation {φn}
and amplitude modulation {An} are constructed. A third, separate set stores phase

shifts between pulses ∆φ.

2. The waveform for each pattern is calculated. The output voltage Un at time tn is

given by Un = An sin(φn + ∆φ + 2πfcarriertn), where fcarrier = 15 MHz is the

carrier frequency and a sampling rate of tn − tn−1 = 25 ns is used.

3. The waveform look-up tables are downloaded to the AWG on-board memory. Link-

ing of the individual waveforms in the appropriate order is done according to a sep-

arate “waveform sequence” list, which stores the positions an the number of times

each waveform has to be executed. The sequence list can be changed separately

and allows to rearrange the sequence order without need for updating the look-up

tables.
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Figure 3.9: Digital rf-generation as described in the text.

The current specifications of the digital rf-pulse generator are listed in Appendix B, Table

C.3.

3.3 Part 3: Spectrometer Software and Automation

A high degree of automation is important considering the often long measurement times

common to NMR experiments. The entire control software was developed in LabView

(National Instruments) mainly because it offers extensive libraries to different hardware

interfaces and provides easy-to-handle graphic user interfaces. For complex code, such

as for the pulse programmer, it however tended to be slow. For a next generation, it is

therefore recommended to implement at least the pulse programmer in another software,

in particular as such tools already exist [76].

In brief, the spectrometer software was developed according to the following three

objectives:

1. Pulse programmer: Design of a flexible, easy to handle, extensible and clear pulse

programmer script language for rf-generation.

2. Remote control: All key instruments should have remote access in order to allow

for automated operation by the computer.
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3. Multitasking/Queuing: Measurement software should be capable of handling and

running several measurements or calibration processes at the same time.

Spectrometer control software was divided into three modules: a pulse programmer

unit, a queuing system and a master control panel. A schematic illustration can be found

in Appendix C.4. Further programs, especially cantilever calibration tools, feedback con-

troller initialization and gradient positioning, were not included in the main control pro-

gram. The queuing system was however designed in that respect that basically any pro-

gram could be executed as a subroutine. This was, for example, exploited to implement

the gradient drift correction protocol (Section 3.5).

Pulse programmer

To assemble pulse sequences a script language was developed. Beneath providing func-

tionality for rf-generation, the script also allowed to include commands to reset instru-

ments in before/after a measurement, and supported basic calculations and reading of ex-

ternal parameters. Parameters for different measurements using the same pulse program

were stored separately.

A short introduction into the pulse programmer, containing a demo pulse programm

and an overview over the script language is added in Appendix C.

Queuing system

A queuing system was developed to allow for several measurements to be carried out

at the same time, interruption of measurements for calibration routines, and for the ease

of use. The queuing module was separated from the main measurement control module

and run independently. Different processes (i.e. measurements or calibration operations)

could be submitted and canceled via the main control module, while the queuing module

managed the execution of the different measurements on its own. Each process could be

given a priority such that important maintenance operations (e.g. the gradient lock) could

be executed routinely. In principle, any LabView VI that implements the basic properties
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of a “process” can be accessed and executed by the queue. New tasks are thus easily

implemented in the measurement software.

3.4 Cantilever Feedback Control

The following work was published in Ref. [77].

3.4.1 Introduction

Fast feedback control of resonating microscale cantilever beams constitutes a crucial com-

ponent of modern force microscopes. Active control of cantilever vibrations allows to

vary the system bandwidth independently, and has, for example, been used to increase

acquisition speed of AFM images or to reduce the force impact on the imaged material

(Q-control) [60, 78, 79].

For applications where maximum force sensitivity is required, such as for measure-

ments of the tiny attraction between spin magnetic moments and a ferromagnetic parti-

cle in magnetic resonance force microscopy (MRFM) cantilevers with low spring con-

stants and high quality factors must be employed [21, 23, 26, 55]. The same properties

are however connected to large oscillation amplitudes, small system bandwidths and long

response times, all of which are prohibitive for a precise, stable and reasonably fast op-

eration. Furthermore, thermal motions of the cantilever - when uncontrolled - limit the

spatial resolution well above the atomic scale. It has been shown that in this situation,

active feedback allows to eliminate all these drawbacks without significantly affecting

the signal-to-noise ratio of the force measurement [80, 81], enabling to reach all goals

simultaneously.

Feedback controllers can be realized in several different ways. While for frequency

modulated AFM, analog and digital implementations based on a phase-locked loop have

been presented [60, 82], we consider the slightly different problem where the cantilever

is driven by the signal force itself and the task is to reduce the amplitude of the induced

vibrations. Due to the low spring constant of the cantilevers, the controller must not
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only consider the effect of the external force, but also random thermal motions of the

cantilever [80, 81].

In this contribution we present an accurate, versatile digital feedback controller

based on a digital signal processor (DSP) for active feedback damping of vibrating can-

tilevers. The use of a DSP eliminates many disadvantages of analog implementations,

such as start-up delays, temperature drifts, aging, limited reproducibility, and low flex-

ibility [83]. Furthermore, digital controllers are well suited for remote operation that

can be combined with automated calibration schemes for adaptive control. On the other

hand, the lack of fast DSP’s and accurate, high-speed analog-digital converters have in the

past prevented a wider application of digital controllers. In this respect, MRFM is well

suited for digital control due to the relatively low oscillator frequencies involved (typ.

< 10 kHz), compared to the stiff, high-frequency cantilevers (10..1000 kHz) widely used

in standard AFM.

Our instrument is designed for systems where cantilever motions are controlled

through base shifts using a piezo actuator [84]. Base piezo actuation benefits from

simple technical realization, is easy to calibrate, and can be used with any cantilever.

For motion detection, we consider a beam deflection sensor where the excursion of

the cantilever tip is measured indirectly by the bending of the beam [62]. It is clear

that controller dynamics will be affected when using different actuation and detection

schemes. Nevertheless, controller characteristics are expected to be the same, and merely

the actual parameters are modified for different implementations. Following the work of

Garbini et al. [80], we give a derivation of the stochastic optimal controller that applies

for our implementation, and provide analytical expressions that can be generalized to

other actuation/detection combinations.

3.4.2 Theory

System

The response of the cantilever to a small force f acting on the tip can be described in

terms of a damped harmonic oscillator with the associated Laplace transfer function
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the control system.

G(s) =
Ztip(s)

F (s)/k
=

ω2
c

s2 + s (ωc/Q) + ω2
c

, (3.4)

where ztip is the position of the cantilever tip, ωc =
√

k/m the natural frequency,

Q =
√

km/Γ the quality factor, k the spring constant, m the effective mass, and Γ the

friction.

Tip response to small control displacements of the base zbase is governed by

Ga(s) =
Ztip(s)

Zbase(s)
=

s(ωc/Q) + ω2
c

s2 + s(ωc/Q) + ω2
c

, (3.5)

i.e. a base shift zbase and a tip force f are generally not equivalent [85].

Motions are detected by an optical deflection sensor that measures cantilever bend-

ing by the shift of a reflected laser beam captured by a position sensitive (quadrant) pho-

todiode (PSD) [62] [cf. Fig. 3.11]. The shift of the laser spot on the PSD is given by

zpsd = ztip − zbase, omitting the deflective amplification factor [57], with the associated

transfer function

Gb(s) =
Zpsd(s)

Zbase(s)
= Ga(s) − 1. (3.6)

Notice that measured quantity (zpsd) and controlled quantity (ztip) are not the same.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental setup. The dashed shape shows the cantilever position in rest

and displays the role of ztip, zbase, and zpsd.

Consequently, the respective closed-loop response of ztip and zpsd to a force acting

on the cantilever tip (i.e. the force signal) is given by

Gtip
cl (s) =

Ztip(s)

F (s)/k
=

G(s)

1 + Ga(s)
H(s)

1−H(s)

and (3.7)

Gcl(s) =
Zpsd(s)

F (s)/k
=

G(s)

1 + Gb(s)H(s)
, (3.8)

where H ≡ Zbase/Zpsd is the controller transfer function.

Noise is modeled by a process force noise component w(t) (in general Brownian

noise) and a measurement displacement noise component v(t) (predominantly photodiode

shot noise) as shown in Figure 3.10 [26, 57]. Noise is always assumed to be white and

uncorrelated, 〈w(t)w(t′)〉 = 〈v(t)v(t′)〉 = δ(t − t′) and 〈w(t)v(t)〉 = 0, respectively.

Other noise sources, though present, are neglected for the derivation of the controller but

will be mentioned below. We can further attribute power spectral densities Sw and Sv to
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w(t) and v(t), respectively, in order to obtain expressions for the open- and closed-loop

photodiode output signal in the presence of noise,

Sop(s) = |G(s)|2(Sw + Sf) + Sv, (3.9)

Scl(s) =
|G(s)|2(Sw + Sf) + Sv

|1 + Gb(s)H(s)|2 . (3.10)

where Sf is the spectral density of the external force f(t), i.e. the quantity of interest.

Sop(s) and Scl(s) are used to determine cantilever parameters experimentally (see below).

Optimal controller

Because the noise sources for this problem are well known, stochastic optimal control

theory can be used to tailor a controller response Hoc(s) that gives optimal performance.

Hoc(s) has itself the form of a harmonic oscillator [80],

Hoc(s) =
Zbase(s)

Zpsd(s)
=

Koc(s + zoc)

s2 + s(ωoc/Qoc) + ω2
oc

, (3.11)

where parameters Koc, zoc, ωoc and Qoc depend on cantilever characteristics and control

power. A separate derivation (see Appendix) shows that the particular case where beam

deflection is used for detection and base shifts for actuation requires different parameter

values than e.g. an interferometer detection [80],

Koc =
1

2
ωcαβ

2/Q(1 + α2/2) + (1 − α/Q)(α + β + 2/Q)

1 − α/Q
, (3.12)

zoc =
1

2
ωc

(α + 4/Q − 2α/Q2)(β + 2/Q) − 4(1 − α/Q)

(α + β + 2/Q)(1 − α/Q) + 2/Q(1 + α2/2)
, (3.13)

ωoc = ωc

√

(1 + α2/2)(1 + β/Q + β2/2)

1 − α/Q
, (3.14)

Qoc =

√

(1 − α/Q)(1 + α2/2)(1 + β/Q + β2/2)

(α + β + 1/Q) + 1
2
αβ(α + β + 2/Q) − α2/Q(1/2 + β/Q + β2/2)

,(3.15)
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where

α =

√

ζ2
c

Q2
+ 2ζc − 2 − ζc

Q
, and ζ2

c = 1 +
σ2

x,tip

σ2
x,base

, (3.16)

β =

√
1

Q2
+ 2ζo − 2 − 1

Q
, and ζ2

o = 1 +
Sw

Sv

, (3.17)

respectively. σ2
x,tip/σ

2
x,base denote the ratio of the variances of tip and base excursions, and

Sw/Sv the ratio of respective excitation and measurement noise spectral densities. The

values of α and β thus reflect how much control and input filtering is applied, respectively.

In practice, the controller parameters (3.12)-(3.15) are calculated on the basis of

experimentally determined values of ωc, Q and Sw/Sv that can be determined e.g. by

fitting the open loop noise spectral density of the cantilever Sop(s). The fourth quantity,

the ratio σ2
x,tip/σ

2
x,base, is left as a free parameter to reach the desired level of feedback

damping. Alternatively, it is often more convenient to express the amount of feedback by

the closed loop quality factor Qclosed, which determines α according to

α =
Q

Qclosed

[√

ζ4 + 2/Q2 − ζ2
]1/2

− Q
[√

ζ4 + 2/Q2 − ζ2
]

, (3.18)

where ζ2 = 1 − 1/(2Q2
closed).

Digital controller

A digital controller is conventionally described by the z-transform response function

forming the discrete-time equivalent to the Laplace transform used for time-continuous

systems [86, 87]. Through the strict correspondence between a z-function H(z) and its

Laplace equivalent H(s) - that is, they are originating from the same time domain function

- the former can be easily derived [87, 88].

The z-function of the controller depends on the details of the sampling process. We

use zero-order-hold (zoh) sampling [86,87], where the appropriate z-function is given by

H(zoh)(z) = (1− z−1)Z[H(s)/s]. Here, Z indicates the z-correspondent of the enclosed
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Laplace function. Applying this relation to the optimal controller Hoc(s), the desired

z-function is found to be

Hoc(z) =
b0 + b1z

−1 + b2z
−2

1 − a1z−1 − a2z−2
, (3.19)

where

a1 = 2e−aT cos ωT, (3.20)

a2 = −e−2aT , (3.21)

b0 = 0, (3.22)

b1 =
Koc

ω

[
zocω

ω2
oc

(
1 − e−aT cos ωT

)
+

(

1 − zoca

ω2
oc

)

e−aT sin ωT

]

, (3.23)

b2 =
Koc

ω

[
zocω

ω2
oc

(
e−2aT − e−aT cos ωT

)
−

(

1 − zoca

ω2
oc

)

e−aT sin ωT

]

. (3.24)

Here, T is the clock sampling time, a = ωoc/2Q the inverse ring-down time, and

ω2 = ω2
oc − a2 the (damped) controller resonance frequency. The implementation of the

controller on a digital signal processor based on these coefficients is straightforward and

depicted in the block diagram in Fig. 3.12(a).

Digital controllers require a finite time for computation of the output signal. The

delay of the response can lead to unwanted effects and deteriorate the performance of the

controller. A direct consequence of a time lag are phase shifts in the frequency response

that grow linearly with frequency and effectively limit the bandwidth of the device. It

is therefore often beneficial to include a digital compensating element in the controller

response function that corrects the phase distortion [89]. Noticing that a time delay has

a Laplace response e−τs, a particularly simple choice for a compensator is (1 + τs) that

corrects the phase shift to first order in τs. Adding this compensator to the controller

Hoc(s) results in

Hc
oc(s) =

Koc(s + zoc)(1 + τs)

s2 + (ωoc/Qoc)s + ω2
oc

. (3.25)

Note that although (1 + τs) does not conserve amplitude and even though more sophisti-

cated compensators are available [89] the simple form allows us to use the same z-transfer

function (3.19) without requiring additional higher order coefficients (n > 2), which
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would in turn increase the delay. The modified ac
n, bc

n for the compensated controller

become

ac
1 = a1, (3.26)

ac
2 = a2, (3.27)

bc
0 = τKoc (3.28)

bc
1 = b1 + τ

Koc

ω

[
(zoc − a) e−aT sin ωT − ω

(
e−aT cos ωT + 1

)]
, (3.29)

bc
2 = b2 − τ

Koc

ω

[
(zoc − a) e−aT sin ωT − ωe−aT cos ωT

]
. (3.30)

As a final remark we note that the operation principle of a digital controller represented

by a transfer function of the form of Eq. (3.19) is very flexible. Provided bandwidth

and dynamic range of the digital circuit are sufficient, virtually any (single-input/single-

output) process can be controlled by the instrument by simply choosing different values

for the coefficients an, bn.

3.4.3 Implementation

Controller

The implementation of the controller is depicted in Fig. 3.12(b). A combination of 16 bit

digital resolution and 625 kS/s sampling speed is chosen, capable of handling ∼ 96 dB

of dynamic range at a predicted bandwidth of > 10 kHz (Ref. [90]). In order to suppress

noise, analog and digital circuits are electrically isolated, and separate power supplies are

used for A/D and D/A converters and the DSP, respectively. Computation required 3.5

clock cycles (5.6 µs ). The effective input/output delay time was τ ∼ 7.5 µs (see Figure

3.13). The bandwidth of our implementation is limited by the maximum sampling rate

of the D/A converter, and could be increased by employing faster converters or a parallel

arrangement, possibly at the cost of a lower dynamic range.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Block diagram of the computation flow in the digital con-

troller. Quadratic boxes represent either multiplications by a parameter or a regis-

ter shift, i.e. a unit time delay T . A new output value is calculated according to

y[n] = b0x[n] + b1x[n − 1] + b2x[n − 2] − a1y[n − 1] − a2y[n − 2] on the basis of

the last few input and output values x[n − i], y[n − i], respectively. See e.g. Ref. [86] for

further details. (b) Interconnection scheme. The input side consists of an amplifier/filter

stage A, the A/D converter B and a galvanic isolation C. On the output side E-G similar

elements are used in reverse order. A/D and D/A converters have an analog range of 5 V

at 16 bit digital resolution and are clocked by the DSP D at 625 kS/s. The DSP operates

at a core clock speed of 80 MHz and uses a 32 bit floating-point arithmetic. Communica-

tion with the DSP was enabled over USB (for programming) and RS-232 (for controller

parameter update during measurements), respectively. A typical controller parameter

update required ∼ 100 ms. All elements A-G are available from Analog Devices Inc.

Cantilever system

Controller performance was demonstrated on a home-built probe assembly [39] sketched

in Fig. 3.11. Commercially available silicon-nitride cantilevers (Veeco Inc.) with spring

constants k = 0.01...0.5 N/m and resonance frequencies ω/2π = 0.4...40 kHz (lower

frequencies accessed by tip loading) were employed. A ≈ 3 × 2 × 1 mm3 sized piezo
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actuator (Staveley NDT Technologies) with 235 pF capacitance and 420 pm/V transduc-

tance served for base control. A linear expansion characteristics neglecting hysteresis- or

creep-effects was assumed. Actuation voltages for thermal noise damping were typically

around 10 mVrms when substantial control was applied.

Automated calibration protocol

The digital controller can be combined with an automated calibration protocol, which

allows for a self-acting update of controller parameters. Our calibration scheme involved

the following steps:

1. Controller output is disabled.

2. Cantilever parameters ωc, Q and the noise ratio Sw/Sv are determined by noise

analysis, e.g. by fitting the the open loop spectral density of the photodiode Sop(s)

[Eq. (3.9)] or using similar techniques [32, 61].

3. Controller parameters an, bn are calculated according to Eqs. (3.12)-(3.15), (3.18),

(3.17) and (3.26)-(3.30). In addition to ωc, Q, Sw/Sv, the following parameters are

required: A desired closed loop quality Qclosed, the controller computation delay τ ,

and the sampling time T .

4. The DSP is updated and output enabled.

5. Step 2 is repeated to characterize/verify the correct closed-loop behavior.

3.4.4 Performance Tests

In a first step dynamic range and timing resolution of the controller was examined. The

digital resolution was demonstrated by generating a sawtooth waveform by the DSP and

recording the analog output as depicted in Figure 3.13(a). The least significant bit corre-

sponds to an analog resolution of 78 µV. Timing characteristics are evaluated in Figure

3.13(b), where the input of the controller operating in feedthrough mode (i.e. , all coeffi-

cients in Eq. (3.19) are zero except b0 = 1) is connected to a square wave.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Cut-away of a sawtooth waveform generated by the DSP and measured

in a 20 MHz (1.) and 50 kHz (2.) bandwidth, respectively. Voltage resolution is 78 µV

and sampling time per data point is 1.6 µs . (b) Computation delay made visible by

connecting a 50 kHz square wave signal to the controller input (upper curve), producing

the output shown below. The delay equals in average 4 (=3.5+0.5) clock cycles ∼ 6.4 µs.

Taking input filter (160 kHz, dashed line) into account results in effective delay time of

∼ 7.5 µs . The same value is obtained from phase response analysis (see Figure 3.14).

Next it was verified that the controller reproduces the desired transfer characteris-

tics. In Figure 3.14 the theoretical response function Hoc(s) [Eq. (3.11)] is compared to

the experimentally measured controller response based on the parameters {an, bn} associ-

ated with Hoc(s). While the agreement of the amplitude response is virtually perfect, the

linearly growing phase deviation associated with the computation delay can be observed

in the phase response. Repeating the measurement using the delay compensated para-

meters {ac
n, bc

n} shows that the phase distortion can be efficiently reduced in the desired

frequency range.

To demonstrate feedback control of the cantilever, the controller output was con-

nected to the piezo base actuator of the AFM and the photodiode signal was fed into

the controller input. Two aspects were considered: The damping of thermal cantilever

motions, and the dynamic behavior when an external driving force - that is, a signal - is

present.
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Figure 3.14: Transfer function of the controller based using the set of parameters given

in the caption of Fig. 3.15. Experimental amplitude and phase response (crosses) were

recorded with a lock-in amplifier. The solid line shows the theoretically calculated

transfer function Hoc(s). Including a delay compensator significantly improves phase

response (circles). Uncompensated, the phase at 5 kHz lags already 13.5◦ behind, while

the deviation stays below 10◦ up to 21.6 kHz when the phase is corrected (inset).

Figure 3.15 depicts a representative experiment where the controller was used to

damp the thermal motions of the cantilever. Part (a) shows the measured open-loop noise

spectral density together with a fit to Sop [Eq. (3.9)]. An additional 1/f -measurement

noise component, attributed to fluctuations in the laser beam intensity, was included for

fitting. Part (b) depicts the result of a second measurement after enabling DSP output

using the appropriate controller parameters as given in the caption. Notice that in contrast

to (a), the closed-loop spectral density Scl (solid line) in (b) was calculated entirely from

cantilever parameters and contains no adjustable parameters, thus the theoretical model is

confirmed rather accurately.
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Figure 3.15: Thermal noise spectral densities of the (a) uncontrolled and (b) controlled

cantilever. Experimental data is given as crosses (no feedback) and circles (with feed-

back), respectively. The solid line in (a) represents a least-squares fit of Sop to the exper-

imental data, while in (b) it depicts the calculated spectral density Scl without any free

fit parameter. Relevant experimental parameters were: fn = 2287.84 Hz, Q = 5400,

and k = 20 mN/m for the cantilever, ζe = 0.0431 (β = 0.206) for the noise ratio, and

ζc = 0.121 (α = 0.342) for the control ratio. This gives the following controller pa-

rameters: Koc = 279.4 rad/s, zoc = −5.139 · 104 rad/s, ωoc = 14.95 · 104 rad/s and

Qoc = 1.828.

Damping of thermal noise was examined using several different cantilevers with

resonance frequencies ranging between 0.4 and 40 kHz. Below 15 kHz, an arbitrary

level of damping could be applied without observing any deviations from the theoret-

ically predicted behavior. Higher frequencies were still controllable for moderate ef-

fort (Qclosed ∼ 50 at 40 kHz) but showed distortions if control was further raised. This

is in agreement with sample rate selection rules [90] that recommend a bandwidth of
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> 30× the relevant system frequency, making our instrument applicable for resonance

frequencies up to ∼ 10 kHz. Furthermore, additional checks with low friction cantilevers

(Q ∼ 100′000) suggest that the controller is compatible with higher quality factors.

In a last step the dynamic properties of the controlled and uncontrolled cantilever

were investigated. For this purpose an external force was applied to the tip, and switched

on and off in fixed intervals. Forces on the tip loaded cantilever were generated via in-

ductive coupling from a nearby solenoid coil connected to an amplitude modulated radio-

frequency source.

The result is shown in Figure 3.16(a). The increase of system bandwidth

(= Q/Qclosed ∼ 87) upon feedback damping can be manifested in two respects:

First, the controlled system reacts almost instantaneously to the external force with a

response time τcl = 2Qclosed/ωn ∼ 8 ms, while the uncontrolled cantilever requires

τop = 2Q/ωn ∼ 0.7 s to build up oscillations. Second, tip excursions are reduced by

the same factor. This reduction also applies to thermal vibrations, although this is not

directly obvious from Fig. 3.16(a). Due to the very narrow bandwidth of the open

loop system, measurement noise is dominated by contributions from the vicinity of the

cantilever resonance frequency. For the closed loop system, however, a wide range of

frequencies must be taken into account, and a much higher relative noise level results.

In essence, this means that the fast response time of the controlled system comes at the

cost of increased noise. For measurements exceeding the response time τop, i.e. when

the measurement bandwidth is made smaller than the bandwidth of the uncontrolled

cantilever, the signal-to-noise ratio of the closed loop system approaches that of the open

loop system. This is indicated in Figure 3.16(b), depicting the power spectral densities

from the previous Figure (Fig. 3.15). The external signal, visible as a separate peak,

has a reserve of 28 dB on the noise level irrespective of feedback control. Moreover, the

signal-to-noise is not affected by working off-resonance, because thermal noise and force

signal are subject to the same frequency response [Eq. (3.9)]. Notice, however, that both

findings are only valid as long as cantilever thermal noise is substantially larger than the

noise of the position sensor, otherwise the signal-to-noise is degraded indeed.
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Figure 3.16: (a) Dynamic response of the open- and closed-loop system to an external tip

force applied on-resonance ( fn = 1377 Hz), measured by a lock-in amplifier with time

constant τ ∼ τcl. Bandwidth is enhanced by the ratio of the quality factors Q = 3′000

and Qclosed = 35, respectively, while vibrations and response times are scaled down by

the same amount. Note that the ratio between the two amplitude scales is Q/Qclosed.

(b) Corresponding spectral density plots. The force was applied 15 Hz below fn for

better visibility. Signal-to-noise ratio is ∼ 28 dB, and unaffected by feedback control.

The peak marked by an asterisk stem from residual mechanical vibrations present in the

experimental setup.

3.4.5 Conclusions

A fast, high-resolution digital feedback controller for motion damping of low-k, high-Q

cantilevers has been constructed. The controller operates at a sampling rate of 625 kHz
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combined with fully resolved 16 bits (96 dB) of analog/digital dynamic range. Compu-

tation delay is on the order of ∼ 7 µs and digitally compensated for cantilever reso-

nance frequencies up to 20 kHz. Performance evaluation showed that (i) The controller

reproduces the theoretical response, (ii) Thermal motions of cantilevers can be efficiently

damped down to the optical detection limit, reaching closed-loop quality factors in the

order of Qclosed = 3, and (iii) The signal-to-noise ratio of an external force signal is

unaffected by the feedback.

Parameters characterizing controller dynamics have been derived according to sto-

chastic optimal control. The parameters are specific for the present cantilever system -

where base shifts through a piezo element and laser beam deflection are used for actua-

tion and detection, respectively - but are easily extended to other setups. Expressions that

connect these parameters to the coefficients of the digital controller were provided and can

be readily implemented on most DSP’s. An automated calibration scheme for adaptive

parameter adjustment was presented. We hope that further progress in microelectronics

will allow to implement digital controllers operating at a much higher rates, in particular

with regard to high frequency mechanical oscillators employed routinely in atomic force

microscopy.

3.5 Gradient Lock

The position of the gradient magnet with respect to the gradient can drift. Under MRFM

conditions this leads to a graduate change of the sample’s Larmor resonance frequency

which can be deleterious for long term measurements. The drifts observed in our instru-

ment had a time scale of hours to days and could be substantial (see Figure 3.17). Their

origin appeared to be heat dissipation, predominantly caused by the first stage detection

electronics (∼ 600 mV) while rf-power dissipated by the coil (typ. < 25 mW) and Laser

power (typ. < 1 mW) were of minor importance. The heating can both cause mechanical

drifts by thermal expansion and a change of the ferromagnet’s saturation magnetization

by the Curie law (2.1).
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Figure 3.17: Gradient lock at 1.11.2004. The drift of the Larmor frequency, most prob-

ably cause by temperature instabilities, can be explained either (a) by a thermal expan-

sion of the setup, or (b) by a change of the saturation magnetization of the ferromagnet.

(c) Using back-tracking the resonance frequency of the sample can be “stabilized” to

∼ 60 kHz (∼ 1 um). Larmor frequency calibration was repeated in 20 min intervals and

backtracking included the last 2 hours (∼ 6 points).

Gradient drifts were corrected using a Larmor frequency tracking procedure that

continuously adjusted the rf-irradiation frequency before each acquisition. Another pos-

sibility is to use position-feedback via the gradient positioning unit, which was not con-

sidered due to the large drift range and the rather complex implementation. “Locking” the

Larmor frequency rather than the sample-gradient spacing is in some respect more pow-

erful since it also corrects changes in the saturation magnetization of the ferromagnet.
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The drift correction protocol consisted of the following steps:

1. The on-going measurement was paused.

2. The Larmor frequency of a reference point in the sample was determined. For this

purpose, a one-dimensional MRFM image is recorded rapidly (∼ 20 s) using the

“fastscan”-acquisition technique (Section 4.5.2). The median of the image then

defined the sample center frequency (the point of reference). This method of deter-

mining the sample position turned out to be surprisingly accurate, i.e. on the order

of less than ±100 kHz for a sample with reasonable S/N (see Figure 3.17).

3. On the basis of the last few reference points the Larmor frequency drift is extracted

by linear regression.

4. The interrupted measurement was resumed.

5. In the following, linear prediction is used to adjust the rf-irradiation frequency

(i.e. the PTS frequency) before each acquisition.

The calibration procedure (1-4) was repeated in fixed intervals (typ. 20 min). For lo-

calized experiments, all “positions” in a sample were therefore referred relative to the

sample’s reference frequency. Although even this relative scale is affected by the drift

(according to the second derivative of the field), the changes are minor and usually smaller

than the uncertainty of the median.

The gradient lock can be operated on the same nucleus studied in the main exper-

iment. Nevertheless, it is also possible to use a different nucleus of the same sample or

a separate nearby particle for this purpose. In this respect, the gradient lock inherits the

principle of the deuterium lock used to track the magnetic field of NMR magnets.
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3.6 Samples

Selection of suitable samples

In order to be suited for MRFM a sample has to fulfill several requirements. For the

current implementation of our apparatus - which works at room temperature, under vac-

uum conditions, has the sample mounted on the cantilever and uses either spin-lock or

cyclic saturation to modulate magnetization - a potential candidate must come up to the

following premises:

– The sample has to be solid, chemically inert and exhibit a low vapor pressure.

Arrangements where liquids are enclosed in a sealed microcontainer are conceiv-

able but technically challenging. Furthermore, diffusion in liquids during spin-lock

makes the observation of the signal difficult or even impossible. (Typical diffusive

displacements of molecules in free water are on the order of 5 um in 10 ms [24].)

– Although MRFM is sensitive on an absolute scale, its application to diluted, low-γ

and short-T1ρ nuclei is limited. To observe a measurable signal, a certain number of

spins must be placed in the active volume of the sample. Example giving, the SNR

observed in a typical experiment on 31P nuclei in KPF6, which have a conveniently

long T1ρ, was usually around 4.

– Relaxation times must be favorable, i.e. long T1ρ > 10 ms for spin-lock, or very

short T1 < 1 ms for cyclic saturation. This restricts the materials under study pre-

dominantly to crystalline substances without internal motional degrees of freedom.

Unfortunately all investigated amino acids had T1ρ ≤ 10 ms [91]. The problem

could be possibly circumvented by going over to force gradient detection (Section

2.2.2).

MRFM signals have been measured for the following nuclei (samples): 1H [(NH4)2SO4,

Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O], 19F (KPF6) and 31P (KPF6).
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Sample preparation

Grains of the sample material were pulverised on a microscope object holder glass and

suitable candidates collected by a hydraulic 3-axes micromanipulator (Narishige) working

with an optical microscope (Leica). For gluing, a tiny droplet of epoxy (Araldit) was

deposited on the cantilever tip and the sample then attached. An MRFM signal of the glue

was not observed; spin-lock properties of the glue were never checked. Single crystals

were transferred and manipulated by an acupuncture needle mounted on the xyz-table of

the micromanipulator. Grabbing and deposition of samples by the needle was achieved

via electrostatic forces. Absorption of laser light by the sample, which can occur if the

beam is not well focused, could not be observed in the measurements. In a single incident,

full power (∼ 10 mW) irradiation of the sample melted or dissolved the sample material.



4 Radio-frequency and Acquisition
Techniques

In this Chapter, rf-schemes and acquisition methods that form the basis for MRFM-

detected NMR spectroscopy are introduced. Additionally, it is tried to give a basic and

practical layout for what is necessary to open MRFM for spectral investigations.

We start with Section 4.1 that briefly introduces the topic. Section 4.2 concentrates

on the rf-techniques used for signal detection: Cyclic adiabatic inversion schemes to cre-

ate a repetitive inversion of magnetization. Different frequency- and amplitude schemes

are discussed in detail and analyzed in their suitability for MRFM. Signal decay under

spin-lock is analyzed. Section 4.4 considers broadband rf-pulses used for NMR signal

encoding. In Section 4.3 efficient, rf-based methods able to eliminate unwanted mechan-

ical excitation of the cantilever by rf-irradiation are introduced. Section 4.5 finally ap-

plies TPPI-based techniques to acquire complex spectra and introduces new acquisition

schemes based on spatial encoding that allow for substantial reductions in measurement

time.

4.1 Introduction

MRFM detection of NMR spectra is closely related to conventional 2D spectroscopy (see

Figure 4.1). Both approaches use the same sequential technique: In a first period, spectral

information is encoded in the magnitude, and eventually the phase, of the spin magneti-

zation, and in the second period the state is read-out. The concepts known from inductive

63
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Figure 4.1: Spin encoding (blue shading) and signal detection (red shading) for inductive

2D-NMR vs. MRFM. Signal transients, i.e. the FID and Spin-lock decay, are suggested

in red. A “preheating” period and a single inversion can precede the experiment to

improve rf-immunity. An typical experiment is shown in the next figure.

2D-NMR spectroscopy are therefore naturally extended to MRFM by simply switching

to mechanical detection in the second period. In this way, MRFM can benefit from the

highly developed pulsed NMR techniques, while having the high sensitivity of mechani-

cal detection.

Nevertheless, certain differences between the two methods exist. First, in contrast to

force detection that - so far - probes the longitudinal component of the magnetization, Mz,

an induction coil is sensitive to the transverse magnetization Mx + ıMy, i.e. to coherences.

Measuring the decay of the coherence (i.e. the free induction decay) provides the full

spectrum of the excited spin, while the information extractable from the spin-lock decay

- basically T1ρ - is rather poor. This means that the information content of a MRFM-

detected spectroscopy experiment in almost all cases equals that of a 1D NMR spectrum,

but requires the measurement time of a 2D NMR experiment.
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Figure 4.2: Example experiment, showing spin nutation of ∼ 5 · 1014 spins in a 1.7 µm

thick slice of (NH4)2SO4. Notice that nutation starts at a maximum rather than at a zero

crossing, indicating that MRFM probes Mz rather than transverse magnetization (as in

coil detected NMR does). The associated pulse program and pulse-timing diagram is

given in Appendix C.1 and C.2.

Second, the MRFM operates in a very inhomogeneous field and includes spins with

largely dispersed Larmor frequencies (typically 100 kHz). Reduction of the excitation

bandwidth is possible but not advisable since directly proportional to the signal intensity.

As a result, broad-band pulsing schemes, e.g. very hard pulses or adiabatic methods, are

strongly preferred.

Finally, most experiments require spin temperature alternation to eliminate strong

cantilever excitation by rf-pulses. A widely applicable scheme, where a single inversion

prior to every other acquisition is combined with ± phase cycling of the acquired signal,

was used. The single inversion can be shaped to optimize the selected frequency window.
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Further methods for rf-noise suppression were “preheating” and a dead time between the

encoding and detection periods.

4.2 Magnetization Modulation

In the following, magnetization modulation based on adiabatic fast passages is discussed.

Adiabatic fast passages provide an efficient scheme for complete inversion of the magne-

tization over a large Larmor frequency range [4]. They are well suited for nuclear MRFM

where spin-lock needs to be maintained for a sufficiently long time. Transient methods

for magnetization modulation, such as nutation or repeated 180◦ inversion pulses, are

ill-suited due to the cumulative effect of pulse imperfections.

4.2.1 Adiabatic fast passage

Adiabatic level inversion is achieved by sweeping the frequency of the irradiating rf-field

through resonance, slow enough to avoid perturbing the internal equilibrium of the spins,

but fast compared to the relaxation times T1ρ, T1.

Figuratively this means that the magnetic field vector M follows the effective field

vector Beff while the latter is slowly turned from “up” to “down” (or vice versa). The

trajectory of M is then given by the direction of the effective magnetic field θeff [Eq.

(2.6)],

Mz(t) = M0 cos θeff(t) = M0
∆ωrf(t) + Ω

√

ω1(t)2 + [∆ωrf(t) + Ω]2
, (4.1)

where ∆ωrf(t) and ω1(t) denote the frequency and amplitude modulation of the irradiating

rf-field, respectively, and an eventual Larmor frequency offset Ω of the considered spin

has to be taken into account. Relaxation effects are neglected.

For an inversion being “slow enough” it has to fulfill the adiabatic condition,

ωeff � θ̇eff (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Trajectory of Mz during a linear frequency sweep through resonance, for

three different adiabaticities (three different rf-field strengths).

stating that the rate of directional change θ̇eff is always smaller than the effective field

strength ωeff = −γBeff . Using quantum mechanics this means that the energy quantum

introduced by field rotation (~θ̇) needs to be smaller than the nuclear transition energy

~ωeff . An adiabaticity parameter A can be introduced to express the adiabatic condition

quantitatively [95],

A(t) =
ωeff(t)

θ̇eff(t)
=

ωeff(t)3

ω1(t) ˙∆ωrf(t)

at resonance
=

ω2
1(t)
˙∆ωrf(t)

. (4.3)

Of course, the situation is most critical at the minimal value A = min[A(t)] during a

frequency sweep (usually where ∆ωrf+Ω = 0), and we will in the following only consider

this minimal adiabaticity. As a rule of thumb, spin manipulations are adiabatic when

A > 1, and sudden (i.e. pulses) when A < 1. Trajectories for Mz(t) for a linear frequency

sweep using three different adiabaticities A are depicted in Figure 4.3.
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Spin temperature

The fact that spin magnetization M can be spin-locked either parallel or anti-parallel to

the effective field Beff requires a refinement of the vector picture. From a quantum me-

chanical point of view, the parallelism means that the spin quantization axis exactly coin-

cides with the effective field axis. The spin can then be either in an “up” or “down” state

(sticking to spin 1/2 nuclei), resulting in the macroscopic “spin-lock” or “spin-antilock”

of the magnetization with respect to the effective field. Statistical thermodynamics has

been used to describe this behavior introducing the concept of spin-temperature (beauti-

fully treated by Goldman [92], or see [4, 52]).

One very practical consequence of this phenomenon is that spin inversion by fre-

quency sweeps works irrespective of starting the frequency sweep above or below reso-

nance. This opens the way for powerful phase cycling techniques that allow to distinguish

spin signals from any background noise discussed later in this Chapter, and used in similar

ways by other researchers [32, 46, 93].

4.2.2 Single adiabatic inversion: Modulation shapes

Frequency and/or amplitude modulation shapes can be optimized for certain properties

[94, 95]. The following schemes, summarized in Table 4.2.2 and plotted in Figure 4.4,

were investigated:

1. Linear frequency sweeps. Here, the frequency modulation is linear and no ampli-

tude modulation is done. Linear frequency sweeps have the advantage of providing

the same adiabaticity irrespective of the Larmor offset when |Ω| < ∆ω/2, and

possess a rather well-defined rectangular inversion profile [95].

2. Constant frequency / Tangential sweeps. Constant frequency (or constant adiabatic-

ity) sweeps impose θ̇eff = const, hence A(t) = const during the whole sweep for a

spin located at Ω = 0, thus the frequency varies slower in the center of the sweep.

Tangential sweeps give a similar profile. In short, tangential and constant adiabatic-

ity frequency modulation improve the inversion efficiency around Ω = 0 on the cost

of poorer efficiency at the edges and an unclearly defined inversion profile [95].
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Modulation Frequency modulation Amplitude modulation

1. Linear ∆ωt
2t0

not modulated

2. Constant frequency1 ∆ωt
t0

[

1 − 4 t2

t2
0

(1 − γ2)
]−1/2

not modulated

Tangential2 ∆ω tan (2επt/t0)
2ε

not modulated

3. Sech/Tanh3 ∆ωtanh(2γt/t0)
2tanh γ

ωmax
1 sech(2γt/t0)

Table 4.1: Frequency and amplitude modulation ∆ωrf(t) and ω1(t) for some inversion

sweeps. t0 is the sweep duration and t = −t0/2...t0/2.
1 γ ≤ 1 is a modulation depth parameter that describes the flatness of the slope at t = 0

with respect to the corresponding linear frequency sweep, γ = ∆̇ωrf,cf/∆̇ωrf,lin
∣
∣
t=0. A

good choice is γ ∼ 20ω1/∆ω. For γ = 1 the linear frequency sweep is reproduced.
2 ε is found iteratively using ε0 = 1, εn = atan(εn−1/γ), ε = limn→∞εn. The conver-

gence is usually sufficient after n ∼ 10.
3 δ is a truncation parameter. A good choice, γ ∼ 5 truncates at 1.3% of the maximum

amplitude. ωmax
1 equals in this case ∼ 2.5ωrms

1 .

3. Sech/Tanh sweep. A sech frequency combined with a tanh amplitude modulation

has the same adiabaticity over the whole modulation range Ω = ±∆ω/2 (and the

same adiabaticity as the linear sweep for equal rms rf-power), and possesses an op-

timal rectangular inversion profile. While the amplitude modulation is unfavorable

with respect to cantilever rf-disturbance, a sech/tanh sweep prior to force detection

can be used for accurate slice selection [96].

Notice that, although it seems at first sight that an appropriate shaping of frequency

modulation could greatly enhance the adiabaticity of the sweep (at unchanged rf-power),

this is generally not the case. While a tangential sweep e.g. significantly enhances adi-

abaticity for spins around Ω = 0 - that is, in the center of the sweep - adiabaticity is

diminished for spins with larger Larmor offsets. In this way, shaping might reduce the

excitation width of the resonant slice and thus the performance of the sweep. The key to

larger adiabaticity A, enabling a more rapid inversion (or a wider frequency modulation),

lies in the strength of the rf-field ω1, because A ∝ ω2
1 [Eq. (4.3)]. Shaping the frequency

sweep has only a cosmetic effect on the maximal possible inversion speed.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Amplitude modulation and (b) frequency modulation for the inversion

patterns summarized in Table 4.2. A sweep width of ∆ω/2π = 200 kHz has been cho-

sen for the linear and sech/tanh-sweep. Constant frequency and tangent-sweep have

∆ω/2π = 400 kHz while the slope in the center is equivalent to that of a linear sweep

with ∆ω/2π = 200 kHz. (c) Inversion profiles as a function of Larmor offset. For 100%

the inversion is complete. The oscillations for the linear frequency sweep result from the

fact that the effective field does not point exactly along z at the start.

4.2.3 Cyclic adiabatic inversion: Modulation shapes

In order to establish a periodic modulation of the magnetization Mz adiabatic inversions

have to be performed in a repetitive manner. According to the concept of spin temperature

the basic rf-modulation patterns of the previous Section can be concatenated in either a

“single-sided” or “double-sided” manner, resulting in either a “triangular” or “sawtooth”

type profile (see Figure 4.5).

Each type of concatenation has a distinct advantage and disadvantage. Triangu-

lar patterns are prone to rf-artifacts on the cantilever because the modulation period of

the cyclic inversion (2t0) exactly coincides with the cantilever frequency fc. Frequency,

and more severely amplitude, modulation of the rf leads to a periodic disturbance of the

cantilever which is indistinguishable from the MRFM spin signal. (Although there exist

phase cycling schemes - discussed in Section 4.3 - that are able to efficiently cancel this

noise.) Sawtooth pattern avoid this problem through a doubled repetition rate (basic pe-

riod t0), such that the rf-noise appears at 2fc, which is unproblematic. This is, however,
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Modulation Spin-Locking Inversion Profile rf-Artifacts used for

1. Triangular + + − averaged expt’s

2. Sawtooth − − + n/u

3. Sawtooth 180 0 0 + n/u

4. Sawtooth 180, AM + 0 + single scans

5. Sawtooth 180, c.f. + − 0 n/u

Table 4.2: Figure of merits for the investigated cyclic inversion schemes (plotted in

Figure 4.5). Ratings base on experimental data shown below and personal experience,

extending from − (unsuited) to + (well suited). n/u denotes that the scheme was rarely

used in real experiments.

achieved on the expense of phase discontinuities at t0, 2t0, ..., which can lead to a rapid

decay of magnetization due to projection (see below).

Besides the basic sawtooth-shaped linear frequency modulation, the following saw-

tooth variants have therefore been investigated in order to minimize this phase disconti-

nuity (cf. Figure 4.5):

– Sawtooth linear sweep with 180◦ phase increments at t = t0, 2t0, ... (termed “saw-

tooth 180”),

– Sawtooth linear sweep with 180◦ phase increments and trapezoidal amplitude mod-

ulation (“sawtooth 180, AM”), and

– Sawtooth constant frequency sweep with 180◦ phase increments (“sawtooth 180,

cf”).

An evaluation of these schemes is given in Table 4.2(b). The most useful patterns were

either the standard triangular scheme (1.) combined with phase cycling to eliminate the

rf-artifacts - requiring an even number of acquisitions for averaging - or the sawtooth AM

scheme (4.) for fast single imaging scans.
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Figure 4.5: Cyclic adiabatic inversions: Investigated modulation shapes.

4.2.4 Spin-lock decay

The signal-to-noise ratio of an MRFM experiment is proportional to the square root of

the spin-lock duration (2.35). For sensitive detection, the spin-lock has therefore to be

maintained as long as possible. For on-resonant irradiation, magnetization decay during

spin-lock ideally occurs with the rotating frame relaxation time T1ρ, and is an intrinsic ma-

terial property and depends on the details of molecular motion, as well as on temperature

and spin-lock rf-field strength.

The relaxation time during MRFM detection differs usually from the exact T1ρ value

because spin-lock is not on-resonant during most of the time. An approximation of the

MRFM value T ∗
1ρ, that interpolates between T1ρ and T1 based on the effective field direc-

tion, is given by [24],

1

T ∗
1ρ

=
1

T1

(
Ω2

ω2
eff

)

+
1

T1ρ

(
ω2

1

ω2
eff

)

, (4.4)

where Ω, ω1 and ωeff denote Larmor offset, rf-field strength and effective field strength,

respectively (2.6).
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Figure 4.6: Inversion efficiency vs. Adiabaticity A obtained from simulations. The decay

time τA associated with adiabaticity violation is also given. Retaining the magnetization

for 2’000 inversion cycles (here equivalent to a spin-lock of 1 s) requires A ≥ 5.

The experimentally observed decay time τ can often be much smaller than T ∗
1ρ. In

the following, some artificial mechanisms that accelerate the decay of spin-lock and are of

practical importance are listed. They are all based on the fact that rapid changes in the rf-

phase produce (rapidly decaying) coherences. This is explained as a non-adiabatic reori-

entation of the effective field axis, and leads to a projection of the magnetization from the

previous onto the new effective field direction. The loss associated with a projection angle

∆φ is then given by (1− cos ∆φ), i.e. the magnetization is reduced to M ′
z = Mz cos ∆φ.

Phase jumps in the rf-excitation can be due to different reasons:

– Phase noise of the spin-lock rf-irradiation. Phase noise (or frequency jitter) of the

clock base of the rf-synthesizer is an instrumental problem. It can be minimized

by using highly stable reference clock oscillators (i.e. a good synthesizer). Cer-

tain components such as frequency mixers and active amplifiers are also critical
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Figure 4.7: Experimental data for the cyclic inversions summarized in Table 4.2. The

signal intensity after 1 s of spin-locking is shown as a function of the modulation width

∆ω. The necessity of the 180◦ phase shift and advantage of additionally using am-

plitude modulation is clearly visible. The dashed lines were calculated based on the

triangular sweep data multiplied by the theoretically predicted phase jump decay [Eq.

(4.6)] using an (average) offset of Ω = 8 kHz. This agrees well with the half-width at

half maximum of the (NH4)2SO4 intrinsic linewidth of ∼ 7 kHz. Experimental pa-

rameters were τc = 0.5 ms and ν1 = 40 kHz in (a), as well as ν1 = 28 kHz and

γ∆ω/2π = 20 · ν1 = 560 kHz in (b).

with respect to phase noise. The maximal spin-lock duration reached with our rf-

instrumentation was ∼ 3.5 s for (NH4)2SO4 determined by conventional NMR ex-

periments, hence we can assume that the decay time associated with phase noise

is τphase noise ≥ 3.5 s. Under MRFM conditions, the longest observed decay time

was around 2.5 s. The reason of discrepancy compared to the unmodulated spin-

lock decay time is not clear; it was also observed in conventionally detected control

measurements.

– Phase discontinuities in the spin-lock rf-irradiation. Phase jumps can also be part

of rf-patterns. This occurs for “sawtooth” shaped cyclic modulation schemes. The

following analysis gives an estimate for the decay rate τphase jumps introduced by

the discontinuities of the sawtooth profiles “sawtooth” and “sawtooth 180”, respec-

tively. The phase discontinuity ∆φ for a spin at offset Ω, using sweep width ∆ω

and rf-strength ω1 is given by
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∆φ ∼ 8ω1Ω/∆ω2 and ∆φ ∼ 4ω1/∆ω (4.5)

for the two schemes, respectively. The the loss of magnetization after n inversions

amounts to (1−cos ∆φ)n ∼ (∆φ2/2)n, which is equivalent to an exponential decay

time τphase jumps ∼ (fc∆φ2)−1 where fc = (2τc)
−1 is the cantilever frequency.

Finally, this results in

τphase jumps ∼ (64fcω
2
1Ω

2/∆ω4)−1 and τphase jumps ∼ (16fcω
2
1/∆ω2)−1 (4.6)

for the “sawtooth” and “sawtooth 180” modulation, respectively. This result is

nicely confirmed in Figure 4.7 and explains why a 180◦ phase shift is absolutely

necessary to observe a signal.

– Violation of adiabaticity. Rapid inversions can cause spin-lock decay due to a vio-

lation of the adiabatic condition. The inversion efficiency q for a single sweep vs.

the adiabaticity parameter is shown in Figure 4.6. The cumulative effect of many

incomplete inversions can be analyzed in the same way as phase discontinuities,

introducing the decay time

τA = [2fc(1 − q)]−1. (4.7)

A plot of τA vs. adiabaticity is also shown in Figure 4.6, and this suggests that an

adiabaticity of A ≥ 5 is necessary to maintain spin-lock for longer than 1 s.

Obviously, the experimental spin-lock decay rate τ will be dominated by the fastest of

these competing mechanisms. Hence,

τ−1 = T ∗
1ρ

−1 + τ−1
phase noise + τ−1

phase jumps + τ−1
A + τ−1

other, (4.8)

where τother accounts for any other decay mechanism (such as fluctuations in the

ferromagnet [32]). Under normal circumstances and for cantilever frequencies below

∼ 1.5 kHz, T ∗
1ρ can be made the limiting factor.
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4.3 Suppression of Cantilever Excitation by RF-Pulses

The rf-excitation circuitry is not fully isolated from the cantilever detection system. The

(relatively large) electromagnetic field dissipated by the coil can couple to the cantilever

and lead to unwanted mechanical excitation, producing severe interferences with the spin

signal. In this Section we present some rf-tricks that allowed us to reduce these effects by

a factor up to 1000.

Generally two types of interference can be distinguished. First, resonant couplings

exciting the cantilever exactly on-resonance, and stemming from frequency and/or am-

plitude modulation. Second, “beats” produced by switching rf-power [see Figure 4.8(b)].

Continuous rf-irradiation can furthermore lead to resonance frequency drifts due to heat-

ing, which is a nuisance for high-Q cantilevers but can be stabilized by feedback damping

(Section 3.4).

It should be mentioned that hard rf-pulses, though involving high powers (up to

100 W), seldom showed an effect of the cantilever. This suggests that crucial points is

the total energy deposited on the cantilever, that is still very small for pulses due to their

shortness (∼ 1 − 10 µs ) - in spite of the high rf-powers.

Phase cycling

Phase cycling proved to be the by far most successful suppression method. In our scheme,

two consequent acquisition are modified in such a way that alternatively +Mz and −Mz

results when mechanical detection is started. This can be done by either a single inversion

at the beginning of every second experiment, or by an appropriate setting of rf-pulse

phases. Subtraction of the two acquisitions then cancels both types rf-noise, but doubles

the spin signal. In this respect this phase cycling scheme is more powerful than others

found in the literature [46, 93] capable of canceling resonant rf-noise only.

The modest drawback of the method is that at least two acquisitions are required, and

furthermore, it presumes a phase sensitive (quadrature) detection of cantilever oscillations

(see Section 3.1.7).
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Figure 4.8: Effect of rf-irradiation on the cantilever, loaded with a Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O

sample. (a) Without feedback control. (b) With feedback control (Qclosed = 60). The

response time and stability of the cantilever are greatly improved. However, the spin

signal cannot be distinguished. (c) Two subsequent measurements where the spin signal

is inverted prior to the second acquisition. Subtraction reveals the spin signal, while

both beats and resonant rf-noise (∼ 10× bigger) are perfectly canceled. This scheme

turned out to be effective up to situations where the noise exceeded the signal by a

factor of 1000. (d) Single-scan acquisition using “sawtooth 180, AM” modulation for

signal detection. The resonant rf-noise is fully eliminated. In addition, cantilever pre-

/postheating was applied to also reduce beats. The spin signal is slightly smaller than in

(c) due to the smaller effective slice width of the sawtooth sweep, compared to the linear

sweep. Experimental parameters were ∆ω/2π = 100 kHz, fc = 840 Hz, and ∼ 5 W of

rf-power.

Single-sided frequency modulation

Resonant excitation of the cantilever by the frequency modulated rf-field during detec-

ton can be circumvented by using the “sawtooth”-shaped modulation pattern. Then, the

rf-induced cantilever excitation appears at twice the resonance frequency and does not
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interfere with the spin signal. “sawtooth” modulation proved valuable for fast single ac-

quisition imaging scans because it requires no signal averaging (see below). For averaged

experiments, phase cycling was however the preferred method.

“Cantilever preheating”

Switching of rf-power acts like a step function on the cantilever and produces a single

excitation that decays with the ring-down time of the cantilever (or the lock-in time con-

stant, whichever is longer). These “beats” can be reduced by a (sufficiently off-resonant)

cw-irradiation prior to detection, creating a steady-state situation at the start of the force

measurement. If the excitation results from the encoding sequence (e.g. for magic echo

or cp experiments), delayed detection can eventually be used to allow for a decay of the

unwanted oscillations (T1 permitting).

4.4 Broadband RF-Pulses

Due to the presence of a strong field gradient rf-pulse sequences in MRFM must operate

broad-band. The spread of Larmor frequencies, and hence the required pulse bandwidth,

is favorably dictated by the modulation width of cyclic adiabatic inversion. In our exper-

iments frequency width of typically 100 − 200 kHz have been used. As a rule of thumb,

the field strength of simple pulses should be on the order of the modulation width.

The demand for rf-pulses with well defined properties over a specific Larmor

frequency range has especially in MRI lead to a rich variety of rf-patterns [96, 97]. The

following discussion is concentrated on pulses that have been implemented in the pulse

programmer.

90◦ pulses. All 90◦ pulses were implemented as simple, hard, rectangular

rf-pulses. The rf-field strength was always chosen to be at least ω1 ≥ ∆ω, giving an

efficiency ≥ 57% at the slice boundaries. More sophisticated pulse shapes, though

not used in our measurements, that could improve performance are e.g. Gaussian- or
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sinc-(amplitude)-shaped pulses, one-sided shaped pulses [98] or composite sequences

such as “spin-knotting” [97]. Adiabatic half-passage sequences (where an adiabatic

sweep is started, resp. ends, at resonance) were also evaluated, but required large

rf-powers to reach similar efficiency as hard pulses. This makes them unfavorable with

respect to mechanical rf-noise.

180◦ inversion. Level inversions were always implemented by adiabatic inversion

sweeps, although hard 180◦ (or composite variants) may also be feasible but were not

tested.

180◦ echo. Refocusing of transverse magnetization was either achieved by single,

hard 180◦ pulses with a rather poor efficiency of ≥ 33% at the slice boundaries. The

composite version (90◦)x−(180◦)y−(90◦)x [replacing (180◦)x] gave some improvement.

Noise saturation. Some experiments, such as T1 determination by saturation-

recovery or heteronuclear spin-decoupling, require complete saturation of the spin

magnetization over the entire frequency band. For this purpose a dedicated noise

irradiation with the appropriate frequency spectrum can be used [73].

A possible implementation for noise band generation bases one inverse FFT. If the

desired power spectral density of the noise is given by S(ω), then an appropriate irradia-

tion function u(t) can be constructed by inverse Fourier transformation,

U(t) =

∫

ω

dω S(ω) eiΦ(ω) eiωt, (4.9)

where Φ(ω) ∈ [0, 2π[ is a random phase function.

In practice S(ω) is often a rectangular noise band, associated with a certain width

∆ω and centered around ω0,

U(t) = eω0t · U0

2π

∫ ∆ω/2

−∆ω/2

dω eiΦ(ω) eiωt, (4.10)
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Figure 4.9: (a) “Hole-burning” using broadband noise excitation in a 19F image of a

KPF6 sample. To obtain the solid curve, the sample was irradiated for 5 ms with noise

excitation of bandwidth 256.60 ± 0.38 MHz prior to each imaging scan. The untreated

image is also shown (dashed line). (b) Corresponding power spectral density of the rf

recorded by a spectrum analyzer. The peak power (ω1 ∼ 50 kHz) is normalized to 0 dB.

where U0 =
√

S0/2π and using a random phase Φ(ω) ∈ [0, 2π[. This is easily im-

plemented on an arbitrary waveform generator: First, an arrays of length N (where N

is the number of samples) containing random phase factors eıΦk for index k = 1...n,

n = ∆ω/4πfs (where fs is the sampling rate) must be generated. Inverse FFT of the

array returns the desired amplitude modulation which is then mixed up to ω0 by element-

wise multiplication with sin(ω0/fs · n). The result of noise band excitation is illustrated

in Figure 4.9.

4.5 Acquisition Techniques

In a first part, this Section considers phase sensitive (quadrature) detection of transverse

magnetization which forms the basis for NMR spectroscopy, and in a second part, accel-

erated acquisition schemes based on spatial encoding are introduced.
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Figure 4.10: Demonstration of TPPI. (a) No phase increments, the spectrum is symmet-

ric and appears around the center frequency. (b) 2π/3 phase increments (three-phase

TPPI) [99], the spectrum appears at 1/3 and 2/3 of the frequency range (167 kHz) and

has asymmetric noise.

4.5.1 TPPI

Restoration of (complex) coherences, i.e. the transverse magnetization Mt = Mx + ıMy

such as the free induction decay observed in standard NMR, can be achieved using the

technique of time proportional phase increments (TPPI) [97]. Consider a series of ex-

periments aimed to observe the time evolution of a complex coherence Mt(tn) using a

successively increased evolution time tn = n ·∆t (where ∆t is the dwell time). The value

Mt(tn) can be measured by applying a 90◦ “transfer” pulse that converts M t(tn) into

observable polarization Mz(tn). The component of Mt(tn) stored in Mz can be chosen

through the relative phase φ of the transfer pulse, and thus either Mx or My are accessible.

Technically TPPI acquires the complex information of M(tn) by successively increment-

ing the phase of the transfer pulse, φn = φ + n · (π/2). This is equivalent to shifting the

acquisition frequency by ∆tπ/2, such that all information in the spectrum obtained from

a (real-to-complex) Fourier transformation is concentrated on either side of the ω0 = 0

axis [99].
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A side effect of TPPI is that the Fourier transformed signal is shifted off the center

of the spectrum. This makes TPPI very useful to exclude baseline errors that are often

present and can have many origins, e.g. drifting cantilever signal intensities etc.

To cover the same frequency spectrum a TPPI-based acquisition requires twice the

sampling rate and thus twice as many measurement points as a phase-insensitive experi-

ment. For spin interactions resulting in symmetric spectra (such as dipolar couplings) this

leads to factor of two in measurement time, and a signal degradation since the new (imag-

inary) points introduce no signal but additional noise. A modified scheme employing π

instead of π/2 phase increments of the transfer pulse can in this situation be used. This

two-phase cycle gives the same performance as a sequence without TPPI, but maintains

the immunity to baseline errors. Of course, an experiment acquired with four-phase TPPI

can always be symmetrized by decimation.

4.5.2 Spatially encoded acquisition

The interval between two consecutive NMR experiments is usually restricted by the time

the spins need to repolarize, i.e. the spin-lattice relaxation time T1. In many cases, espe-

cially at low temperatures, T1 can be inconveniently long (i.e. up to days) and restrict the

applicability of NMR. The fact that a MRFM experiment normally measures only a small

fraction of spins in the sample, namely those in the thin resonant slice, opens the possi-

bility to increase the repetition rate beyond that imposed by T1 repolarization by using all

slices in a sequential order.

Fast imaging scans

The most obvious way is the construction of a fast imaging protocol which was conse-

quently termed “fastscan”. A fastscan measures a one-dimensional image of the sample

by collecting data from a series of resonant slices, addressed by stepping the frequency

of the PTS synthesizer through the relevant range of Larmor frequencies. The time per

slice is in principle limited by the acceptable S/N level only, although in our spectrome-

ter there was a technical delay of ∼ 2 s minimum between acquisitions (due to Lock-in
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Figure 4.11: One-dimensional image of a Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O sample (2 crystals), once

using the standard protocol (a) and once the fastscan method (b). The reduction in mea-

surement time for similar S/N is about 10×.

signal read-out, and control software). Rf-noise could in all situations be sufficiently

suppressed using “sawtooth” modulation and cantilever preheating. A modified scheme

could even use continuous ramping of the synthesizer frequency (which was not possible

in our setup), or a continuous repositioning of the gradient magnet.

Figure 4.11 demonstrates how the acquisition time for a Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O sam-

ple could be reduced from 20 min (using sequential acquisition) to about 1 min (with

fastscan). General considerations show that acquisition can be accelerated up to a factor

T1/T1ρ, resp. S/N improved by up to
√

T1/T1ρ. The maximal improvement observed in

our experiments was ×10, while ×3 is a more typical value.
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Figure 4.12: Real-time observation of magnetization build-up. All spins of the sample

were inverted by a wide frequency sweep, and immediately after a sequential readout

of magnetization at different positions was started (ca. 3 s/point). After normalization,

the inversion-recovery curve on the right is obtained. The relaxation time known from

inductive NMR on a much larger crystal (T1 = 8.9 s) is well reproduced.

Spatially encoded acquisition

In homogeneous samples the fast scanning protocol can be extended to spectral dimen-

sion(s). Obviously, the rf-pulse sequence can be altered from slice to slice. This allows

to collect a full measurement series (for example an NMR spectrum) within one imaging

scan if enough slices are available. The datapoints have then to be normalized by the

number of spins present in each slice, which are available from a separate imaging scan,

i.e. in practice at least two scans are necessary.

A simple example for spatially encoded acquisition is illustrated in Figure 4.12

showing a T1 inversion-recovery experiment. At first all spins in the sample are inverted

by a wide-band adiabatic inversion sweep. Immediately after the readout sequence is

started, and in this way, the build-up of thermal polarization can be observed in real-time.

In practice this scheme was slightly modified due to two reasons: First, the number

of points in a measurement series usually outnumbered the available number of slices by
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Figure 4.13: Protocol for spatially encoded acquisition of NMR spectra. In this example,

the sample is divided into 5 resonant slices (y-axis). A measurement series, where the

NMR evolution time is incremented with each acquisition, is distributed on the slices in

an interlaced fashion in order to reduce slice separations. Experiments using this scheme

are shown in e.g. Figure 6.2.

far. Second, hard rf-pulses have a relatively large bandwidth and slices have to be well

separated in order to be really independent. A typical experimental protocol was therefore

looking as depicted in Figure 4.13. Several scans where used for one measurement series,

and the slices were arranged in an interlaced rather than an ascending order.

A final remark applies for acquisition of spectra. Under the circumstances that the

number of scans is much larger than the number of slices, a normalization by the slice’s

weight is often not necessary. Because the variation of the spin density becomes periodic,

it will result in a number of “sidebands” in the spectrum (equal to the number of slices,

and spaced by the respective fraction of the spectral width). If the sidebands are not

overlapping with the spectrum normalization is obsolete. Notice that when applying TPPI,

care has to be taken that the number of slices is odd.





5 Imaging

The field gradient of the MRFM that enables force detection can also be used for magnetic

resonance imaging. Due to their high strengths (103 − 106 T/m) compared to the ones

involved in conventional MRI (< 10 T/m), resolutions down to the low nanoscale can be

reached [23, 50].

Section 5.1 briefly introduces magnetic resonance imaging from the perspective of

MRFM. In Section 5.2, the magnetic field distribution of two simple geometries for the

gradient ferromagnet - cylinder and sphere - is given, and possible tailored magnet shapes

for e.g. interface imaging are proposed. Section 5.3 discusses image reconstruction in de-

tail: First, the shapes of the imaging slices, or “resonant slices”, are discussed and lead

to expressions for the point spread function (PSF). In a second step it is shown that spins

with different Larmor offsets do not equally contribute to the measured force, which bears

implications for the interpretation of mechanically detected spectra. Finally, reconstruc-

tion schemes for one- and three dimensional imaging are summarized, and a Fourier-based

technique to enhance resolution beyond the natural linewidth of the investigated substance

is proposed.

5.1 Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging relies on the Larmor resonance condition stating that only

those spins in a sample for which γB(x) + ωrf = 0 is fulfilled will resonate and give a

measurable signal. By making B(x) inhomogeneous - that is, by applying a field gradient

87
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- the spatial position of a spin is encoded in the Larmor resonance frequency ω0 = γB(x).

By varying the excitation frequency ωrf , spin signals from different positions can be col-

lected, and the spin density distribution of the sample be reconstructed.

Conventional MRI usually employs (at least three) pairs of switchable coils that are

able to produce linear field gradients along the three spatial directions ex, ey and ez.

This geometry combined with powerful Fourier encoding schemes allow for an efficient

reconstruction of three-dimensional images of the studied objects.

Imaging with a MRFM is more complicated due to several reasons. First, the per-

manent ferromagnet of the MRFM can not easily be switched (which obviates the Fourier

encoding techniques of MRI). Second, field gradients are completely determined by the

shape of the ferromagnet and usually far from linear. And finally, the contribution of a

resonant spin to the measured MRFM signal depends itself on the strength and direction

of the field gradient.

The positions of spins which resonate at the same Larmor frequency are equivalent

to the contours of constant field, termed “resonant slices”. For linear gradients these are

given as two-dimensional planes, while in a general MRFM situation they form curved

(approximatively parabolic) shapes.

5.2 Magnetic Field Distributions

In order to reconstruct images from a set of MRFM measurements the exact field distri-

bution of the ferromagnet and the associated gradient have to be known. The magnetic

field felt by a nucleus is generally given by

B(x) = B0 + Bgrad(x) + Blocal(x) (5.1)

where B0 is the polarizing field of the NMR magnet, Bgrad(x) the surplus field of the

ferromagnet, and Blocal(x) all other (local) fields. Except for nuclei subject to strong

quadrupolar couplings the field strength’s are ordered as B0 � Bgrad � Blocal, and the

following assumptions are permitted: (i) The ferromagnet is completely saturated and
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homogeneously magnetized along ez, and (ii) Local fields can be neglected (an issue

that is discussed further in Section 5.3.2). The field gradient is therefore determined by

Bgrad(x) only,

∇|Bgrad(x)| ∼=







∂xBz

∂yBz

∂zBz







(x) (5.2)

and does generally not point along ez.

5.2.1 Strategies for field mapping and ferromagnet design

Field maps Bgrad(x) for specific gradient magnets can be calculated analytically for spe-

cial highly symmetric shapes by Biot-Savart’s law [54] relying on the correspondence

principle [100]. In most cases, Bgrad(x) can however only be determined numerically

such as by finite element methods. Experimental field mapping is possible but rather

difficult considering the tiny dimensions of a MRFM magnet. Potential techniques in-

clude e.g. micro Hall sensors that reach active areas down to 1 um and below [101], or

SQUID’s [18, 19]. The most precise magnetometer however - in our opinion - is still the

MRFM itself.

The following general considerations apply to all kind of magnet geometries:

– Far from the magnet the field distribution is dipole-like,

– Close to a flat magnet surface the constant field contours are approximately planar.

– The field gradient scales inversely proportional with the magnet radius.

– In practice, the magnet should have similar or slightly larger size than the imaging

volume.

For reaching maximum gradient, or maximum field, at a certain point in space, an inverse

view of the problem can be helpful [102]: Imaging this point is the center of a dipole

(which could, for example, be the spin dipole), and find out which areas contribute posi-

tively (or negatively) to the field gradient. Filling either of this areas with homogeneously
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Figure 5.1: Spatial distribution of the magnetic field Bz for a homogeneously magnetized

cylinder (a) and sphere (b). A typical sample position and constant field contour - the

“resonant slice” - is shown. The field distribution was calculated numerically [104] using

Bsat = 1.75 T and B0 = 5.8 T.

magnetized material will result in the highest possible field gradient. Figure 5.2(b) illus-

trates these areas in connection with a spherical magnet.

5.2.2 Cylindrical geometries

An arrangement where a cylindrical magnet aligned along the static field is used in com-

bination with a considerably smaller sample just below the magnet surface is very useful

for one-dimensional imaging, because the resonant slices are in this case almost planar

and perpendicular to ez. Magnetic field and field gradient along the axis of the cylinder

are given by

Bz(z) =
Bsat

2

[

z + L
√

(z + L)2 + R2
− z√

z2 + R2

]

(5.3)

∂zBz(z) =
BsatR

2

2

[

1

((z + L)2 + R2)
3

2

− 1

(z2 + R2)
3

2

]

. (5.4)

where z is the distance between sample and cylinder surface, L is the length, R the radius,

and Bsat = µ0Msat the saturation magnetic field. In the limit L � R, these expressions
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Figure 5.2: (a) Field gradient ∂zBz along the symmetry axis (z-axis) of the cylinder and

sphere, respectively. (b) Resonant slice (blue) close to a magnetized sphere. The slice

width is given in real scale and corresponds to a modulation width of 200 kHz. Arrows

denote the z-force exerted on a spin at the respective position. Notice that the force

eventually turns negative at the sides of the slice. Background shading indicates the

regions where the field gradient ∂zBz is positive (green) and negative (red). The regions

are defined by the 3rd Legendre polynomial.

simplify to

Bz(z) ∼ Bsat

2

[

1 − z√
z2 + R2

]

↔ z(Bz) =
R

2

Bsat/2B − 1
√

Bsat/B − 1
, (5.5)

∂zBz(z) ∼ − BsatR
2

(z2 + R2)
3

2

. (5.6)

The maximum obtainable field gradient for a certain, fixed distance z = z0 between

sample and magnet surface is found for a cylinder with radius R0 =
√

2z0, where the

gradient amounts to ∂zBz(z0) = −3
√

3Bsat/z0.

Field distribution Bz(r) and field gradient ∂zBz(z) along the z-axis are shown in

Figure 5.1(a) and 5.2(a), respectively.
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5.2.3 Spherical geometries

A sphere is the practically most important geometry for three-dimensional imaging, in

particular due to its simple mathematical description. The magnetic field B(r) of a sphere

with radius R equals that of a dipole m = 4π/R3Msatez (all higher order poles are zero

by symmetry [54]),

B(r) =
BsatR

3

r5

{
xz ex + yz ey +

[
z2 − r2/3

]
ez

}
(5.7)

using carthesian coordinates or

B(r) =
Bsat

6

(
R

r

)3

{sin 2θ [cos(φ)ex + sin(φ)ey] + [3 cos 2θ + 1] ez} . (5.8)

using spherical coordinates where θ and φ denote the azimuthal and polar angle, respec-

tively, and r = |r| the distance from the sphere center [25]. The three derivatives of Bz

along x, y and z are

∂xBz(r)

∂yBz(r)






=

BsatR
3

r7
(r2 − 5z2)







x

y
,

∂zBz(r) =
BsatR

3

r7
(3r2 − 5z2) z. (5.9)

The corresponding expressions in polar coordinates are given in Ref. [103]. For one-

dimensional imaging along the z-axis, the above relations reduce to

Bz =
2BsatR

3

3z3
↔ z(Bz) = R

3

√

2Bsat

3B
, (5.10)

∂zBz = −2BsatR
3

z4
, (5.11)

where z denotes the distance between sphere center and sample. The largest field gradient

for a fixed z0 is obtained when R0 = 3z0 and amounts to ∂zBz(z0) = −27/128 (Bsat/z0).
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Figure 5.3: Magnet shapes for interface imaging in a (a) sample-on-cantilever and (b)

tip-on-cantilever arrangement using a ∼ 200 nm thick ferromagnetic coating.

The field distribution Bz(r) for a sphere is given in Figure 5.1(b). Field gradient

∂zBz(z) along the z-axis, and force weight along the contour of a resonant slice are de-

picted in Figure 5.2.

Of special interest in the context of force gradient detection (Section 2.2.2) are fur-

thermore the second derivatives of Bz. Starting from (5.8) and concentrating on two

points lying on one of the axes x, z, respectively [denoted by A and B in Figure 5.2(b)],

it is found

∂2
xBz = ∂2

yBz =
−4BsatR

3

z5
at A = (0, 0, z), (5.12)

∂2
yBz =

BsatR
3

x5
, ∂2

zBz =
3BsatR

3

x5
at B = (x, 0, 0), (5.13)

while the corresponding first derivatives are zero.
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5.2.4 Geometries optimized for planar imaging

The spatial imaging resolution of the MRFM is often much higher along the field axis than

for the lateral dimensions. Application to quasi-one-dimensional structures such as thin

films and interfaces is therefore particularly promising. In order to collect a maximum

amount of signal from a planar film, and to minimize signal contributions from spins

outside of the film, the resonant slice must be made as flat as possible. This can be done

by optimizing the cylindrical geometry which already possesses rather flat field contours

close to the pole.

One of several possibilities is shown in Figure 5.3(a), using a concave indentation

on the lower pole of the cylinder. Thereby, a perfectly flat resonant slice is formed at a

fixed distance from the pole, depending mainly on the depth of the indentation. Another

possibility, which is not shown here, is to use a ferromagnetic cone off defined angle and

to cut of the tip at a certain width of the cone. Another approach is to integrate the magnet

into the cantilever tip, such as the lense-type structure suggested in Figure 5.3(b), which

could be accurately shaped by epitaxial or vapor deposition techniques.

5.3 Image Reconstruction

The force signal measured in an MRFM experiment depends on the position of the reso-

nant slice with respect to the ferromagnet, and on the magnetization within the slice,

f(x) =

∫

s∈slice

ds3∂zBz(x − s)Mz(s) =

∫

V

ds3p(x − s)n(s), (5.14)

where x is the position of the gradient and s the position of spins in the resonant slice

with respect to the reference point in the image. p(x′) is the point spread function (PSF)

that describes how much the volume element at x′ = x − s contributes to the resulting

force f(x). Finally, n(x) = Mz(x)/µ̄ is the spin density distribution [Eq. (2.1)].

Summarizing, the following procedure applies for image reconstruction: 1. Deter-

mine the PSF, and 2. find a suitable reconstruction algorithm that allows to obtain the spin

density n(x) from a set of resonant slice measurements, (fn, xn)n=1...N using this PSF.
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The PSF implied by (5.14) is given by

p(x′) = µ̄ Gz(x
′) s[ω0(x

′) − ωrf
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

] (5.15)

and determined by a weight factor µ̄ Gz(x
′) and a shape function s(ω0 − ωrf) = s(Ω)

of the resonant slice. s(Ω) ∼ δ(Ω) is approximatively a δ-function which ensures that

only spins within the resonant slice contribute to the signal. The shape function can be

separated into two different components: The “lateral” part describing the shape of the

contour, i.e. the extension along Ω = 0, as well as a part “perpendicular” to the contour,

taking some finite width of the slice given by s(Ω) as a function of the Larmor offset Ω

into account.

5.3.1 In-plane point spread function

The spatial shape of the resonant slice is fully determined by the field distribution of the

ferromagnet,

γ[B0 + Bgrad(x)] + ωrf = 0 ⇐⇒ x ∈ resonant slice (5.16)

If the accurate field distribution of the ferromagnet is not known, the resonant slice can

often be approximated by parabolic “bowl”. This approximation is also well suited for

experimental determination of the ferromagnet field [50].

For a typical one-dimensional imaging situation as depicted in Figure 5.2(a) (where

the size of the (cylindrical) magnet is considerably larger than the imaging volume) the

resonant slices are parallel planes perpendicular to the magnet surface (i.e. perpendicular

to ez) to a very good approximation. In this case the in-plane PSF reduces to a one-

dimensional function of z.

5.3.2 Cross-section point spread function

The thickness ∆s of a frequency slice is very often much smaller than the lateral extension

[cf. for example Figure 5.2(b)]. ∆s is usually dictated by the frequency modulation depth
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of the cyclic adiabatic inversions, and is approximatively given by

∆s = ∆ωeff/|γ∇Bz|, (5.17)

where the effective slice width ∆ωeff (described below) is of the order of twice the mod-

ulation depth of the adiabatic reversals. Obviously spins with different Larmor offsets

Ω = ω0 − ωrf = 0 will have a different impact on the total force exhibited on the can-

tilever. The behavior of the slice function s(Ω) with Ω and implications on effectiveness

of the rf-modulation, on the influence of the natural linewidth and on spectroscopy is in

the following examined.

The time-dependent force exerted on the cantilever is, according to Eq. (2.10), given

by

F (t) =
1

γ

∫ ∞

−∞

dω0 Mz(ω0, t) (5.18)

=
1

γ

∫ ∞

−∞

dω0 Mz(ω0) cos θeff(Ω, t), (5.19)

where, according to the adiabatic theorem (4.2), Mz(t) ∝ cos θeff is always aligned with

the effective field. Mz(ω) is the longitudinal magnetization before the sweep starts. Note

that here and in the following, the magnetization is given in units of magnetic moments

per Hz. The time evolution of the magnetization depends on the particular choice of

frequency and amplitude modulation, ∆ωrf(t) and ω1(t), and is explicitly given by Eq.

(4.1),

cos θeff(Ω, t) =
∆ωrf(t) + Ω

√

ω1(t)2 + [∆ωrf(t) + Ω]2
,

However, only the component of F (t) at the resonance frequency of the cantilever will

give rise to a signal. Taking this to be the first harmonic F0 we find

F0 =
4

Tc

∫ Tc/4

−Tc/4

dt sin(2πt/Tc) f(t) (5.20)

=
1

γ

∫ ∞

−∞

dω0 Mz(ω0)
4

Tc

∫ Tc/4

−Tc/4

dt sin(2πt/Tc) cos θeff(Ω, t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

s(Ω)

(5.21)

=
1

γ

∫ ∞

−∞

dω0 Mz(ω0) s(Ω) =
1

γ
Mz(ω0) ∗ s(ω0 − ωrf), (5.22)
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where Tc = 1/fc is the modulation period (the inverse cantilever frequency). That is, the

measured force F0 is the convolution of the slice function determined by (5.21) and the

magnetization. s(Ω) can be directly calculated for a given rf-modulation.

Example: Triangular frequency modulation

Figure 5.4 depicts s(Ω) for a triangular frequency sweep. In this simple and practically

most important case the slice function is given by

s(Ω) =
4

Tc

∫ Tc/4

−Tc/4

dt sin(2πt/Tc) ·
(2∆ω t/Tc) − Ω

√

ω2
1 + [(2∆ω t/Tc) − Ω]2

(5.23)

∆ω�ω1∼ 4

Tc

∫ Tc/4

−Tc/4

dt sin(2πt/Tc) · H[(2∆ω t/Tc) − Ω], (5.24)

∼







4
π

[
1 − ω1

∆ω

]
cos

(
πΩ
∆ω

)
if |Ω| < ∆ω/2

0 otherwise
(5.25)

where H[x] is the Heaviside step function. The factor 4/π in the last expression (5.25)

represents the first Fourier coefficient of the triangular frequency modulation, while the

second factor partially compensates the approximation ∆ω � ω1. This means that s(Ω)

is approximately cosine shaped, and gives spins with a larger offset Ω less weight. This

is one explanation why many rf-pulse sequences work remarkably well in MRFM despite

of the large Larmor offsets involved.

The effective slice width ∆ωeff is given by the rectangular function which encloses

the same area as s(Ω),

∆ωeff =

∫
dΩ s(Ω) Ω

∫
dΩ s(Ω)

(5.26)

For a linear sweep of modulation depth ±∆ω/2 the effective width is ∆ωeff ∼ 0.8∆ω

(see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: (a) Cross-section weight s(Ω) through a resonant slice for a linear sweep.

Solid line and dashed line are obtained from exact calculation (5.23) and approx-

imation (5.25), respectively. The effective resonant slice width (dotted curve) is

∆ωeff = 0.808∆ω = 162 kHz. Modulation parameters were ∆ω = 200 kHz and

ω1 = 20 kHz, respectively.

(b) The weighing function of (a) [solid line] changes when a pulse sequence - here the

90◦ − τ − 90◦ of (5.31) - precedes force read-out [dashed line]. The dotted curves show

the excitation profile separately. real and imag are explained in Section 5.3.4. Pulsing

rf-strength was 100 kHz.

Intrinsic linewidth

The resolution of a MRFM is limited by the intrinsic linewidth of spins in the investigated

substance, i.e. by the spread of local fields Blocal encountered in the sample. If the local

field spectrum is given by S(ω) = S(γBlocal), the magnetization of the spins resonating

at ω0 is

M(ω0) = µ̄ n[γB0 + γBgrad(z)] ∗ S(ω − ω0), (5.27)

i.e. the image is “blurred” by convolution with the local field spectral function of the spins.

While the local fields effectively limit the spatial resolution in conventional MRI, they are

seldom restrictive in MRFM since the field gradient can be made nearly arbitrarily high.

The available resolution is then rather sensitivity limited. Exceptions may occur for strong

quadrupolar couplings.
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NMR pulse sequences

Pulses of a preparatory rf-sequence prior to force detection are almost always offset de-

pendent. In this case the detected magnetization M(ω0) has to be replaced by a modified

magnetization M ′(ω0) = q(Ω) M(ω0) that takes the efficiency of the pulse sequence at

different offsets Ω into account, according to

M(ω0)
q(Ω)−→ M ′(ω0)

s(Ω)−→ F. (5.28)

The total weight a spin contributes to the force signal is then given by s(Ω) · q(Ω) (see

Figure 5.4).

5.3.3 Reconstruction algorithms

One-dimensional reconstruction

Reconstruction of a one-dimensional image along the z-axis from a series of force mea-

surements {Fn, zn} (where for example zn = z0 + n∆z, n = 1...N ) is straightforward.

The force at a certain gradient-sample spacing zn is given by

Fn =

∫

image

ds p(zn − s)n(s) = µ̄

∫

slice

ds ∂zBz(s)n(s)

∼ µ̄∂zBz(zn)n(zn)∆zn (5.29)

where the last equality assumes that all relevant parameters, in particular ∂zBz(z) and

n(z), vary little over the slice width ∆zn. Recalling that ∆zn = ∆ωeff/γ∂zBz(zn) [Eq.

(5.17)], where ∆ωeff is the frequency width of the slice,

Fn =
µ̄∆ωeff

γ
n(zn) and ↔ n(zn) =

γ

µ̄∆ωeff
Fn, (5.30)

Note that the force signal for 1D imaging is independent of the gradient strength, while

the spatial z-resolution scales linearly with ∂zBz.
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Three-dimensional reconstruction

Three-dimensional reconstruction on the other hand is much more complicated and re-

mains to-date a weakness of magnetic resonance force microscopy. In contrast to 1D

imaging no one-to-one correspondence between Fn and nn exists, and spins from the

whole slice with different spatial locations contribute to a single force datapoint. Further-

more, slice geometry and position weights are far from simple which further complicates

the situation.

Although no three-dimensional imaging experiments have been carried out in the

course of this work, we in the following briefly summarize reconstruction strategies that

have been either demonstrated or look promising:

1. Inverse filtering is a deconvolution procedure that takes advantage of the detailed

knowledge of the PSF p(x). Particularly simple to implement is the Wiener filtering

technique introduced by Züger et al. [48, 105] in the first MRFM imaging experi-

ments. It states that the Fourier transform of the reconstructed spin density can be

calculated according to N = PF/(|P |2 + c), where N , P and F are the Fourier

transforms of n, p and f , and where c is a constant that is adjusted according to the

signal-to-noise ratio of the data.

2. Fourier Transform MRFM described by Kempf et al. [103] applies within-slice

Fourier encoding by a rapid lateral shuttling of the gradient magnet in synchrony

with a dedicated rf-pulse (line narrowing) sequence. In contrast to standard MRI,

resonance shifts in an FT-MRFM experiment are proportional to the field gradient

(not the field) at each pixel. While a promisingly different approach, FT-MRFM is

sample dependent and restricted to substances with relatively long spin-relaxation

time constants.

3. Landweber reconstruction proposed by Chao et al. [50] is an iterative method that

minimizes the error between the measured force F (x) and a guessed force F̃ (x)

calculated form an successively improved n(x). The protocol was used to obtain

a three-dimensional electron spin density image of a phantom with ∼ 80 nm voxel

sizes.
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5.3.4 Within-slice imaging

An elegant Fourier encoding scheme can be conceived to obtain information about the

spin-density distribution across a frequency slice. The method bases on the fact that the

frequency spectrum associated with the coherence decay in the gradient field coincides

with the magnetization M(ω0) introduced in Section 5.3.2.

The coherence decay in the inhomogeneous field of the MRFM gradient can be

recorded using the pulse sequence

(90◦)φ1
− t − (90◦)φ2

− (force detection of Mz) (5.31)

yielding a series of forces - proportional to M ′(t) - for a series of t. The frequency

spectrum of the measured M ′(t) is given by

M(ω) =

∞∫

−∞

dtM(t) e−iωt (5.32)

=

∞∫

−∞

∫

dt dω0 M(ω0, t) e−iωt (5.33)

=

∞∫

−∞

dω0 q(Ω) M(ω0)

∞∫

−∞

dt eiω0te−iωt (5.34)

= q(Ω)M(ω0), (5.35)

where q(Ω) takes the offset dependence of the pulse sequence as introduced at the

end of Section 5.3.2 into account. It is advantageous to use a phase cycling scheme

where φ1 = 0 ◦ and φ2 = {0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦} adding up to a complex signal

M(t) =
∑

Mφ2
eiφ2 . For this specific case the (also complex) weighing function q(Ω)

becomes

q(Ω) = cos2 θeff

{[

4 sin2 θeff sin4

(
β

2

)

− sin2 β

]

+ ı 2 sin θeff sin β (cos β − 1)

}

,

(5.36)
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where θeff is the effective field angle and β = πωeff/2ω1 the nutation angle. A numerical

example for q(Ω) is shown in Figure 5.4(b). The spin density distribution n(ω0) ∼ M(ω0)

(neglecting the intrinsic linewidth) can therefore calculated by

n(ω0) =
F [F (t)]

µ̄ q(Ω) s(Ω)
(5.37)

where F [F (t)] is the complex Fourier transform of the measured (force) signal series, and

q(Ω) [Eq. (5.36)] and s(Ω) [Eq. (5.20)] the two weighing functions accounting for pulse

sequence and frequency modulation efficiency, respectively.

A special benefit of this Fourier encoded imaging scheme is that it can be com-

bined with line narrowing rf-sequences [106] (and cf. Section 6.3) that allow to access

resolutions beyond the natural linewidth limit.



6 Spectroscopy

This Chapter summarizes the development of techniques aimed towards a systematic ap-

plication of NMR spectroscopy by MRFM. Section 6.1 briefly presents the key challenges

and opportunities of MRFM spectroscopy. Section 6.2 theoretically discusses the differ-

ent types of interactions of a nuclear spin and revisits the symmetries of the associated

spin Hamiltonians that form the basis of the rf-pulse sequences applied in th remainder

of the Chapter. In the last three Sections the main experimental material is presented.

Section 6.3 introduces spin echo experiments, namely the Hahn and the dipolar echo,

and heteronuclear decoupling using a double resonance irradiation scheme. Together,

these techniques allowed to reduce the linewidth of the investigated resonance lines from

∼ 100 kHz to ∼ 1 kHz. Section 6.4 further concentrates on dipolar spectroscopy by the

Hahn echo technique. The spectra are combined with spatial imaging, which allows to

enhance the image with a chemical contrast. In the last Section, 6.5, the feasibility of dif-

ferent approaches to re-introduce high-resolution chemical-shift information in MRFM

spectroscopy is evaluated.

6.1 Introduction

Making MRFM applicable for high-resolution NMR spectroscopy both offers enormous

potentials and is highly challenging. On the one hand, exploiting the exquisite sensitivity

and the very high imaging resolution of the MRFM will enable the investigation of objects

in the nanometer scale, much smaller than possible by inductive detection today. On

the other hand, the strong field inhomogeneity associated with the MRFM gradient is

103
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detrimental for high-resolution magnetic resonance applications. While superconducting

magnets used in standard NMR are presently able to provide magnetic fields that vary

less than ∼ 10−9 over the entire sample volume, resonant slices in MRFM have a width

of typ. ∼ 10−4, i.e. spectral resolution is reduced by about five orders of magnitude.

The key challenge is therefore to overcome the resolution limiting effect of the gradient

magnet, which will be the central aspect of this Chapter.

Other forms of mechanically detected NMR that are able to operate without a mag-

netic field gradient at the position of the sample have been described in this context. One

possibility is to measure the mechanical torque on a sample by transfer of spin angular

momentum. This method, which does not require a field gradient, has been presented

by Alzetta and Ascoli et al.for ESR [43, 44]. Yet another approach is the Boomerang

setup developed by Leskowitz and Madsen et al. [45, 46] and used with NMR. There, a

carefully selected assembly of ferromagnetic elements allows for a homogeneous field

at the sample position (but not at the location of the magnet mounted on a loudspeaker-

membrane-like micromechanical oscillator). In other words, this method measures the

field gradient of the sample rather than that of the gradient magnet. Both attempts how-

ever employ force detection for sensitivity enhancement solely, and essentially lack the

high imaging capacity of the genuine MRFM invented by Sidles.

6.2 Spin Interactions

The spin Hamiltonian

The interaction of a spin magnetic moment µI = γ~I with a magnetic field B incident

at the spin’s position is governed by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ(t) = −γ~ Î(t) · B(t), (6.1)

where Î is the (dimensionless) nuclear spin operator. The Hamiltonian can be separated

into contributions from the static B0 field of the NMR magnet, the surplus field Bgrad
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of the gradient source, local fields Blocal stemming from nearby nuclei or electrons, and

radio-frequency fields B1 from a rf-coil,

Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0(t) + Ĥgrad(t) + Ĥlocal(t) + Ĥrf(t)

= −γ~

{

Îz[B0 + Bgrad] + Î · Blocal(t) + (Îx + ıÎy)B1(t)e
ıωrf (t) t

}

. (6.2)

Note that the counter-rotating part of the B1 field has been neglected in Eq. (6.2), which

is permitted at the high B0 fields common in NMR.

Origin of local interactions

NMR spectroscopy studies the local interactions Ĥlocal in order to explore the close mole-

cular environment of a specific atom. Several interactions of different physical origin can

contribute to Ĥlocal. Typically,

Ĥlocal = ĤCS + ĤD + ĤJ + ĤQ, (6.3)

where ĤCS = ~
∑

n In · σ̃n ·B0 describes chemical shifts, ĤD = ~
∑

n>m În · D̃n,m · Îm

dipolar couplings between pairs of nuclear spins, ĤJ = ~
∑

n>m În · 2πJ̃n,m · Îm bond-

mediated exchange couplings (J-couplings), and ĤQ = ~
∑

n În · Q̃n · În quadrupole

couplings [52, 97, 107]. The strength and orientation dependence of the interactions are

contained in the respective coupling tensors σ̃n, D̃n,m, J̃n,m and Q̃n, where n, m run over

all spins in the sample.

– Chemical shifts and Knight-shifts in conductors (and closely related, g-factors in

EPR) arise from variations in the local susceptibility at different nuclear sites in a

molecule or crystal lattice stemming from a different electronic environment.

– Dipolar couplings represent the bilinear interaction between the magnetic dipole

moments of two neighboring spins.

– J-couplings can be manifested between chemically bonded atoms, where bonds can

extend between two or more atoms. The coupling between the nuclei is mediated
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by the bonding electrons via hyperfine interaction, Pauli exclusion and exchange in-

teractions. Due to the weak couplings (< 1 kHz) observed compared to the dipolar

interaction in solid samples, they are hard to observe by MRFM and not considered

further in this thesis.

– Quadrupolar couplings arise for spin I > 1/2 in the presence of an electric field

gradient at the site of the nucleus. In contrast to all above interactions, quadru-

pole couplings can be large (� 1 MHz) and will e.g. interfere with an MRFM im-

age. The quadrupolar interaction can be either studied by selective observation of

satellite transitions (if the coupling is strong), or by transient nutation spectroscopy

(otherwise) [109–111]. Quadrupolar spectroscopy in combination with MRFM was

demonstrated by Verhagen et al.. [38].

Symmetries of local interactions

The symmetry properties of the local field Hamiltonians are of great importance, as they

allow to discriminate the different interactions by pulsed techniques in a systematic man-

ner. A convenient method to describe the rotational properties of the Hamiltonian is the

use of spherical tensors [107]. Generally, any interaction Hamiltonian can be constructed

by a product of two tensors,

Ĥ =
∑

n

∑

l

A
(n)
l0 T̂ (n)

l0 , (6.4)

where A
(n)
l0 (the space tensor) describes the spatial anisotropy of the interaction in the

principal axis system while T̂ (n)
l0 (the spin tensor) governs the rotational properties of the

spin vectors and eventually the external magnetic field vector. Notice that in (6.4) the

secular approximation has already been made. The sums run over the rank l of the tensor

and over all interactions n. The principal axis system connected to the internal molecular

coordinate system is usually different from the laboratory frame coordinates defined by

the direction of the external B0-field. For a proper description, the space tensors A
(n)
l0

have therefore to be rotated accordingly.

For separating different interactions by rf-pulse sequences, the respective rotational

properties in spin space have to be considered. The interactions can be classified by the
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Interaction Rank 1 Description See

Chemical shifts 1 Local susceptibility variations due to differ-

ences in the electronic environment.

Section 6.5

Homonuclear

dipolar couplings

2 Direct coupling between the magnetic mo-

ments of two neighboring nuclear spins.

Section 6.4

Heteronuclear

dipolar couplings

1+1 Direct coupling between the magnetic mo-

ments of two neighboring nuclear spins.

Section 6.3.3

J-Couplings 0,2 Coupling between two nuclei mediated by

the spins of the bonding electrons.

—

Quadrupole

couplings

2

(0,4) 2

Interaction with electric field gradient for

spins I > 1/2.

Ref. [38]

Table 6.1: Local spin interactions. Notes: 1 Rank of spin tensor. 2 Second order effect.

rank of the spin tensor T̂ (n)
l0 as given in Table 6.1. A property of particular importance is

if the rank is odd or even. For an odd interaction, such as the chemical shift (or generally

all interactions with external magnetic fields), a simple 180◦ pulse changes the sign of the

Hamiltonian, which can be exploited to reverse the time evolution in a Hahn echo exper-

iment (see below). Even interactions, on the other hand, are not affected by an inversion

pulse and require different schemes (such as magic angle irradiation or magic echos) to

stop or reverse the time evolution of the spin system. Examples for even interactions are

homonuclear dipolar couplings, J-couplings or the quadrupolar interaction.

The rank and coherence order of the spin tensor can be directly measured, which has

been coined into the experimental concept of spherical tensor analysis [108]. One specific

example investigating coherence orders is the nutation experiment, where the rate of pre-

cession under on-resonant irradiation is monitored. For a single spin-1/2 (rank 1 tensor),

the rate is given by the magnitude of the rf-field ω1. When higher order interactions are

present, the nutation rate is multiplied by ranks of the present tensors and multiples of ω1

can be observed. By varying the strength of the rf-field, tensor parameters and interac-

tion strengths can sometimes be extracted [109–111]. Another example is the selection

of transitions in multiple quantum spectroscopy. In the same way as for the nutation ex-

periments, the evolution rate of multiple quantum coherences is multiplied by a factor

of about the coherence order. This also applies to phase shifts of the applied rf-pulses,
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meaning that proper phase shifting schemes [112] and/or delay times [113] allow to select

the desired coherence.

6.3 Spin Echo and Line Narrowing Experiments

A key strategy in molecular structure determination by NMR is the selective suppression

or enhancement of specific spin interactions. The presence of dipolar couplings, for ex-

ample, manifests close spatial proximity between two nuclear spins, and by measuring

the coupling constants one may even extract quantitative distance information. Chemical

bonds often result in contact couplings (J-couplings), which can be exploited to investi-

gate the bonding network within the molecule. Chemical shifts, at last, are often charac-

teristic for their molecular environment and allow in many cases to assign the atom to a

certain functional group.

The effect of a certain interaction can be suppressed by canceling the associated

Hamiltonian during the observed coherent evolution of the spins. This can be done either

by continuously suppressing the coupling (“decoupling”), or by introducing dephasing

and rephasing periods while changing the sign of the Hamiltonian in between (“echo”

methods). Sophisticated rf-pulse sequences have been developed that allow to manipu-

late the Hamiltonian nearly at will. Some of them will in the following be employed to

demonstrate Hahn spin echo, dipolar echo and heteronuclear decoupling experiments by

MRFM spectroscopy.

6.3.1 Hahn echoes

Hahn spin echoes [114] are widely used to refocus the static interaction between a spin and

the external field (or generally, any odd-order interaction). For MRFM experiments they

are particularly useful since the strong field inhomogeneity of the gradient ferromagnet

most often causes the strongest dispersion of the spin signal, and therefore overlap with

remaining local fields. A Hahn echo is produced when the coherent evolution of a spin

ensemble is refocused by a 180◦ rf-pulse, i.e. when a 180◦ pulse is applied after τ , an echo

is formed at time 2τ .
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In order to probe the echo with the MRFM, a pulse sequence

(90◦)x − τ − (180◦)x − t1 − (90◦)x − (force detection of Mz) (6.5)

was employed, resulting in an echo maximum when t1 = τ . By recording a series of

signals with increased t1, the echo build-up and decay can be observed. Likewise, when τ

is increased simultaneously with t1, spin evolution free of inhomogeneity dispersion can

be measured (see Section 6.4). Due to the strong inhomogeneity of the MRFM gradient

Hahn echoes were employed in almost all MRFM spectroscopy experiments. Examples

are given in e.g. Figures 6.1(a) and 6.4.

Imperfections in Hahn echo refocusing could not be observed, despite of the large

MRFM field gradient. Although coherence decays measured without echo were as short

as 5 − 10 µs , Hahn echoes could be produced after delay times τ as long as 1 ms for 31P

in KPF6 under fluorine decoupling, see Figure 6.2. Whether this value is already close to

the upper limit for τ or still fully given by the intrinsic linewidth of 31P in this compound

is not clear at present, although static field fluctuation (e.g. by heating up the ferromagnet)

can be expected to ultimately limit echo formation.

6.3.2 Dipolar echoes

Dipolar interactions between like spins can normally not be refocused using Hahn echoes.

This is obvious from the fact that the 180◦ pulse will flip both spins simultaneously, thus

leaving the dipolar Hamiltonian unaffected. Nonetheless, homonuclear dipolar dephasing

can be reversed using the so-called dipolar- or magic echo sequence [52]. The rf-sequence

relies the fact that the sign of the dipolar Hamiltonian ĤD is reversed by on-resonant rf-

irradiation. For a system of dipolar coupled spins of the same species, ĤD it is given

by [52]

ĤD =
3 cos2 θeff − 1

2

∑

n>m

~ωD,nm(3Îz,nÎz,m − În · Îm), (6.6)

where θeff denotes the angle between static and effective field axis and ωD,nm the individ-

ual coupling constants. For the case of on-resonant irradiation, τeff = 90◦, all couplings

will be scaled to −1/2 the initial value, ĤD(90◦) = −0.5ĤD(0◦). This can be exploited
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evolution time (µs)

evolution time (µs)

magic echo (τ=40µs)

magic echo (τ=160µs)

magic echo decay

σ=218µs

magic echo

combined magic/hahn echo

(a) Magic Echo and Hahn Echo

(b) Magic Echo Decay

Figure 6.1: (a) Magic echo of (NH4)2SO4 for a evolution time τ = 40 µs , once with

Hahn echo refocusing (diamonds) and once without (crosses). The solid lines are guides

to the eye. The prolonged decay when adding a Hahn echo is governed by dipolar evo-

lution only, while the narrow echo is dictated by the field inhomogeneity of the MRFM

magnet. (b) Magic echoes (with gradient refocusing) for two different evolution times.

The echo maximum - theoretically at 1.5τ (here at 60 µs and 240 µs , respectively, as

indicated by arrows) - appears slightly earlier and shows som asymmetry due to the Lar-

mor off-resonance effects described in the text. The solid lines are calculations taking

these offsets into account. (Eventual incomplete truncation of the dipolar Hamiltonian

has been neglected.) The decay of the echo maximum as a function of τ was also mea-

sured (red dots). It is well described by a Gaussian with σ = 218 µs , corresponding to

a spectral linewidth of 1.7 kHz (full width at half maximum). Slice width (100 kHz) and

rf-strength for dipolar scaling (90 kHz) were the same in all experiments.
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to reverse the dipolar evolution under the unperturbed Hamiltonian ĤD(0◦), leading to

the build-up of dipolar echoes.

In order to detect a magic echo experimentally by the MRFM, the following pulse

sequence was used,

(τ/2)x − (τ/2)−x
︸ ︷︷ ︸

first evolution period

−(90◦)y − t1/2 − (180◦)x − t1/2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

second evolution period

−(90◦)y − (force detection of Mz),

(6.7)

where the echo maximum appears at t1 = τ/2. Notice that phase switching in the first pe-

riod, and an additional Hahn-echo 180◦ pulse in the second period is mandatory to refocus

inhomogeneities of the coil- and the static field, respectively. Accordingly, when τ = 2t1

is increased in synchrony with t1, the decay of the echo maximum can be measured to

study spin evolution free of dipolar- (and field inhomogeneity) broadening. Figure 6.1

shows magic echo formation and indicates the decay of the maximum for a single crystal

sample of (NH4)2SO4.

The ability to refocus homonuclear dipolar couplings by the magic-echo sequence

depends on the strength of the applied rf-field ω1, and is in many situations rather in-

complete. Perfect refocusing requires both ω1 � ωD,nm and ω1 � Ω (where Ω is the

Larmor offset), i.e. , the strength of the rf-field must both be much larger than any dipolar

couplings and the spread of resonance frequencies. If the rf-field is only slightly larger

than the dipolar coupling strength higher order terms of the truncated Hamiltonian (6.6)

lead to an incomplete refocusing of the spin coherence. When Larmor offsets are present,

the scaling factor becomes > −0.5 (and eventually changes sign). Hence, the echo max-

imum appears not at the same time for spins at different positions in the resonant slice.

This leads to an additional broadening of the echo as indicated in Figure 6.1(b).

Further investigations of mechanically detected dipolar echoes are given in Ref.

[116].

6.3.3 Heteronuclear decoupling

Dipolar couplings of the observed spin to nuclei of another spin species can be suppressed

by continuously irradiating the unobserved spin transition. As a result, the heteronuclear
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Figure 6.2: 19F and 31P spectrum of KPF6. The combination of Hahn-echoes and fluorine

decoupling (80 kHz CW) allows to observe the ∼ 0.9 kHz wide spectral line of 31P

collected from a 150 kHz thick resonant slice. The linewidth of the undecoupled 31P

spectrum, 1.4 kHz, is slightly narrower than observed in standard NMR (2.8 kHz) due

to a partial decoupling effect of the Hahn echo pulse. The small peaks marked by an

asterisk [115] are “sidebands” from the spatially encoded acquisition scheme.

part of the (dipolar) linebroadening is partially removed, which is a well established tech-

nique to enhance spectral resolution in solid-state NMR.

Here, the effect of decoupling is demonstrated on the spectral line of 31P in a single

crystal KPF6. A very simple method is to use continuous wave (CW) rf-irradiation on the

unobserved 19F transition. Figure 6.2 shows MRFM-detected 31P spectra in absence and

presence of a strong (80 kHz) rf-field exciting the 19F transition. In order to apply double

resonance irradiation, the rf-generation hardware had to be equipped with a second rf-

channel, and the broadband matching of the rf-circuit was adapted to be optimal at the

intermediate frequency between 19F (∼ 256 MHz) and 31P (∼ 109 MHz) [40, 41].

Although the decoupling field is much larger than the expected 19F -31P couplings

in the order of ∼ 1 kHz, the situation is still not optimal due to the large Larmor offsets

present. Therefore, decoupling efficiency is rather offset-limited than compromised by

the strength of the dipolar interaction. The efficiency could eventually be improved by

periodic 180◦ phase switching, which was not investigated. Noise band irradiation as

introduced in Section 4.4 is also conceivable to improve broadband performance.
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Figure 6.3: Pulse-timing diagram for the echo spectroscopy experiments. Pulses are

given as (flip angle) phase . Rf-field strength was 210 kHz for pulsing and 15 kHz for spin-

lock, respectively. Pre-heating and spin-lock had a duration of 0.5 s and 3 s, respectively,

with a repetition delay of 30 s. A triangular frequency modulation (Section 4.2.3) of

±100 kHz depth in combination with two-step phase cycle (indicated by {}) was used.

Cantilever oscillations are suggested in the drawing below. Further experimental para-

meters are collected in Ref. [118]

Notice also that the linewidth of the undecoupled 31P line in Figure 6.2(b) does not

coincide with conventional NMR experiments, where a fwhh of ∼ 2.8 kHz is found. The

narrower MRFM result can be attributed to a partial heteronuclear decoupling effect of the

Hahn echo pulse on 31P . This is also confirmed by an echo detected control experiment

with standard NMR as well as by qualitative simulations [40, 41].

6.4 Investigation of Dipolar Couplings

The following work was published in Ref. [39].

Hahn echoes where exploited for recording gradient-free NMR spectra. For this

purpose the Hahn echo pulse sequence (6.5) must be modified according to Figure 6.3:

Two equal evolution times are used to samples the echo peak amplitude for a series of

t1. Because the spin-echo π-pulse selectively refocuses the effect of the external field
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gradient [117] - but no dipolar couplings - a dipolar spectrum free of inhomogeneity

broadening is obtained after Fourier transform with respect to t1.

The sequence is experimentally demonstrated on a Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O single crystal,

where the two protons within a water molecule give rise to a distinct doublet with an

orientation dependent splitting of ωd/2π = 44 × (3 cos2 θ − 1) kHz [119, 120]. The

measured coherence decay in the local field (”FID”) and the associated spectrum are

shown in Figure 6.4(a,b). Gradient broadened decay and spectrum in the absence of

the echo pulse are also displayed. This spectrum reflects the width of the resonant slice

(200 kHz) for detection and is almost two orders of magnitude wider than the sharp dipole

lines of ∼ 3.4 kHz easily distinguished in the echo spectrum. A comparison of the echo

spectrum with the conventional inductive NMR spectrum recorded at 220 MHz and with

the calculated second moment according to the crystal structure suggests that the residual

line broadening is intrinsic rather than caused by an incomplete refocusing of the gradient

inhomogeneity. The broader linewidth of the conventional spectrum compared with the

MRFM result can be caused by a different crystal orientation (polar angle ϕ) and/or a

mosaic disorder of the large crystal.

The echo spectroscopy scheme can be combined with the spatial selectivity of the

MRFM. Spatially resolved spectroscopy experiments are demonstrated on a phantom con-

sisting of a pair of single crystals of (NH4)2SO4 and Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O, respectively. In

contrast to Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O, the 30 kHz wide spectrum of (NH4)2SO4 is featureless

(see below). A one-dimensional (1D) MRFM image of the phantom along the z-axis is

shown on the left side of Fig. 6.3. Spatial coordinates were inferred from the Larmor

frequency and the calculated field distribution of the gradient magnet. Localized spec-

troscopy was performed at different positions of the phantom, resulting in the echo decay

curves and the corresponding local field spectra plotted on the right. Three regions can

be identified: In A, only (NH4)2SO4 is present. The spectrum shows a single broad line

in accordance with the conventional NMR spectrum (not shown). Region C consists of

only Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O with a doublet splitting of ∼ 19.5 kHz. The splitting differs from

the one in Figure 1 due to the different crystal orientation. B represents the intermediate

region, where both (NH4)2SO4 and Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O are present. Spectrum B can be

reconstructed as a linear superposition of A and C, indicated by the dashed spectrum.
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Figure 6.4: (a) MRFM-detected coherence decay of ∼ 1014 proton spins in a

Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O single crystal with and without a Hahn spin echo (2 transients, total

experimental time 50 min). The solid line corresponds to a fit with a cosine of 19.6 kHz

multiplied by a Gaussian decay (σ = 111µs ). (b) Experimental spectra obtained by

a Fourier transform. The gradient-broadened result is well explained by a simulation

(solid blue lines in [a] and [b]) that takes finite pulse lengths and the efficiency of can-

tilever excitation by the applied magnetization modulation scheme into account. The

experimental spectrum employing the Hahn echo shows a clearly resolved dipolar split-

ting. The best fit by a Gaussian line is shown by a bold solid line. (c) NMR result of a

mm-sized single crystal at an orientation which produces the same dipolar line splitting.
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Figure 6.5: Left: 1D 1H spin density image along the z-axis of a sample consisting of a

(NH4)2SO4 and a Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O single crystal, mounted side-by-side on the MRFM

cantilever. Sample thickness was ∼ 35µm and lateral dimensions ∼ 90 × 110µm 2,

determined by an optical microscope. Error bars are estimated from the difference to a

subsequent control measurement. The high uncertainty at the sharp upper edge can be

attributed to the positional inaccuracy 3.5. The spin density scale is calibrated within a

factor of ∼1.4 as described in Fig. 6.3. Right: Local spectra at three different locations

(4 transients each) as described in the text.

The knowledge of the pure substance spectra allowed us to filter the spatial image

with respect to the components. A general scheme requires a spectrum at each spatial

position and yields a spin density profile for each constituent (provided the spectra are

not too similar). In the present simple case, however, we take advantage of the different

spin-echo decay curves: for t1 ∼ 54 µs , the (NH4)2SO4 signal has completely dephased,

while Ba(ClO3)2 · H2O exhibits a negative signal with ∼ 35% of the total intensity [cf.

Fig. 6.3, right]. An image recorded with this filter is added on the left side of Fig. 6.5. The

spin-density distribution for each substance (shown on the right) is easily reconstructed

by linear combination.
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Figure 6.6: Direct and echo filtered image of the phantom (left), and chemically selective

image of (NH4)2SO4 and Ba(ClO3)2·H2O (right). The approximate 1H spin density, pro-

portional to the integrated intensity [121], was calibrated by the sample’s mass (inferred

from the motional mass of the cantilever) and the filtered image of Ba(ClO3)2 ·H2O. The

estimated absolute calibration in the spin density scale is determined to within a factor

of ∼ 1.4.

The Hahn echo approach is limited to NMR spectra that are dominated by even-

order spin-spin interactions, i.e. homonuclear and heteronuclear dipole- and J-couplings,

or quadrupole interactions. Nevertheless, the presented MRFM technique can be extended

using more sophisticated rf-preparation schemes. Heteronuclear dipolar- and J-couplings

can be studied by applying selective double-resonant rf-pulses [122,123]. High-resolution

chemical-shift information can possibly be restored by zero-quantum and total-coherence

spectroscopy [112, 113] (see Section 6.5.3).
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6.5 Investigation of Chemical Shifts

Differences in the immediate electronic environment of nuclei situated at different posi-

tions in a molecule or lattice lead to slight variations of the local susceptibilities. In an

external static magnetic field these variations are manifested as small shifts of the Larmor

resonance frequency, known as chemical shifts in insulating substances and Knight shifts

in conductors [4,52]. Consequently, nuclear spins form a powerful probe of the chemical

environment and a systematic analysis of chemical shifts allows for a determination of

complex molecular structures [124].

Their study in the presence of a MRFM field gradient is however far more diffi-

cult than e.g. dipolar couplings, because - with respect to spin space symmetries - field

inhomogeneities are essentially indistinguishable from susceptibility variations. In the

following we propose several promising approaches that could be capable for such inves-

tigations, underlaid by preliminary experimental studies and simulations, and summarized

by a discussion on their feasibility.

At least three different methods can be conceived, (i) Using a switchable gradient,

(ii) Modulating the gradient in synchrony with a suitable rf-pulse sequence, or (iii) Em-

ploying multiple-quantum rf-schemes in order to observe transitions of the spin system

that are insensitive to field inhomogeneities. A further possibility is the matching of B0

and B1 inhomogeneities [125].

6.5.1 Switchable gradients

A first approach is to separate spin evolution and mechanical detection. During the spin

evolution period, the gradient is switched off by one of the methods described below, and

the final magnetization stored in Mz. The gradient is then turned on and the stored Mz

detected mechanically. Obviously the gradient switching time needs to be short compared

to T1.

The tricky part is the accurate switching of the gradient. One possibility is to me-

chanically pull the magnet (or sample) away e.g. using a piezo actuator. The pull-back
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Figure 6.7: Switchable gradient assembly. (a) The ferromagnet (here a � = 30 µm

nickel sphere) is glued to a tungsten STM tip. Mechanical switching is enabled

by mounting the tip on a piezo bimorph. Horizontal movement is ∼ 100 µm at

100 V. (b) MRFM image (dots, solid line) and corresponding calculation (dashed) of

a ∼ 17 × 24 × 24 µm 3 ammonium sulphate single crystal with a sphere-sample sepa-

ration ca. 10 µm . The resonance frequency in the superconducting magnet field alone

is 250.1 MHz. A EPFL cantilever with length 500 µm and spring constant 0.8 mN/m is

employed. The sample is mounted below the cantilever to improve electrostatic charge

compensation.

distance depends on the actual size (and shape) of gradient magnet and sample. In order

to reduce the field variations of a spherical magnet to below ∼ 0.2 mT (1 kHz proton

frequency), for example, sample and magnet have to be at least 10× the sphere diameter

apart. In favor of fast switching speeds small dimensions are therefore preferable.

Another possibility is to quench the field of the gradient magnet through heating.

Fast switching is alleviated both by using very small magnet sizes (i.e. small heat capaci-

ties), and ferromagnetic materials with a reasonably low Curie temperature. A prospective

approach are piezoresistive cantilevers with integrated heaters that could accommodate

a small magnetic particle on the tip. Originally developed for thermomechanical high-

density data storage applications [126] they reach fast thermal time constants (down to

1 µs ) for a heated region of a few µm . Alternatively, inductive heating of the magnetic

particle via the rf-coil could possibly be used.
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The formidable task with both switching methods is to reach sufficient stability and

reproducibility, considering that either a misalignment of a few nm or a temperature

change of 1◦ cause a Larmor frequency shift of ∼ 10 kHz.

A setup using a mechanical piezo switch is given in Figure 6.7(a). Since the switch-

ing distance is limited to ∼ 100 µm , a small magnetic particle must be used in order

to obtain a sufficiently homogeneous field in the “off” state. In a first experiment [Fig.

6.7(b)], a � = 30 µm nickel sphere was used to verify that MRFM signals can be col-

lected at small distances and using small gradient magnets. Simulation of the signal shows

that the gradient-sample separation is ∼ 10 µm , while smaller distances tended to be in-

stable due to tip-sample forces. For a next step, switching stability will be evaluated and

a smaller tip made of a material with high saturation magnetization (e.g. SmCo) will be

employed. This will finally show if the switched tip assembly is a suitable attempt for

high-resolution spectroscopy.

6.5.2 Gradient modulation

Another scheme can be conceived if it is possible to scale the field gradient rapidly. In

contrast to full gradient switching a modulation of the ferromagnet field by a few percent

can be sufficient. The technique is illustrated in Figure 6.8(a). In a standard Hahn echo

experiment the static surplus field of the gradient magnet is fixed and a 180◦-pulse applied

after τ refocuses both gradient and chemical shift dispersion after exactly 2τ . A differ-

ent situation occurs if the field of the gradient magnet is diminished during the first and

enhanced during the second evolution period: Then the position of the “gradient echo” is

shifted with respect to the “chemical shift echo”. It is therefore possible to observe the

chemical shift separately, i.e. by sampling the chemical shift echo at the maximum of the

gradient echo while the latter is shifted from experiment to experiment by using different

gradient scaling.

The required scaling factors ε are obtained by analyzing the phase dispersion after

2τ . According to the scheme in Figure 6.8(a), we assume that we are able to scale the

gradient field during evolution (revolution) by (1 ∓ ε) (other modulation schemes are

conceivable), where ε � 1 denotes the modulation depth as a fraction of the ferromagnet
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field. The phase φ(2τ) acquired by a certain spin after 2τ is given by

φ(2τ) = {(τ − t1/2)[ω0 + ΩCS + (1 + ε)ωgrad(z0)]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

evolution

−{(τ + t1/2)[ω0 + ΩCS + (1 − ε)ωgrad(z0)]}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

revolution

= −t1[ω0 + ΩCS] − t1ωg(z0) + 4τεωgrad(z0), (6.8)

where t1 is the indirect acquisition time, ω0 + ΩCS the Larmor frequency in the homoge-

neous field plus the chemical shift, and ωg(z0) the position dependent surplus field of the

gradient magnet. In order to eliminate dispersion due to field inhomogeneity, the gradient

evolution has to be exactly canceled at t = 2τ , imposing

t1ωg(z0) = 4τεωgrad(z0) ↔ ε =
t1
4τ

. (6.9)

Pulsed coil implementation

One possible implementation of gradient field modulation is to wrap a solenoid coil tightly

around the gradient magnet body. According to the reciprocity principle [100] the spatial

field distribution of the coil coincides then exactly with that of the gradient ferromag-

net. Figure 6.8(b,c) shows a simulation for a realistic set of parameters. The following

technical restrictions are likely to limit the applicability of coil implementation: First,

the field distribution of coil and ferromagnet will differ in a real setup and effectively

limit the achievable spectral resolution. Second, spectral resolution scales inversely with

the dwell time t1, which requires long τ (hence a long transverse relaxation time T2) or

strong modulations ε. Long T2 are often not available in solids with broad, homogeneous

lines, while on the other hand, achieving even ε = 0.1 requires very strong coil magnetic

fields (i.e. Bcoil ∼ 175 mT) accompanied with dissipation of an intolerably large amount

of heat.
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Figure 6.8: Chemical shift sensitive acquisition using gradient modulation. (a) Pulse-

timing-diagram indicating the separation of “gradient echo” and “chemical shift echo”.

(b) Simulation of the acquired signal (real part shown only) assuming perfect scaling and

switching. The required modulation field is displayed below. (c) Spectrum of signal [b].

The two peaks at −10 kHz and 20 kHz forming the input of the simulation are clearly re-

solved. Notice that the zero frequency in this case corresponds to the Larmor frequency

in absence of the gradient, i.e. the resonance frequency in the B0-field of the supercon-

ducting magnet. The simulation is compatible with a pulsed coil using 100 µm thick

wire wound tightly on a 1 mm diameter cylinder gradient, able to produce 11.8 mT/A in

the coil center. Further parameters were τ = 300 µs and ωgrad(z0)/2π = 10 MHz (equal

to Bg = 235 mT).
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Mechanical shuttling implementation

Alternatively, a modulation of the gradient field can be achieved through a movement of

the gradient magnet body in synchrony with the rf-pulse sequence. For reasonably small

variations ∆z, the magnetic field at the site of a spin originally at distance z0 from the

ferromagnet can be approximated by the power series

Bz(z0 + ∆z) = B0 + α∆z + β∆z2 + O(∆z3), (6.10)

where B0 = Bz(z0), α = ∂zBz(z0) and β = ∂2
zBz(z0)/2. The phase accumulated after

2τ , when moving the gradient to position z0 +∆z (z0−∆z) during evolution (revolution)

period is in analogy to Eq. (6.8) given by

φ(2τ) = t1 [ω0 + ΩCS] + t1
[
ωg(z0) + β∆z2

]
− 4τα∆z, (6.11)

leading to a shift modulation depth of

∆z =
4τ∆zα

ωg(z0) + β∆z2
. (6.12)

Mechanical shuttling is likely to be limited by similar constraints as the pulsed coil imple-

mentation and mechanical gradient switching. In particular, large modulation ∆z require

a very high mechanical precision, and can lead to insufficient behavior when higher order

contributions of (6.10) come into play. This is particularly severe for arrangements where

the magnet is not much larger than the sample.

6.5.3 Zero-quantum spectroscopy

Yet another approach is to observe transitions of the spin system that are insensitive to

field inhomogeneities, adopting concepts such as total coherence spectroscopy [113] or

zero-quantum spectroscopy [112]. The latter will in the following be discussed.
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NMR experiments are confined to the observation of single quantum transitions with

the selection rule ∆M = ±1, where M is the total magnetic quantum number of the sys-

tem [112]. M > 1/2 can either arise for quadrupolar nuclei or a system of coupled

spin-1/2 nuclei. The study of transitions ∆M 6= ±1 (multi quantum transitions, MQT) is

in certain cases nevertheless possible. Of particular interest in MRFM are transitions of

order zero (zero-quantum transitions, ZQT) that are insensitive to magnetic field inhomo-

geneity and permit the recording of high-resolution spectra in inhomogeneous magnetic

fields. In contrast to a single quantum spectrum, the ZQT spectrum contains the chemical

shift differences, rather than the absolute resonance frequencies, of all coupled spins.

The technique is illustrated on a sample of PCl5 using standard NMR. 31PCl5 rep-

resents a weakly coupled many-spin-1/2 system and consists of two inequivalent 31P-sites

of octahedral and tetrahedral symmetry, corresponding to the conformations PCl−6 and

PCl+4 [127]. As a consequence, two spectral lines separated by a chemical shift differ-

ence of 360 ppm appear in the direct single quantum spectrum, as shown in Figure 6.9(b).

To excite and detect MQT’s a sequence

(90◦)φ1
− τ/2 − (180◦)φ1+90◦ − τ/2 − (90◦)φ1

− t1 − (90◦)φ2
− (acquisition) (6.13)

of three non-selective 90◦-pulses was employed. A mixing time τ ∼ 2 ms, required to

generate off-diagonal density matrix elements, turned out to give the best performance.

The phase cycling scheme φ1 = 0◦, φ2 = {0◦, 180◦} ensures that only even order MQT’s

are detected [112]. The result is shown in Figure 6.9(a). To visualize the effect of field

inhomogeneity, the experiment was performed in the stray field of the superconducting

magnet (300 MHz proton frequency). Narrow ZQT and broadened double quantum tran-

sitions can be clearly distinguished.

Although this demonstrates the capability of ZQ-spectroscopy to produce high-

resolution chemical shift spectra in inhomogeneous fields, the method has certain limi-

tations. First, only difference frequencies rather than the absolute resonance line posi-

tions are measured. Second, a necessary prerequisite is a coupling between the chemical

shift split nuclei that allow for a reasonably efficient generation of zero-quantum coher-

ences. For weakly coupled systems or disordered materials, ZQ-spectroscopy is hardly

applicable or impossible.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Two dimensional spectrum of 31P in PCl5 correlating the single-quantum

(SQ) spectrum (horizontal axis) with the zero-quantum/double-quantum spectra (ZQ and

DQ, respectively). All sum (DQ) and difference (ZQ) frequencies of the two resonance

lines of PCl5 are resolved. In order to reveal the effect of field homogeneities on the

different transitions, the experiment has been carried out in the inhomogeneous region

of the NMR magnet. The spectrum of PCl5 in this position, together with the high

resolution spectrum, is shown in (b). The intensity difference between peak 1 and 2 is

likely due to insufficient excitation and different T1 relaxation times.
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6.5.4 Conclusions

Three approaches have been evaluated for their suitability to perform chemical-shift sen-

sitive spectroscopy with MRFM. Briefly summarized, we see the following potential for

a successful implementation:

– Switchable gradients are the most straightforward approach; their success depends

on the mechanical precision the gradient ferromagnet can be switched. Using piezo-

based positioning systems the necessary stability could be within reach. For short

T1, fast switching is required. Thermal quenching of the ferromagnetism is an

unexplored subject.

– Gradient modulation, though requiring only a fraction of field change, can be con-

sidered hard to implement due to the high accuracy needed in field modulation;

only a slight misalignment will cause a rapid dephasing of the echo. The coil im-

plementation seems challenging due to the necessity of high modulation fields and

the associated strong heat dissipation. For mechanical modulation, on the other

hand, it will probably be simpler to directly go over to the switching scheme.

– Zero-quantum spectroscopy is on the one side highly preferable due to the absence

of any gradient switching schemes. On the other hand, a reasonably well suited

spin system is required for efficient generation and detection of zero-quantum co-

herences. ZQ-spectroscopy will be applicable to some, but not all samples. If the

range of substances is very limited or rather broad remains to be seen.
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Summary In this thesis, an attempt has been made to establish magnetic resonance

force microscopy as a tool to perform NMR spectroscopy. A room-temperature prototype

that is designed for a use in standard superconducting NMR magnets and equipped with

a versatile pulse-programmer has been constructed. Pulsed radio-frequency techniques

have been extended in such a way that the MRFM can be readily used to control and study

spin interactions and relaxation properties of samples in a general manner. Experimental

demonstration of such experiments and combination with µm -scale spatial imaging could

be achieved.

Special attention has been paid to stabilize the instrument for long-term measure-

ments. Key steps turned out to be the use of a (digital) feedback controller, phase-sensitive

detection of force signals, improved detection electronics, and a flexible software con-

trol tool. Altogether, this enabled to extend the duration of experiments from initially

∼ 10 min over a few hours up more than days. Without this final system stability the

more complex measurements would have been difficult or even impossible to introduce.

Outlook Magnetic resonance force microscopy is still in that state of development

where samples are chosen to investigate the instrument’s performance rather than the ma-

terial’s properties. To our understanding, the following points are currently prohibitive for

a wider application of the technique as a spectroscopic tool, and therefore remain crucial

for further development:

– The chemical shift problem. The field inhomogeneity introduced by the gradient

ferromagnet is fully dominating over any local susceptibility variations. Several

127
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propositions to reintroduce the chemical shift have been made as part of Section

6.5, although non of them has yet been experimentally demonstrated. Resolving

chemical shifts will be a necessary prerequisite for any wider application in molec-

ular structure determination using spectroscopy.

– The T1ρ problem. Mechanical detection using cyclic adiabatic inversion requires a

T1ρ much longer than the cantilever oscillation period Tc, both to allow the build-up

of cantilever oscillations and to measure the signal in a small cantilever oscillation

bandwidth (∝ T−1
1ρ ). Unfortunately, the T1ρ values in many interesting materials are

short compared to Tc, and can therefore not be studied using the present detection

techniques based on spin-lock. Force gradient detection proposed by Garner et

al. [42], where the timescale for signal acquisition is T1 instead of T1ρ, will possibly

alleviate this problem [42].

– The sample preparation problem. Only solid substances that sustain in vacuum

have been used as MRFM samples to date. To introduce materials that are reac-

tive or have a low vapor pressure, ways have to be found to prevent degradation of

the sample under MRFM conditions. Liquids are generally unsuited for the present

technique due to molecular diffusion, which is substantial for the small length scales

and rather long acquisition times in MRFM. For application as an everyday analyt-

ical instrument, furthermore efficient ways to introduce and position samples have

to be found.

Applications Overcoming these critical issues and presuming a gradual increase in

spin sensitivity by using improved cantilevers and stronger field gradients, combination

of solid-state NMR spectroscopy with a decent spectral resolution (including chemical

shifts) and a detection limit around ∼ 1010 spins (at room temperature) seems reason-

able. Such an instrument could reach a (sensitivity-limited) three-dimensional resolution

of some 100 nm, or a one-dimensional resolution well below 100 nm, enough to resolve

structures of sub-cellular size and well suited for studies of membrane structures and

semiconductor interfaces. Also, it would enable NMR spectroscopy of mass limited sam-

ples in the pg to ng range.
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Microcoils

A microcoil resonance circuit was constructed having a future combination with optical

laser tweezers in mind. Optical tweezers allow for a fast manipulation of microscale solid

objects up to ∼ 10 − 100 µm making use of the back-action forces resulting from the

moment of the scattered light [128–130]. Modulation of the beam by acoustooptical crys-

tals has been shown to enable e.g. stationary rotations of the captured objects [130, 131].

When these rotations could be carried out inside of a NMR device these might enable

NMR investigations of microscale objects under magic angle spinning (MAS) which is

an indispensable tool in solid state NMR [132]. Because the application of optical tweez-

ers is restricted to small samples a microcoil circuit for an adequate sensitivity in signal

detection is necessary. An experimental arrangement is proposed in Figure A.1(a).

The actually constructed part of this scheme, the micro rf-circuit, is depicted in (b-d)

of the same figure. A flat, helical microcoil was glued on a microscope glass cover slip

of ∼ 120 µm thickness and soldered to two connecting leads. A flat coil geometry was

chosen to allow for laser beams with high focal angles that generate the highest tweezer

force on the object.

Reducing the size of the coil has the effect of providing a higher Faraday current per

magnetic flux, which is beneficial in two respects: 1. The sensitivity per spin increases.

2. Vice versa, higher magnetic fields per unit current can be produced. This is valuable if

129
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Figure A.1: (a) Possible Tweezer-MAS apparatus. (b,c) Rf-circuit schematics and pic-

ture of the implemented microcoil circuit. Numerical values are calculated as described

in the text. The grid on the background paper of the photograph has a spacing of 4 mm.

The microcoil is barely visible. (d) Enlargement of the planar coil with two samples

mounted.

very broad transitions (e.g. where quadrupolar interactions are present) have to be excited

[17].

The rf-properties of the resonance circuit can be estimated using the following rela-

tions [133],

Lcoil =
µ0N

2π

4(d2 − d1)2

[
5

18
(d3

2 − d3
1) −

1

2
d2

1(d2 − d1) −
1

3
d3

1 ln

(
d2

d1

)]

(A.1)

Rcoil(ν) =
2(d1 + d2)N

d2
wire

ρ qskin(dwire, ν), and (A.2)

B/I =
µ0N

d2 − d1
ln

(
d2

d1

)

, (A.3)

where d1 = 200 µm and d2 = 600 µm are the inner and outer diameter of the coil,

dwire = 50 µm the wire thickness, N = 4 the number of windings, and ρ = 1.7 ·10−8 Ω m
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Figure A.2: (a) Static and magic angle spinning (MAS, 4 kHz) spectrum of rubber. The

inset shows the increase of the peak maximum as a function of the MAS speed for three

different materials. (b) Static rubber spectra recorded with the microcoil using sample

A and B depicted in Fig. A.1. The experimental sensitivity is ∼ 4 · 1016 spins/shot

corresponding to ∼ 9 · 1014 spins/
√

Hz.

the wire material’s resistivity (here copper). The skin effect correction factor is qskin ∼ 3.2

for an rf-frequency ν = 300 MHz [134]. An estimation of the self-inductance for the

contact leads is given by Llead = 2 · 10−4 l ln(1.797 l/dwire), where l is the length of the

leads [135].

In duty our coil produced a field of ∼ 13 mT/A and reached a quality factor of ∼ 25

at 300 MHz.

NMR spectra of prospective candidates for demonstrating tweezer magic angle spin-

ning, small pieces of rubber, are shown in Figure A.2(a) using a commercial 4 mm probe.

Rubber and related compounds such as latex are particularly suitable due to their rela-

tively small static linewidth and the high proton content. Moreover, latex beads are much

used objects for laser tweezer manipulations. The inset displays the height increase of the

dominant peak upon sample rotation yielding a gain between 3× and 10× of the static

height. This means that the tiny NMR signals will be somewhat easier to observe under

magic angle spinning.
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Rubber also served as test sample for the microcoil circuit. The spectra of the two

objects from Figure A.1(d), having volumes of ∼ (200 µm )3 and ∼ (50 µm )3 - corre-

sponding to approximately 8.5 · 1017 and 1.3 · 1016 proton spins, respectively - are shown

in Figure A.2(b). The main peak, for sample A also some additional structures, are clearly

visible. The sensitivity of the device estimated from these spectra is ∼ 4 · 1016 spins/shot,

which means that ∼ 6 · 1015 spins can be detected with unit S/N in one minute if a repeti-

tion rate of 1 s is used. Rubber has a T1 ∼ 0.7 s while a T1ρ < 1 ms, such that the material

unsuitable for investigations by MRFM.

In order to work on the tiny samples that can be manipulated by optical tweezers the

sensitivity has to be further enhanced. Possible improvements could be made by either

producing smaller coils by lithographic methods [69], constructing multilayer solenoid

coils with optimized geometry, or working at low temperatures.
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Optimal Control

This Appendix gives a compact derivation of the steady-state optimal feedback controller

for a base-actuated cantilever with beam deflection motion detection, in order to provide

Koc, zoc, ωoc, and Qoc [Eqs. (3.12)-(3.15)]. We follow the procedure and notation outlined

in Ref. [80] and refer to Ref’s. [136, 137] for further details.

Consider the steady-state system

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gw(t), (B.1)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) + v(t), (B.2)

where x(t) is the state variable subjected to control, y(t) the observed variable, and u(t)

the control variable. w(t) and v(t) denote white and uncorrelated excitation and mea-

surement noise processes.

For the specific case of a base actuated cantilever with deflection detection,

u(t) = zbase(t) + żbase(t)/(ωcQ), (B.3)

y(t) = ztip(t) − zbase(t), (B.4)
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thus (B.1), (B.2) are explicitly
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 w(t), (B.5)

y(t) =
(

1 0
)




v′
tip

ztip



 − u(t) + v(t). (B.6)

where an altered form of the tip velocity v ′
tip = vtip − (ωc/Q)zbase is introduced.

According to the separation principle [136], the problem of finding an optimal

controller can be divided into the two subproblems of constructing an optimal regulator

and an optimal estimator.

A. Optimal regulator

The steady-state optimal control u(t) for a given state x(t) is generated by the control law

u(t) = −Kx(t), (B.7)

where the Kalman gain matrix is given by K = R−1

c
BTS, with S (a symmetric 2x2

matrix) as the solution of the steady-state Riccati equation

0 = SA + ATS − SBR−1

c
BTS + Qc. (B.8)

A suitable choice for the weighing matrices Qc and Rc are the maximum variances in the

tip and base displacement, σ2
x,tip and σ2

x,base, respectively [80],

Qc =




0 0

0 1/σ2
x,tip



 and Rc = 1/σ2
x,base (B.9)
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The analytical expression for K is obtained by solving the three independent equations

contained in (B.8) (cf. Ref. [137], p. 347 for an example),

K =
(

α
ωc

α
Q

+ α2/2+α/Q
1−α/Q

)

, (B.10)

where α is given by (3.16).

The closed-loop properties are found by inspecting the characteristic equation

|sI − A + BK| = 0 (B.11)

from which the closed-loop frequency ωclosed and quality Qclosed can be determined,

ωclosed = ωc

√

1 + α2/2

1 − α/Q
, (B.12)

Qclosed = Q

√

(1 + α2/2)(1 − α/Q)

1 + αQ − α2/2
. (B.13)

B. Optimal observer

The optimal observer is needed to reconstruct the actual state x̂(t) from the incom-

plete information provided by the measured system output y(t). “Optimal” means that the

deviation of x̂(t) from the exact state x(t) is minimized. Given the differential equation

defining the reconstructed state,

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + L(y − Cx̂ − Du). (B.14)

the deviation is smallest if the gain matrix L is selected according to L = PCTR−1

e

(Kalman-Bucy filter) as implied by the steady-state Riccati equation of the optimal esti-

mator,

0 = AP + PAT − PCR−1

e
CTP + GQeG

T. (B.15)
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Here, the two noise variances Qe = σ2
w and Re = σ2

v represent the amount of the ex-

citation and measurement noise present. Solving for P (which is also a symmetric 2x2

matrix) similarly to the optimal regulator problem, the optimal gain matrix is obtained,

L =




β2ω2

c/2

βωc



 , (B.16)

where β is given by (3.17). A closer look at Eq. (B.15) reveals that the observer is

independent of the control force u, consequently the choice of the beam deflection

detection scheme [manifested by the appearance of the control term in the detection, Eq.

(B.6)] has no influence on the gain matrix L.

C. Optimal controller

The stochastic optimal controller is obtained by combining optimal regulator and

estimator. Substituting u(t) in (B.14) by (B.7), the optimal controller is determined by

˙̂x = Ax̂ − BKx̂ + L(y − Cx̂ + DKx̂) (B.17)

In terms of transfer functions, the controller is given as the ratio of the Laplace transforms

U(s) and Y (s) (the control and output variable), respectively,

Hoc(s) =
U(s)

Y (s)
=

Zbase(s)

Zpsd(s)

= K (sI− Ac)
−1

L, (B.18)

where Ac = A − BK − LC + LDK. Considering Eq. (3.11), the “standard form” of

Hoc(s), the controller parameters can be identified with

Koc = KL, (B.19)

zoc =
KAdj(Ac)L

KL
, (B.20)

ωoc =
√

Det(Ac), (B.21)

Qoc = ωoc/Trace(Ac). (B.22)
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and using matrix-adjoint of Ac, determinant and trace [138]. Substituting K, L and Ac

then produces the explicit expressions (3.12)-(3.15).

The general result (B.18) can be easily adapted for other actuation/detection

schemes. For interferometer detection using base actuation, the measured system

output is equivalent to tip position y(t) = ztip(t), hence Ac = A − BK − LC. For tip

actuation, the same substitution applies (for both detection schemes), and furthermore

the Kalman gain K must be replaced by [80]

K =
(

α
ωc

α
Q

+ α2

2

)

, (B.23)

with a modified α,

α =

√
1

Q2
+ 2ζc − 2 − 1

Q
, and ζ2

c = 1 +
σ2

x,tip

σ2
x,base

. (B.24)





Appendix C

Pulse Programmer

This Appendix summarizes technical details of the pulse programmer architecture.

Script Language

The script language provides the following statements (cf. sample code in Figure C.1):

– Loading of external parameters. These can be read either from the acquisition file

(∗.acq) associated with the measurement (keyword extern) or from the parameter

database (keyword autoload).

– Loops (“for” loops). These are numbered in rising order; the innermost loop is

marked by loop0D, the second loop1D, etc. The associated counter variables are

L0, L1, etc., counting from 0 to L0max-1, resp. L1max-1 etc.

– Algebraic expressions of the form a=b+c. Expressions are resolved by a SubVI

provided in the standard LabView library. The most common functions, e.g. sin(),

are predefined. A full list of supported functions can be found in the LabView

reference. Further expressions can be defined via the command statement.

– Commands. An additional set of functions has been defined to perform certain

operations within the pulse program, e.g. instrument updates. As commands follow

139
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Command Description

void acq_mode(mode) Sets the averaging mode. This command

is obsolete if data is saved continuously,

and averaging is done later.

void acq_phase(phase) Sets the signal acquisition phase.

int interleave(n,nmax,i) Returns the slice index for interlaced

imaging.

void

larmorfreq(offset,yratio,channel)

Sets the irradiation frequency (via the

PTS).

void lockin_set_freq(freq) Sets the lock-in frequency.

void wait(time) Waits for a certain time.

Table C.1: Pulse programmer script: Commands.

the same syntax as algebraic expressions (i.e. they must provide a return value),

they can be used as if they were a standard mathematical function. The present list

of available commands, which can be easily extended, is given in Table C.1.

– Waveform pattern and digital output. Each pattern uses a separate line and includes

the following items, separated by a tab or a space:

• Keyword out,

• Duration in seconds either as a number, e.g. 10u or as a variable, e.g. tlock,

• Digital pattern in hexadecimals, e.g. 000B (TTL high on channel 1,2 and 4),

• Analog waveform given by a name and a set of parameters, e.g. pulse(anut,0,0).

A list of available waveforms, which can also be extended easily, is given in Table

C.2.

Note that expressions and commands in the innermost loop0D{...} section are always

executed before the arbitrary waveform is generated.
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Waveform Pattern Type Description

aramp(a1,a2,phase,foff) short Linear amplitude ramp from a1 to a2.

delay() short Short delay.

longdelay() long Long delay.

longnoise(amp,fwidth,foff) long Noise band between foff±fwidth/2.

longpulse(amp,phase,foff) long Long pulse.

multisweep(amp,phase,

rate,fwidth,foff)

long Triangular sweep with modulation rate

rate between foff±fwidth/2.

multiswthampl(amp,phase,

rate,fwidth,foff,pitch)

long Sawtooth sweep with modulation rate

rate between foff±fwidth/2, and

trapezoidal amplitude modulation

(2*pitch being the duration of full

amplitude).

pulse(amp,phase,foff) short Short pulse.

sechsweep(amp,phase,

f1,f2,truncation)

short Sech/Tanh sweep. f1 and f2 denote

the initial and final frequency, respec-

tively. truncation is the truncation

parameter.

sweep(amp,phase,f1,f2) short Linear sweep. f1 and f2 denote

the initial and final frequency, respec-

tively.

Table C.2: Pulse programmer script: Waveform patterns. phase denotes the phase shift

relative to the preceding waveform, where phase=1 corresponds to a 360◦ phase shift.

amp is the scalar amplitude ranging between 0 and 1. For amplitude modulated pulses,

amp is associated with the rms value. foff a frequency offset in Hz. “Short” and “long”

have different specifications, see Table C.3.
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Quantity Description

Number of analog channels 1

Number of digital channels 24 (16 on BNC board)

Min. pulse duration 100 ns

Timing resolution 25 ns

Max. pulse duration for “short” wave-

form patterns

10 ms (exact timing is guaranteed)

Max. pulse duration for “long” waveform

patterns

660 s

Phase resolution continuous

Frequency resolution for “short” wave-

form patterns

continuous

Frequency resolution for “long” wave-

form patterns

ca. 1 kHz (dept. on duration)

Max. output amplitude of analog channel user selectable (typ. ±0.5 V)

Max. number of waveform patterns ca. 256

Max. dimensionality of expt. 5 (i.e. up to L4,L4max)

Table C.3: Pulse programmer specifications.
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// nutationinvscan.txt     
// transient nutation using spatially encoding 

autoload rate=1228;        // cantilever frequency
autoload alock=0.18;       // rf amplitude for spin-lock(max. 1)
autoload f0center=272.0M;  // start frequency

extern L1max=10;           // no. of nutation points
extern L2max=2;             // no. of averages
extern ch1ratio=94.094022; // Larmor frequency wrt. 1H (in %)
extern pulsedelay=1;       // delay between measurements

extern fprepulse=-300k;    // prepulse offset
extern fwidth=200k;        // frequency slice width
extern fstep=400k;         // frequency slice step
extern f0offset=0;         // center frequency rel. to f0center

extern anut=0.5;           // rf amplitude for nutation

extern tprepulse=0.5;      // prepulse duration
extern tinvsweep=5m;       // inversion sweep duration
extern tstartsweep=1m;    // start sweep duration
extern tnut=1u;            // nutation pulse duration
extern tnutstep=1u;        // nutation pulse increment
extern tlock=1.0;          // acquisition duration

extern n=3;                // slice interlaces (div)
extern nmax=12;            // slice interlaces (total)

// program
begin{
  lockin_set_freq(rate);                  // set lockin to cantilever frequency
  wait(2);                                // wait 2s
  fstart = -0.5*(nmax-1)*fstep + f0offset;
  phi = 0;                                // acquisition phase
  sign = 1;
  L0max = 1;                              // no. of averages in 0th dimension
  tnut0 = tnut;

  loop2D{ // averaging loop
    loop1D{ // nutation loop
      tnut = tnut0 + L1*tnutstep;

      loop0D{ // not used
        acq_phase(phi);                    // set lock-in phase (for phase cycling)

        index = interleave(L1,nmax,n);     // get slice number
        foffset = fstart + fstep*index;    // get slice frequency
        larmorfreq(foffset,ch1ratio,0);    // set the pts frequency
        wait(200m);                        // wait 200ms

        out  tprepulse   '000002'  longpulse(alock,0,fprepulse);            \\ prepulse
        out  tinvsweep   '000002'  sweep(alock,0,fprepulse,sign*fprepulse); \\ inv. sweep (phase cycl.)
        out  10u         ‘00000A'  delay;                                   \\ (trigger scope monitor)
        out  tnut        '000002'  pulse(anut,0,0);                         \\ nutation pulse
        out  tstartsweep '000002'  sweep(alock,0,fprepulse,-fwidth/2);
        out  tlock       '000052'  multisweep(alock,0,rate,-fwidth,0)[0u];  \\ detection
        out  20m         '000001'  longdelay;                               \\ dummy delay
      }
    }

    sign = -sign;                          // change sign of inversion sweep
    phi = phi + 0.5;                       // change acquisition phase
  }
}

Figure C.1: Pulse program script for the spin nutation experiment (Figure 4.2).
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